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Abstract
The results of a theoretical investigation of the properties of the natural waves or
"free modes" which propagate along infinite helical conductors are reported. The
sheath model which replaces the helix by an anisotropic cylindrical sheet is considered.
The higher modes are investigated, and it is found that several waves per mode can
exist. The significance of these waves in terms of inward and outward traveling waves
from a source is shown. The manner in which the characteristics of these waves change
as the parameters of the system are altered is discussed.
A more physically realistic model of the helix than the sheath model is analyzed.
The exact formulation shows the existence of bands where free mode waves are not
permitted. The cases of a single wire helix wound with a very narrow tape and a very
wide tape for which reasonably valid approximations can be made are analyzed, and
solutions are obtained. The usual low frequency behavior predicted by the sheath model
and the anomalous behavior of the propagation constant in the region where the circum-
ference of the helix is approximately equal to a wavelength result from these solutions.
The problem of multiwire helices is considered, and the manner in which the sheath
helix model is obtained as the number of wires becomes infinite is shown.
The integral formulation of the small wire helix problem yields results essentially
identical to those obtained by means of the methods and approximations indicated above.
This formulation allows a solution for the infinite driven helix to be obtained, and
although this is not completely evaluated, the free mode portion is extracted.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE PROPAGATION ON HELICAL CONDUCTORS
I. The Sheath Helix
Even though several investigators have presented many analyses of an approximate
representation of the helix which is called the sheath helix here, there are still proper-
ties of this model which should be discussed and clarified.
A determinantal equation for the various free modes characterized by a given angu-
lar variation is obtained from the source-free Maxwell equations and the boundary con-
ditions for a sheath helix. Solving this determinantal equation yields the allowed values
of the propagation constants for the different modes. It is found that several waves per
mode with different propagation characteristics exist in restricted frequency regions.
To determine the significance of these waves, the source-present problem is consid-
ered, and the resolution of the waves into inward and outward traveling waves is clar-
ified. The incompleteness of the set of free modes is also made evident from the
source-present solution since it turns out, as in other open boundary problems, that
it is not possible to express the total fields resulting from even a particular source in
terms of the free modes alone. In the course of considering the sheath helix, the lim-
iting cases of the sheath ring and the sheath tube are considered, and it is shown how
the solutions vary as the sheath helix varies between these extreme limits. Numerical
results are not the primary purpose here, although many useful expressions are derived
from which such results can be readily obtained.
A. Definitions
The circular cylindrical coordinate system is used and is defined in the usual
manner as shown in Fig. 1. a r , 'a, and a are unit vectors in the r, 0, and z direc-
tions, respectively. If on a cylinder of radius a, coaxial with the z axis, a helix of
pitch p is wound, the configuration appears as in Fig. 2. The helix is assumed to
extend to infinity in both directions along the z axis, and the medium is unbounded.
The physical helix would, of course, be wound of wire of finite diameter, usually of
circular cross section. If the cylinder on which the helix is wound is now cut by a plane
of constant 0 and unrolled, the resulting development appears, when viewed from the
inside, as in Fig. 3. The pitch angle i is given by
= cot- Zra (1)p
The unit vectors ask and al, parallel and perpendicular to the helix wire, are useful
and are shown in Fig. 3. These are related to ar, a, and az by
ar a = a (2)
a= z sin q + a cos (3)
-1 -
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a = az cos - a 0 sin . (4)
Similarly, az and a can be expressed in terms of ai and a.L
Since the time variation of the fields is taken to be harmonic, complex field vectors
are used exclusively. Thus, for example, if Er is the complex component representing
the radial electric field, the real component equal to the radial electric field is the real
or imaginary part of Er ejt. Similarly, the total real electric field vector is the
real or imaginary part of E et =ar Er + a E + az Ez)ejwt.
The rationalized mks system is used throughout this report. The medium in which
the helix is immersed is considered homogeneous, isotropic, and linear; it is charac-
terized by E, L, and or, the permittivity,permeability, and conductivity, respectively,
of the medium. In this case
2 Zk = (-j ) (jE') = (-j ±) ( + jE) j(r (5)
where is the radian frequency. For a lossless medium, - = 0
2= Rue = (T ) (6)
where is the wavelength of a uniform plane wave in the medium. Other notations and
additional definitions are introduced as they are required.
B. Boundary Conditions
Consider a helix wound of a wire of uniform cross section, say circular, and of
infinite conductivity. If Maxwell's equations could be solved in an appropriate coordi-
nate system in which the surface of the wire is a surface described by keeping one of
the coordinates constant, the problem could be solved by a procedure identical to that
used in simpler waveguide problems. Specifically, the electric field tangential to the
wire surface would be expressed in terms of the appropriate coordinate functions and
the helix parameters. By requiring this to be zero, the only necessary boundary condi-
tion aside from finiteness of the fields if the conductor is perfect, a determinantal equa-
tion would be obtained which would then be solved for the unknown propagation constant.
This constant, inserted in the appropriate field expressions, would yield a solution to
the Maxwell equations which would satisfy the boundary con-
X ditions and would therefore be a unique solution. Unfortu-
Or nately, although it is possible to define coordinate systems
\Uz N which describe the helix in the required manner and to write
Z down the field equations for such systems, it is not possible,
or has so far proved impossible, to solve the resulting equa-
tions. Consequently, one approach has been to replace the
Fig. 1 physical helix with a model which seems to retain many of
its characteristics and allows a solution to be obtained.
coordinates. r ular cylindrical
coordinates. Considering Fig. 2, assume that another wire helix is
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Helix. Developed helix.
wound on the cylinder of radius a, but displaced slightly in the z direction from the
first. A third wire is now placed alongside the second, and so on until the entire pitch
distance is filled up. In this manner a multiwire helix is obtained. Now assume that
the wires are allowed to become of infinitesimal radius so that current can be conducted
only in the wire direction. Further, assume that the spacing between the wires becomes
infinitesimal and that the number of wires becomes infinitely large. In the limit, the
wires may be replaced by a sheath or sheet which can conduct current only in the wire
direction; this is the sheath helix. It can be considered to consist of an anisotropic
conducting sheet wound on a circular cylinder of radius a. The problem is now to find
solutions of Maxwell' s equations for the two regions a > r > 0 and oo > r a a which are
connected by the appropriate continuity conditions at r = a. From the limit method by
which the above model is derived these are
i eE = El =0 (7)
i eE =e (8)
Hi= He (9)
II II
for r = a, 2 0 > 0, and +to > z > -. The superscripts i and e are used to distin-
guish the expressions for the internal fields, a > r > 0, from those for the external
fields, o > r > a. The subscripts ii and .L refer to the particular components of the
field, parallel and perpendicular to the wires in that order. These equations are essen-
tially expressions of the assumptions that the wires are taken to be perfect conductors
and to conduct only in the direction of the windings. In terms of the r, 0, and z compo-
nents, using Eqs. 3 and 4, the continuity conditions become
i eE = E (10)
Ei =E (11)
i, = i cot (EZ -E 0 cot kP(1L
3-
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and
Hi + Hi cot He + He cot (13)
for r = a, Zrr 0 >, 0, and +oo > z > -oo. For simplicity, it is assumed that the medium
is the same and lossless for r < a as for r > a.
Some of the shortcomings of the sheath helix representation are clear immediately.
The most serious deficiency is that the periodic structure of the physical helix is com-
pletely ignored. This periodic structure gives the actual helix some interesting and
unusual properties (see sec. II). Further, the effect of finite wire size is nowhere
considered in the sheath model.
Before proceeding with the solution for the sheath helix, it is useful to consider
what some of the results may be. Since the configuration being examined has cylin-
drical symmetry, it is to be expected that solutions exist which have exponential depend-
ence on z. These correspond to waves guided by the helix. Because of the uniformity
of the boundary conditions, it is also to be expected that an infinite set of modes charac-
terized by different angular variations exists, although these modes undoubtedly do not
constitute a complete set (39). Further, it can be anticipated, in view of the peculiar
nature of the boundary conditions, that the solutions consist of a mixture of TE (trans-
verse electric) and TM (transverse magnetic) waves (39).
In solving a problem of the type being considered, there are two related approaches.
In one, the homogeneous or source-free field equations are solved subject only to all
the boundary conditions. The manner in which the fields are generated is considered
immaterial, and the sources are taken to be located at an infinite distance from the
point at which a solution is desired. Only the so-called free modes or natural waves
and their dependence on the geometry and other parameters of the system are deter-
mined by this procedure. In the other approach, the inhomogeneous or source-present
field equations are solved subject, of course, to the boundary conditions also. This
procedure is perhaps more difficult than the first, but it can yield more information.
With it, one can determine which of the free modes are excited by a particular config-
uration of driving source, and the amplitudes of the free modes can be related to the
strength of the source. Both approaches are used here, with the source-free problem
considered first.
The Source-Free Problem
C. The Maxwell Equations; The Hertzian Potentials;
The Form of the Field Solutions
The fundamental equations which must be solved subject to the boundary conditions
are the homogeneous or source-free Maxwell equations, written as
V XE = -jw±I (14)
-4-
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V x H = jEE. (15)
Solutions to these can be obtained in terms of electric and magnetic Hertzian vector
potentials (1), 11 and , respectively, by
'' E = V x V x - j V X (16)
H = jE V xl + v x x* (17)
where n and lI both satisfy an identical vector wave equation
v xv x V - VV - k2 rI = 0 (18)
and
V x V x* - vvl* - kZl* = 0. (19)
If n andfl are taken to have only z components, 11z and lz respectively, then the
electric and magnetic field components in circular cylindrical coordinates can be
obtained as follows
(20)
Er = ~ + k IIz (-2)
a I an- r1 ~z z
HE = + JWI. Z (2)
2n
 k2nI  2 )Z z z
az(
z ? z (24)
all
___ + kf * . (25)
z z z
li a nd * being rectangular components, satisfy the same scalar wave equation
z~l~ : kyZr)-+ ~ a~- + kZ- + :o (26)
and
V2'-* 2* a 1 z z + k 0. (27)z z *a2
I~~~~~~ ea
-5-
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Equations 26 and 27 are used to simplify the expressions for Ez and H obtained from
Eqs. 16 and 17. If rl vanishes butflz does not, H = 0, and a TM wave results; if z
vanishes butHl z does not, E = 0, and a TE wave results. The total electromagnetic
field obtained by including both z and I * is of such generality that a given set of bound-
z z
ary conditions for some constant r can be satisfied. V
Applying the usual separation of variables procedure in Eqs. 26 and 27, it is found
that the z and solutions are expressible in exponential form. Thus, by using in
Eqs. 26 and 27 the form
z= f(r) ejhz ejn (28)
z
where n must be integer since the potential and the fields must be single valued, one
finds that f(r) must be a solution of
r (r df)- [(h2 - k2 )r 2 + n2] f = 0. (29)
h is the propagation constant whose value must be determined. The independent solu-
tions of Eq. 29 are the modified Bessel functions of order n and argument r where r
is given by
t= h2 -k. (30)
Since the fields must be finite, the In function is chosen for the solution for a > r 0
and the Kn function for 0 > r a. Consequently, for the fundamental solutions
Hi = Ai I (,r)e jhz e i n 0, a a r 0 (31)
z n n
e = Ae K (~,r)e jhz e jn0 , r > a (32)
z n n
* i
= B I (,r)ejhz jn0, a r (33)
Z nn n
rI*e = Be K (r)ejhz ej n 0 , 0 r a. (34)
A, e and B ' e are coefficients related by the boundary conditions and are functions of
n, , and the character of the exciting sources, but not of the coordinates. It is clear
that E and H rather than 11 and I * can be used as the scalar quantities from which
the other field components can be derived.
D. Application of the Boundary Conditions; The Determinantal Equation;
The Sheath Helix Fields
Generally, in constructing a complete solution from the fundamental solutions, Eqs.
31 through 34, one has to sum over all values of n. However, since the boundary
-6-
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conditions for the sheath helix are the same for all and z, the orthogonality in 0 of the
fundamental solutions allows the possibility of the boundary conditions being satisfied
for each n separately.
Using the expressions for the Hertzian potentials, Eqs. 31 through 34, in Eqs. 21,
22, 24, and 25 to determine the tangential fields, and then using these in the boundary
condition Eqs. 10 through 13, one obtains from Eq. 10
A i K A e =0 (35)nn n n
from Eq. 11
hn i hn e i e
_ ha IA + hnKnA + j. InBn - jwou{ KB = 0 (36)a nn a nn nn nn
from Eq. 12
(2 +hncot)I Ai 
+a- cot In - jl cot I'B = 0 (37)a n n nn
and from Eq. 13
-jo4E cot %5 I'A i + jE cot% K'A enn nn
_ hn cot i hn(2 + cot )I B' + ( +a cot KnB = 0. (38)
Here, the argument of all the modified Bessel functions is a, and the prime means
differentiation with respect to the argument. Equations 35 through 38 are a homoge-
i,e . e
neous system of linear equations relating A and Bi 'e. A nontrivial solution exists
n n
only if the determinant of the system is zero, and the propagation constant h is deter-
mined from the equation resulting from the requirement that the determinant vanish.
Solving directly, it is found that
I
A en A i (39)n-K n
n
(2+ hn ot ) I
n j % cot An (40)
e I' (iZ + hn cot +) In Be B a n A(41)
n K Bn jn cot% in n
and, finally
In (a)Kn (~a) (Za 2' + nha cot (42)
In (Ca)K n (a) k2 a2 ,2 a2 cot 2a
as the determinantal equation.
Using Eqs. 31 through 34 in Eqs. 20 through 25, and then using Eqs. 39 through 41,
it is possible to express all the field components in terms of Ai alone. It is more con-
n
venient, however, to express the fields in terms of the surface current density. This
-7-
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is readily done since the surface current density vector K, where
K = a0K0 + azKz (43)
is related to the discontinuity in the tangential magnetic field by
ar X e )r=a = K. (44)
Expanding Eq. 44 results in
= (H - Hz)r=a (45)
and
Kz: (H o _ iKz (H 
- H)r= a . (46)
Further, since
K = K sin % +K cos (47)
and
K = K cos y - K0 sin p (48)
(see Eqs. 3 and 4) it is found that K vanishes, as would be expected from the boundaryconditions, while Eq. 47 yields a relationship between Ai and K . In the course of car-
rying through these calculations, it is necessary to use the Wronskian identity and the
determinantal equation 42. There finally results for the field expressions
e = jwpa [nha a (a 2 + nha cot ) I1 (a)K (r)
+ cot %4 I' (a)Kn (r)] sin q|K,, le jhzi jn (49)
Er = a L 2nha )In (a)Kn (r)
+ n rcot I (a)Kn (r) sin 1K le - jhz e jnO (50)
22 2
Ee = jwlra (4 a + nha cot ) I (6,a)K (5,r) sin 4s IK fejhz e jn0 (51)k 'a
H e a [( + n a cot )In (a)K
+ nha a cot I ( (a)K ( r)] sin IK e-j h z e- ijn (52)
-8-
e j a (2a2 + nha cot ) I (a)K (r)
r = 2a T ' n
+ ha cot I (,a)K' (,r) sin KI, ejhz e jn (53)
Hze = -a In' (a)Kn (,r) cos -i IK,, e- jhz e- jne (54)
where I K I is the magnitude of the surface current density in the direction of the wires.
Only the external field expressions are given since the internal field expressions are
identical, except that the In and K n functions are interchanged everywhere. I K,, is the
usual undetermined constant which remains in free mode solutions and can only be eval-
uated if the power flow associated with the mode or the character of the exciting sources
is known.
The continuity condition
VK + jqs 
=
V.K + jw (E - E) = 0, r = a (55)
where Vs .K is the surface divergence of the surface current density and qs is the
surface charge density, is satisfied for all n as well as for n = 0. The fulfillment of
the continuity condition for n = 0 alone for the sheath model considered here had previ-
ously been noted (13).
Equations 49 through 54 constitute the proper fields for the free modes on a sheath
helix if values of h and are used which satisfy the determinantal equation 42. To
complete the solution these values must be determined.
E. Solutions of the Determinantal Equation
Although these solutions have been considered elsewhere (refs. 9, 10, 11, 19, 65, etc. ),
it is thought that the following discussion is more complete than any which has appeared
so far.
For purposes of brevity only the results which are derived from Eq. 42 are given.
The details are shown in reference 68. It should be emphasized that, in general, it has
been the intent to determine the existence and general character of the solutions rather
than specific numerical results.
It can be shown (68) that the propagation constant h is required in general to be real
and in magnitude larger than k if free mode solutions are to exist when the medium is
lossless. This limitation has also been noted (39) in other open-boundary problems and
immediately reduces the magnitude of the task of looking for solutions of the determi-
nantal equation, since one need only investigate this equation for pa real and a > 0.
In addition to the general case of the sheath helix for 4 0 or 90°, there are the
two special cases of OL = 0 ° , called the sheath ring, and J = 90 ° , called the sheath tube.
-9-
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For = 0O there are solutions for h > k, and these turn out to have considerable inter-
est not only for themselves but also for their rather close connection with the solutions
for / 00. Further, a knowledge of the solutions for = 0° is exceedingly useful in
investigating the cases for / 0 . For = 90°, free mode solutions exist for values
of In[> 1 and h = +k. It turns out that these solutions are the limiting ones for a set
of the sheath helix modes and are therefore of considerable interest. Ordinary
waveguide modes also exist for 4 = 0° and 90°.
1. The Sheath Ring, = 0 °
For 4, = 00 the determinantal equation is
I' (a)K (a) n2 a
n n nh a(56)
I ({a)K (Ca) = 22 2 2 'n n ka a
This results if the Maxwell equations are solved subject to the boundary conditions
i = Ee i e= E E E= E =0 (57)
i e Ei (58)
E x = E = E = E (58)I I z z
i e i eHi =H He (59)II 01  0
for r = a, 2r >. 0 > 0, and +oo > z > -o0. These correspond to Eqs. 7 through 13 for the
special case of = O°. The sheath ring system may be considered the limiting one
which results from an infinite series of equally spaced perfectly conducting circular
rings coaxial with the z axis as the wire of which the rings are made becomes infini-
tesimally small and the spacing between the rings becomes likewise small. Equation 56
also results if in Eq. 42 is allowed to approach zero and the limit taken in the usual
manner. The field expressions in this case may likewise be obtained from Eqs. 49
through 54 if, there, 4, is allowed to approach and finally equal zero. Therefore they
are not written out explicitly. As might be expected from the symmetry of the boundary
conditions, for this case the determinantal equation 56 is an even function of h and n.
Consequently, there exist field solutions whose angular dependence is sin nO or cos nO
as well as e jn 0 and whose z dependence is sin hz and cos hz as well as e -jhz Such
solutions are obtained by a proper linear combination of the expressions given by
Eqs. 49 through 54 with 4 = 0°, of course, and correspond to solutions which are
standing waves in z or 0 or both. Such solutions would fit the boundary conditions
imposed if perfectly conducting infinite planes were placed perpendicular to the z axis
or along planes of constant (at intervals of Tr/n) or both. In the following only the
unbounded system is considered.
In solving Eq. 56 it is most convenient to find those values of ,a, for a given n as
ka varies, for which Eq. 56 is satisfied. However, it is the propagation constant h
and the ratio ka/ha which are of greatest interest, and it is these quantities which are
considered below. For 4 = 0° for n = 0 there are no free mode solutions of the type
-10-
which are of most interest here, whereas for Inl> 1 the solutions can be shown as in
Fig. 4. In hn,mla the n subscript refers to the mode number, and the m subscript
refers to the branch of the solution. The reason for distinguishing between the different
parts of a solution for a given n by using m and by showing the different portions of the
curves as solid and dotted lines is considered below. Quite similar curves occur for
- Ihn ma which can be obtained by reflection about the ka axis in Fig. 4 if care is taken
to account for a complication which is also discussed below. Another form of presen-
tation is shown in Fig. 5, where the corresponding parts of the curves are related to
those of Fig. 4 in an obvious manner. Because Eq. 56 is an even function of n and h,
it is evident that I h nlml h In l m l . The nth mode exists only in the range
In| + An ka> n 2 - 1
where An is a very small positive number. A1 0.015, A2 0.01, and An becomes
increasingly small as Inj increases. The curves of Figs. 4 and 5 are only approxi-
mately to scale, and the effect of An is exaggerated very much.
Since the sheath ring may be considered as the limit of an infinite series of circular
rings when the rings have become infinitesimally wide and similarly spaced, one might
expect from an approximate lumped circuit analogy for such a transmission system that
it would support a free mode at or near the frequency for which each individual element,
i. e. each ring, is separately resonant. This would occur when the circumference of
the rings is an integral number of wavelengths, or for 2ra/X = ka = In . This is essen-
tially the performance of the sheath ring, and the spread in frequency over which each
free mode solution exists can be considered the result of the coupling between the ele-
ments (the rings) of this system. A physical explanation for the absence of the n = 0
mode of the type considered here is simply that no ring resonance can exist which pro-
duces such a mode. The persistence of the Inl = 1 mode down to low frequencies distin-
guishes it somewhat from the others. This is a property which the sheath ring has in
common with the open dielectric rod (refs. 2, 39, 49). An explanation for this action
would seem to be that for ka small, and thus a exceedingly small, the solution appears
as essentially a perturbed uniform plane wave which is linearly or circularly polarized
depending on whether the trigonometric or exponential dependence on 0 is chosen. This
may be shown from the field expressions by taking ka very small so that h+ 1 , 1 a is
near ka with ,a exceedingly small, and by considering the region where r is small but
r is not necessarily small. In this case the Ei 'e and Hile components are substantially
Z Z
ka times as large as the E e and Hi 'e components, the latter are essentially independ-
r,0 r,0
ent of r, and the ratios
Ei,e Ei,e
0 r
e and
Hie Hi,e
0 r
are given by ±j(4/ 1/ E
-11 -
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In Figs. 4 and 5 portions of the curves are dotted. The reason is that the solutions
corresponding to the dotted and solid lines are really different branches of the curves,
so that for In! + An > ka > I[n there are two waves per mode. Assuming z > O for the
moment, one of these has z dependence like e ' ; whereas the other has z
+jl hn,2 z 
dependence like e . The absolute bars are used to avoid any confusion of sign,
the sign of the exponential being given explicitly. The procedure used to obtain the
above is explained best by considering the inhomogeneous or source-present problem
(see sec. I-G). Here, only the results and their physical significance are discussed.
The phenomenon can be interpreted by considering a curve for both positive and
negative h nma for a particular n as shown in Fig. 6. Assume that a finite source
is placed at z = 0 which can excite only the nth mode. The z axis is, of course, taken
to coincide with the axis of the sheath ring, and the radius of the sheath ring, a, is
assumed to remain constant while the frequency is varied in the following. Now assume
that one stations himself on the positive z axis so the source is very far away. The
sheath ring system continues on towards z = +o. As the frequency of the source or ka
is increased, no field is observed (it is assumed that the source is sufficiently far away
so that the radiation field is negligible) until ka = (n2 - 1)1/2 after which a free mode
wave traveling towards z = +0oo appears with a propagation constant Ihn 1 . Here, trav-
eling refers to the axial phase velocity and its direction or sign. As ka increases, the
propagation constant of this wave increases, varying along the solid Ihn, l a curve in
Fig. 6 in the direction indicated there. For ka larger than In! by any small amount,
another free mode wave appears which travels towards the source with a propagation
constant of magnitude Ihn,21 . This varies with increasing ka along the solid - Ihn, 2 1a
curve in Fig. 6 in the manner shown there. Both waves continue to exist until
ka = In + An. At this point they become waves traveling in both directions with propa-
gation constants of equal magnitude and, it turns out, field components of equal ampli-
tude, so that a pure standing wave exists on the system. For ka > Inl + n , nothing is
observed again, the free mode waves disappearing. If one stations himself on the nega-
tive z axis so that the source is very far away, the system continuing on towards
z = -o, a situation similar to the above results, except that the dotted curves in Fig. 6
are traced. It should be remembered that solutions whose z and t behavior is like
e- jh z ej t are being used.
A physical interpretation of the inward traveling wave, the wave traveling towards
the source, is that it is the total result of the backward scattering which occurs when
the frequency is such that the rings are slightly beyond resonance, or for ka > In . It
should be emphasized that for In + An > ka > Inj the total free mode consists of the
sum of both inward and outward traveling waves. The inward traveling wave does not
come from any source at infinity, and if the medium is taken to be slightly lossy, it has
j hn, 2z - n,2lz
a z dependence for z > 0 like e e , the outward traveling wave having
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a z dependence like e e . The action here is somewhat reminiscent
of the performance of structures which are periodic in the z direction (5, 37). There,
however, a multiplicity of pass and attenuation bands usually exists even for a particu-
lar mode as characterized by the transverse field structure, and the inward traveling
wave which occurs is interpreted as the total result of scattering from the periodically
located elements. Here, only one passband exists for a particular mode (the mode does
not even exist outside this band), the system is continuous in z, and the inward traveling
wave occurs only when the elements of the system themselves, or the rings, are slightly
beyond resonance.
The ratio of the phase velocity of a free mode wave along the axis of a transmission
system vp to the phase velocity of a uniform plane wave in the medium v is given by
v
p ka
vp - a(60)v IH-a'
If the medium is free space, v = c where c is the velocity of light in free space. Also
X vg op = kaIX8- P h1 (61)
0
where Xk is the wavelength of the free mode waves on the system. Phase velocity is the
velocity with which a constant phase front or point of a steady-state wave may be con-
sidered to travel. In the previous discussion the inward and outward traveling waves
were distinguished by the direction of phase change in the axial direction. With ejwt
as the time variable, outward traveling waves are those with z variation like e- j l h l z
z > 0, or e j lhlz, z < 0, that is, with increasing phase retardation away from the source.
On the other hand, inward traveling waves are those with z variation like e j lh lz , z> 0,
or e hl Z z < 0, that is, with increasing phase advance away from the source. Group
velocity is generally considered as the envelope velocity of a narrow spectrum of waves,
or as the velocity with which energy is propagated along the system (refs. 1,5, 39). In
either case, with v as the group velocity and v as before
vg d(ka) (62)
v d(ha'
(See also sec. I-F.)
In Figs. 4 and 6 the slope of a straight line from the origin to some point on a curve
equals vp/Vo , whereas the slope of a tangent line at the point is the value of vg/Vo, both
for a particular ka and Inl. It is evident that vp/vo and vg/v may be positive or nega-
tive. Further, it should be noted that it is the phase and group velocities in the z
direction which are defined above. Only these are considered throughout this section.
For the purposes of the following discussion, which is quite similar to the previous
one except that the remarks refer to the phase and group velocities, it is convenient to
I
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consider z very large and positive and to confine attention to the solid curves in
Fig. 6. However, similar remarks can be made if one takes z < 0 and regards only the
dotted curves in Fig. 6. For Inl>, ka> (n - )1 / 2 only an outward traveling wave
exists. For all modes the initial value of vp/v for this wave is unity and decreases as
b- t ka increases. The initial value of vg/vo is unity only for Inl = 1, 2 and can be shown to
be given by
g - 1 (63)
1+ 2(n 4)n
+ 2
5n - 2
for nlI 3. These values are limiting values which result if ka is allowed to approach
(n2 _ 1)1/2 from above. Note that the group velocity of the outward traveling wave is
positive as would be expected since the total average flow of power must be outward.
For In + n > ka > Inl outward and inward traveling waves exist, and the phase velocity
of the latter is, of course, negative for z > 0. The magnitude of the phase velocity of
the inward traveling wave is at first zero and increases rapidly as ka increases, so
that at ka = In] + An it equals the magnitude of the phase velocity of the outward trav-
eling wave. It can be seen that the group velocity of the inward traveling wave is at
first zero, increases to a small positive value, and then decreases to zero again for
ka = nl + An. Even though the phase velocity of the inward traveling wave is negative,
its group velocity is positive or zero. Since both waves have positive group velocities,
the total average flow of power is outward for Inl + An > ka > Inl, as well as for
InjK ka > (n2 - 1)1/2 where only an outward traveling wave exists. As already noted,
for ka = In + An the magnitude of the phase velocity of both the outward and inward
traveling waves is the same, and the amplitudes of their field components are likewise
equal. Consequently, a pure standing wave in z exists, and there is no net average
power flow in either direction. This is indicated by the zero slope of the ka versus
Ihnm curves in Figs. 4 and 6 for ka = nl + n. The problem of power flow is con-
sidered in greater detail in section I-F.
2. The Sheath Tube, = 90 °
For q = 90 ° the boundary conditions (Eqs. 7-13) become
E i = Ee = E = e (64)
e =i e (65)
Ei ~qe=.~~.~ (66)t = e = Hiz = Hz (66)
for r = a, 21T > 8 > 0, and oo > z > -oo. The sheath tube system may be considered as
the limiting one which results from several perfectly conducting infinitely long z
directed wires spaced uniformly on the circumference of a circle of radius a, when the
diameter of the wires and their spacing become infinitesimally small, while the number
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of wires becomes infinitely large. For h = +k free
y
mode solutions can exist, and in this case the solutions
are TEM waves, E = H = 0. The field expressions
z z
may therefore be readily derived from static consid-
erations since for TEM waves the distribution of the
fields in the transverse plane, the xy plane here, is a
static one. Although this section is concerned prima-
rily with a discussion of the determinantal equation,
Fig. 7 we shall digress briefly and derive the fields for
The sheath tube. The sheath tube. = 900 in a simple manner.
For n = 0, although a solution to the Maxwell equa-
tions exists for r > a for these boundary conditions, it is not a free mode in the sense
used here since it can never be excited by a finite source. For Inj >, 1, however, free
mode fields exist which can be simply derived in the following manner. Assume that
current flows only in the z direction on the surface of a cylinder of radius a, and that
the current density distribution Kz is given by
Kz = KI,, cosnl0 e jkz (67)
with Inl > 1. A cross sectional view of such an arrangement is shown in Fig. 7 and is,
of course, the sheath tube. The mediums for r > a and r < a are assumed, as before,
to be the same and lossless. The continuity condition (Eq. 55) gives for the surface
charge density
V *K
s k IK osInl e - j k z . (68)
qs h- = Kji1 cosIni ek(68)
The potential V at point P resulting from this surface charge is given by
2rr
V = E J qs in dO' + C (69)
0
where R and 0' are defined as shown in Fig. 7, and C is some arbitrary constant. By
using the expansions
00
In 1= E (a) (cos mO' cos mo + sin me' sin mo) - in r, r > a (70a)in f= Z m m
m=l
and
00oo
1 (r) (cos me' cos m + sin mO' sin mo) - in a, r < a (70b)
m=l
(see reference 50, page 252) in Eq. 69, there results
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V e aJ K cosln I1 (a)I ejkz + C, r a
and
i = a/ L conl o Inl (-) ejk + C, r< a.
The electric field components are given by
E = -
r YF-
with E z = 0, and the magnetic
using the Maxwell equation 14.
nents to be
field components can be obtained from Eqs. 72 and 73 by
Proceeding in this manner, one finds the field compo-
Er = JIK E Cos Inl o(r) e jk
1 i Jn+l
Ei =, IKJ cosIno (r) ei
Ei \ IK I Sin n(r)i e-jkz8 =1. [ J si In[O0 
(74a)
(74b)
(75a)
(75b)e-jkz
and
Hi = -1 r n -1
r - tn
r - I ,I
Hi= I: I' 1 1HO = - T IK,,
e- jkz
sinlnl0(a) ejkz
In - -jkz
cosIni (Y) e
(76a)
(7 6b)
(77a)
(77b)e= 1 K C nl+He I cos In (a)I + -jkzKl er
It can be shown that the above constitute permissible free mode solutions for Inl 1,
since for each n they satisfy the Maxwell equations and the boundary conditions, and
can be excited by a finite source.
If it is now assumed that a surface current density of the form
KZ = ijK,,I sinlnl e-jkz (78)
exists, the resulting field expressions derived by the above procedure are quite similar
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(71b)
(72)
(73)
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E = FI K, sinini (a Inj +1
e' 7 e F r
ein form to Eqs. 74 through 77; the component Ee for example, is given in this case by
e a In +1_E KIII cos Inl ( e jkz(79)EO = - j TS |K,,] cos [n[ 0 a)n I -jkz
Since the field equations are linear, Eqs. 67 and 78 can be added to obtain a total current
density like
Kz = K,I e Inl 0 e- jk (80)
the resulting field components being obtained by adding Eqs. 74 through 77 to their coun-
terparts obtained from Eq. 78. Thus, for example, with a current density like Eq. 80,
the E ecomponent becomes
0
e iJ IKIII (a) e in+ eI .jk81)
As might be expected from physical considerations, a set of solutions for the sheath
helix approaches the type of waves considered here as ~4 approaches 90 ° . In fact, for
these it is found that as d/ approaches 90°, some of the h approach k in magnitude and
the corresponding approach zero. Using this in the field expressions 49 through 54
and similar ones for the internal fields, it can be shown that in the limit of / = 90 ° one
obtains precisely the current density given by Eq. 80 and its associated field compo-
nents. Of course, one may obtain solutions whose 0 dependence is like e j In 0 by
finding the fields resulting from a current density distribution like
KZ = - j IKI sinlnlo e - jkz (82)
and adding these to the fields obtained using Eq. 67; or again, with some precautions
these may be obtained from the limiting values of the sheath helix solution. The limit
of the sheath helix solution always gives fields whose 0 dependence is like e jn, since,
indeed, for 0° or 90 ° only this form of 0 dependence is allowed by the boundary
conditions. However, as seen above and as would be expected from the symmetry of
the boundary conditions, for 4 = 900 linearly as well as circularly polarized fields are
possible. It should be noted (see also sec. I-E-3) that only those sheath helix modes for
which the product nh is negative go over into the TEM waves discussed in the foregoing
as 4, approaches the limit of 90 ° .
The solutions with e - jkz dependence correspond to waves whose phase retardation
increases in the positive z direction. Solutions whose phase retardation increases in
the negative z direction, that is, with z dependence like ej k z , can also exist on a
sheath tube and can be readily found in the above manner. Thus, solutions with z
dependence like sin kz or cos kz, as well as with 0 dependence like sin nl 0 and cos nlj 0
can occur; and, of course, these correspond to standing waves in 0 or z or both.
Here, as for 4 = 0 ° , such solutions would fit the boundary conditions imposed if per-
fectly conducting infinite planes were placed perpendicular to the z axis or along planes
I
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of constant 0 (at intervals of Tr/ n I) or both. However, contrary to the sheath ring
case, only outward traveling waves can occur on an unbounded sheath tube as the result
of excitation by a single finite source. Further, the magnitude of the ratios vp/Vo and
vg/vo for these waves is always unity for all values of ka as would be expected for TEM
waves. The solutions discussed here correspond to the various symmetrical component
waves or modes which can exist on a multiwire circular "cage" transmission line as
the number of wires and, consequently, the number of component waves becomes infi-
nitely large. The positive and negative sequence waves correspond to the e -+j n l 0solu-
tions, and the zero sequence solution, n = 0, may be said not to be possible since there
is no "ground return."
3. The Sheath Helix, the General Case
For the sheath ring, = 0 ° , and the sheath tube, j = 90 ° , solutions whose 0 depend-
ence is like sin Inl O or cos In 0O are possible. In the general sheath helix case, 0°
or 90°, it can be shown that such solutions are not possible, and the 0 dependence must
be like e - jnO if the boundary conditions are to be satisfied. Of course, for n = 0 the
sheath helix solutions are independent of 0, but the effect of the boundary conditions is
still evident as noted below. In Figs. 2 and 3 the single wire helix from which the
sheath helix is developed by the multiple winding and limit process is shown as posi-
tively wound. Such a helix is one in which motion of a point along the wire axis, which
increases the z coordinate of the point positively, increases its 0 coordinate in a pos-
itive direction, and for this cot Lp and q4 are positive. A negatively wound helix is one
in which motion of a point along the wire axis, which increases its z coordinate pos-
itively, decreases 0, and for this cot 4' and are negative. The same definition applies
in an obvious manner to the sheath helix. It is clear that either a positively or nega-
tively wound helix may be considered without altering the really fundamental character-
istics of the possible solutions. In other words, if field component solutions exist for
a positively wound sheath helix with a functional form like fn (r)ehz ejn 0 , then solu-
tions of the form f n(r)e -jhz ejn also exist for the negatively wound sheath helix, both
for a given positive or negative n and both with identical characteristics. This is also
proved by determinantal equation 42, where the product n cot occurs and where the
other functions of 4' and n are even. The choice of positive or negative 4' fixes the
boundary conditions, that is, the direction of skewness with respect to the coordinates,
and once having taken either sign of 4', this must be retained throughout as the condi-
tion to which the solutions apply. Here, it is assumed that the helix is positively wound
so that 90 > > 0° or 0 < cot < 0o.
Because of the skewness of the boundary conditions, it seems evident from physical
considerations that if outward traveling wave solutions exist for the sheath helix with 0
dependence like e - jin 0 and e + j n l 0 for a given Inl , then these must have different
propagation characteristics. Roughly speaking, one of these solutions represents waves
traveling along the wires, whereas the other represents waves traveling across the
wires. It would be expected that the properties of these solutions must be different. A
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similar remark can clearly be made about inward traveling wave solutions. The deter-
minantal equation indicates this since in the numerator of the right side of Eq. 42 the
product nh occurs. Consequently, with h positive or negative, this numerator is dif- A
ferent for n positive than for n negative, the other factors in the determinantal equation
being unchanged since they are even functions of n and h. Note, however, that if solu- X
tions are obtained for h positive for both positive and negative n, then the same solu-
tions exist for h negative but with the n numbering reversed. This is to be expected
from the required z and 0 dependence of the field solutions, e - jhz e- jn 0 and from the
physically evident requirement that if solutions exist for increasing or decreasing phase
retardation in the positive z direction with positive and negative angular phase retarda-
tion, then there must exist identical solutions with increasing or decreasing phase
retardation in the negative z direction with negative and positive angular phase retarda-
tion, respectively.
For n = 0 the sheath helix determinantal equation becomes
I, (a)K 1 (a)_ 2a2
I (~a)K (;a) = ka2 2cot 2 
Figure 8 shows some exact results obtained from Eq. 83 for particular values of 4,
where ka/jhola is plotted versus ka (ref. 10). The m subscript on hnm for n = 0 is
unnecessary and is omitted. This sheath helix mode has been rather thoroughly con-
sidered by other investigators, since for ka between about 0. 1 and 0. 5 its character-
istics closely approximate those of the single wire helix which has been extensively used
in traveling-wave tubes (9,10,11). If ka is plotted versus IhoIa for this mode, for a
given the result appears as in Fig. 9. Since Eq. 83 is even in h, an identical curve
exists for negative Ihola which can be obtained by reflection about the ka axis in Fig. 9.
The initial magnitude of ka/Iho [a = vp/Vo [ is unity and decreases as ka increases,
approaching the asymptotic value of sin , from above. The magnitude of the initial slope
of the ka versus Ihola curve, Ivg/Vol, is also unity and decreases as ka increases,
also approaching the asymptotic value of sin . This asymptotic value is the result one
might expect from simple considerations since, if a wave traveled along the sheath
wires with the velocity vo , it would be anticipated that the axial velocity, or velocity in
the z direction, would be v sin (9, 10).
For a given ka, the magnitude of the phase velocity decreases as becomes
smaller. For any small but finite 4 a solution exists, although for exceedingly
small, the phase and group velocities have correspondingly small magnitudes. For
4 = 00, that is, for the sheath ring, there is no free mode solution for n = 0 with finite
fields for r > a and r < a together. As 4, approaches 90 ° , the magnitudes of the phase
and group velocities differ by only a small amount from vo , and ,a becomes small for
all ka. In fact, for near but not equal to 90 ° , for the region where ,r is small but
r is not small, it can be shown from the field expressions 49 through 54, with n = 0,
that all the external field components except Ee and He are of small order, that these
r 0
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two are proportional to l/r, that the magnitude of their ratio is given by If7/E, and that
frHe dO equals the total enclosed conduction current. Thus, for 4j close to 90 ° , the
external fields of the n = 0 mode resemble those of the TEM wave surrounding a straight
infinite perfectly conducting wire. However, as noted previously, for r > a the n = 0
mode for the sheath tube, = 90 ° , is a nonphysical solution since it requires that an
infinite amount of power be supplied to the system.
Since the determinantal equation for n = 0 is even in h, similar solutions are
obtained for positive and negative h, that is, h = +ho . These are interpreted in the
usual manner as similar waves traveling in the positive and negative z direction.
However, despite this symmetry, it must not be thought that the wave traveling in the
negative z direction can be obtained from the wave traveling in the positive z direction
simply by reflection from an infinite perfectly conducting plane placed perpendicular to
the z axis. Even for the n = 0 mode, "a wave reflected at a plane boundary tends to
spiral in the wrong direction" (22). Another way of viewing this is to note that from the
field expressions 49 through 54 it is not possible to choose positive and negative trav-
eling waves which result in a pure standing wave in z for which both Er and E are
simultaneously zero over a plane of constant z. Some field plots for this mode are
shown in references 19 and 22.
For n 0 the propagation characteristics of the sheath helix modes are somewhat
more complicated than for the various special cases discussed so far. In the curves
which are presented now for these propagation characteristics, portions of the lines are
shown solid and dotted in different ways. As in the sheath ring case these different
parts correspond to different branches of the curves. The procedure whereby this is
deduced is explained best by considering the inhomogeneous or source-present problem;
this is done in section I-G. Here, only the results and their physical significance are
discussed. The modes for which nh' > 0 are considered first. The single prime is
n,m
used here to distinguish these solutions for /' 0° from another set for 4p 0 consid-
ered shortly, and from those for J = 0° . The m values here are related to the ones
used for O = 0° , although now, for 4J { 0°, an additional solution may occur. Graphs of
ka/Ihn' ma versus ka for Inl = 1 and Inl = 2 are shown in Fig. 10. For Inl> 2 then ,m
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characteristics of the modes are essentially identical. As in the sheath ring case the
In = 1 mode is somewhat exceptional in that a solution persists to arbitrarily small
values of ka. Plots of ka versus Ih' a are shown in Fig. 11 for Inl = 1 and Inl = 2 
In Figs. 10 and 11 the = 0° curve is included for reference and to indicate how the
transition occurs. As 4, approaches and becomes equal to 0 ° , Ihn, becomes hn, II A
h' 2 1 becomes Ihn 2I and Ihn3 vanishes. Note that for ka slightly larger than Inl
and 4 > 0 three solutions or waves occur. This happens only for exceedingly small
values of 4, and over a narrow range of ka for ka slightly larger than n I. For example,
by calculation using the determinantal equation 42, it has been found that for I nl = 1 the
propagation characteristics are given by a curve like the one labeled 1 1 for
0. 191 ° >, > 0°, whereas for i> 0. 286° the curve becomes like the one labeled 1 2 .
The transition occurs for 0. 286 > > 0. 1910 and for ka approximately equal to 1. 026.
It has not been possible to find a simple expression which gives the largest , say
InI 4 ,max' for which curves like those labeled 1l1 for In = 1, 2 1 for In! = 2, etc. just
barely occur, that is, the Ihn 21 and Ih' I branches just barely occur, although a
straightforward but lengthy calculative procedure for finding In max is available.
Since the specific value of nlma x seems to be of minor interest, it should be suffi-
cient to note that I n max is less that 0. 286 ° for Inl = 1, and that it becomes increas-
ingly smaller as In! increases. Further, as In! increases, the transition occurs for
values of ka which approach In I more closely. It can be realized from the above that
the transition effect has been very much exaggerated in Figs. 10 and 11 in order to
show it in detail.
As in the n = 0 case for ka becoming larger, for all InI the value of ka/ Ih' la
decreases from its initial value and approaches the asymptotic value of sin from above
for both the Ihn ' I and hn 3 I branches. However, the values for different In] are still
slightly different, the magnitudes being such that
ka ka kaL k < k < i .j... etc. (84)
In=o LI InI=l n,ml Inl=2
for a fixed value of for large values of ka. Actually, Eq. 84 holds for any value of
ka, as well as for ka large, for a fixed value of where 90 > > 0° (see Figs. 8 and
10).
In the sheath ring case the In th mode solutions occur only for In + An > ka>
(n 2 - 1)1/2. In other words, for 4,= 0° there is both an upper and lower cut-off or
divergence frequency (39), and outside the band they define the In th mode does not
exist. For 4 0 an upper frequency limit no longer exists, and for Inl> 2 the low
frequency limit is modified. It can be shown (68) that if ka < nkd a for a given , where
(n2 1) + (n2 - 1)2 + (n 2 - 1)n 2 cot 2 qZ
nkda =In cot (85)
or if cot < cot nomin for a given ka, where
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then there is no solution for the Inlth mode. It should be recalled that the modes for
which nh' > 0 are being considered. As d/ becomes increasingly large, the minimum
n,m
value of ka for which the Inl> 2 modes can occur, nkda, also becomes increasingly large,
such that in the limit of = 90 ° these modes vanish. For very close to 90 ° and for
the ni = 1 mode the solution appears as essentially a perturbed uniform plane wave
which is circularly polarized. This can be shown from the field expressions by taking
cot very small so that h+l1 lIa is close to ka with pa exceedingly small and by consid-
ering the region where r is small but r is not necessarily small. In this case the
ie an e i,e i,Ei ' e and H' components are substantially cot i1 times as large as the Eire and H e
components, the latter are essentially independent of r, and the ratios
i, e i, e
r and
Hi, e H e
r H0
are given by - j f/. Since the magnitudes of both Hie and Hie are equal to IK,,I for
are give by - ' 1-1le - 0 r
cot +t very small, if this mode existed in the limiting case of- 4 = 90 ° with finite IKl,
it would transmit infinite energy. Consequently, such a free mode must be excited to
only a very small amplitude by any finite source for near 90 ° , and I K, must
approach and finally equal zero as Lt approaches and finally equals 90 ° . Therefore, for
all Inl and nh' > 0 for any ka, with increasing, the solutions vanish in the manner
n,m
indicated above as the sheath helix becomes the
(a) sheath tube.
1.0
For nh" < 0, graphs of ka/I h" mla versus
°- E · p% >1 ka for n = 1, 2, and 3 are shown in Fig. 12. For
identical values of n , Fig. 13 shows curves of
0 .0 2.0 3.0 ka versus - Ih" I The dnoublp nrime is used
....... -- n,m- r- ....
in these to distinguish them from the previous
solutions for J/ 0° but where nh' > 0, and from
n,m
the solutions for = . Here again, the m
- Z11-D 4-- -0- .1C t thic Ac 1 I- _ . -I- an
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ka
additional solution occurs for 4$ 0 also. As in
Fig. 10 many previous graphs of the propagation
The sheath helix. (a) ka/ h' 'm a constants, the curves in Figs. 12 and 13 are
vs ka, I n[ = 1 and nh' m > 0, essentially qualitative only and are considerably
12 > 11 > 0. (b) ka/I hnhml a distorted for convenience in plotting; neverthe-
vs ka, Inl = 2 and nh'm > less, their relative positions for different and
(similar for Inl> 3), 22 > the signs of their slopes are quite correct. The
2+1 > °° propagation characteristics of the various modes
F
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(b) kavs I' Ia, nl =2 and nh' > 0nm n,m
(similar for InI. 3), 2d > 1 > 0° .
are similar, particularly for In I>g 3. The solutions are shown in Fig. 13 for negative
Ih" I for convenience in a later discussion. The = 0 curve is included in Figs. 12n,m
and 13 for reference and to indicate how the transition occurs. As approaches and
becomes equal to 00, Ih" 1 becomes Ihn I Ih" I becomes IhnmI and Ih h" van-
ishes. The fact that for p = 0 the -h" Ja and -Ih" 2 a branches as a function of
Ih"i a are shown as solid and dotted curves, respectively, in Fig. 13 and in an
opposite manner in Fig. 6 is unimportant and should lead to no confusion. The prime
on the various ndIm in Figs. 12 and 13 is used merely to distinguish them from those
in Figs. 10 and 11 since, in general, they need not be equal. Also, in both cases the
n,m subscript numbering of kP is used only to aid in labeling the curves and to indicate
what happens as t. increases and has no other significance.
For Inl = 1 with nh" < 0 for 90 > > 0 , three solutions or waves occur for
n,m
ka > 0 but not too large. As ka increases for a given n two of these, the Ih',I and
I h" 2 branches, come together, and for ka still larger only the I h 4 I branch remains.
The I h" I and Ih" I branches for Inl = 1 always exist over some range of ka for
n,l n,2
90° > > However, they vanish for smaller values of ka as 4u approaches 900. It
can be shown (68) that for n = 2 with nh" < 0 for a given , if
n,m
ka< J n cot -1(87)
then only two solutions, the I hn, and I h" 41 branches, occur. For ka larger than the
'e n t on2 n,4 
limit given by Eq. 87 the Ih"l branch also occurs, but only over a small range of ka.
~~~~n,1~~~~~~~~~~~I
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Fig. 12
The sheath helix. (a) ka/lh" l a vs ka,
n,m
InI = 1 and nh" < 0, ' > l2 > 00.
n,m
(b) ka/Ih" m a vs ka, Inl = 2 andn,m
nh" < > 0
n,m 22> > 
(c) ka/lh" la vs ka, Inl = 3 andn,m
nh m < 0 (similar for Inl> 4). 3'2 >
3ql > 0
Fig. 13
The sheath helix. (a) ka vs -Ih"m a,
Inl = 1 and nh" < 0 l> > 0 .n,m2
(b) ka vs -Ih" la, In = 2 and nh" < 0,
n,m n,m
g124' > O0. (c) ka vs -hnm Ia, Inl = 3
and nh" < 0 (similar for In I> 4),
n,m
3P' > 3 > 00.
As ka increases, the lhn,1 I and Ihn" i branches come together, and for ka still larger
only the Ih" I branch remains. For Inl = 2 as for In = 1 for any 4 < 90 ° , the n,1l
and Ih" ZI branches always occur. However, for InI> 3, although the limitation given
by Eq. 87 still exists, if 4 is larger than a minimum value for a particular n, the
hn ,21 and Ih" branches become the only solutions. In this case the propagation
characteristic curve becomes like the one labeled 342' in Fig. 13c. It has not been
possible to find a simple expression which gives the value of ka for a given 4 and n for
which the Ih" l and Ih" I branches come together when both such branches exist.
However, this occurs for ka greater than the value given by Eq. 87 satisfied with an
equality sign, and it is believed to be within an of this value.
As ka becomes larger for all In, the value of ka/lh" la increases from its initial
value and approaches the asymptotic value of sin 4 from below. However, the values
for different Inl are still slightly different, the magnitudes being such that
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for a fixed value of for large ka. For ka approaching zero both Ihn,2 la and Ih a
approach Inl cot qi. It should now be clear how the propagation characteristics of the m
modes for which nh" < 0 change as varies from 0o to 900. As approaches 90°,
n,m
the h"l branch (if it exists at all) and the Ih" I branch exist over a smaller range
, n ,2
of ka, whereas the h branch approaches its asymptotic value more closely over a
larger range of ka. Thus, in the limit of L = 90 ° for all Inl, the Ih," and h" [2
'n' n,2
b' inches disappear leaving only the h" 41 branch for which ka/Ihn 4 la = 1 for all ka.
These are TEM waves and are, in fact, the symmetrical component waves of the sheath
tube discussed in section I-E-2.
The curves of Figs. 11 and 13 are best understood by considering what happens when
the sheath helix is driven by a finite source placed at z = 0 which can excite only the nth
mode. With no loss of generality as far as this description is concerned, it is assumed
that the 0 dependence of the source and the resulting waves are of the form e- j n O with
n > 0. The z axis coincides with the axis of the sheath helix, and the radius of the
sheath helix, a, as well as the pitch angle, , are considered to remain constant while
the frequency is varied in the following. It is now assumed that one stations oneself
on the positive or negative z axis at such large distances from the source that the radi-
ation field from the source is negligible. If one is on the positive z axis, depending
on the value of , one observes waves whose propagation constants and corresponding
phase and group velocities vary along the hnl 1, Ihn 3 1, and -Ih" 2 1 branches as ka
is varied; these waves have a z dependence like
-jlh' Iz -jlh 3' [z +jlh Izn, 1 , e n,3 , a n,2e e , and e
respectively. Conversely, if one is on the negative z axis, again depending on the
value of , one observes waves whose propagation constants and corresponding phase
and group velocities vary along the h 2, -Ih" l, and - h 4l I branches as ka is
varied; these waves have a z dependence like
-jh Iz +jh ]z +jh" 
n.Z n, n,1 4e , e ,and e
respectively. The I hn 2 1 and I h 31 waves may not exist if 4 is larger than a quite
small maximum value, and also the I h wave might not occur for InI> 3 for still
relatively small. Note that all the waves which exist for positive z have positive
group velocities, whereas all the waves which exist for negative z have negative
group velocities. Thus, the total power flow is always outward from the source,
irrespective of the number of waves which occur for a particular and ka or their
phase velocities. Further, if the medium is considered slightly lossy, all the waves
become exponentially attenuated in the direction of energy propagation, again irrespective
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of their phase velocities.
A few other points are of interest. It would appear that the waves for a given mode
or n are inseparable. If the sheath helix is excited by a finite source having a 
dependence like ejn 0 , and if ka and are of such value that more than one wave can
exist, then this multiplicity of waves seems to occur always. Although the source may
possibly be arranged so that one wave is more strongly excited than another, it does not
appear possible that any of the waves can be completely eliminated in general. In the
discussion of Figs. 11 and 13 it was assumed that the source and the resulting waves
have dependence like e - jnO with n > 0. It should be clear that if a source with 0
dependence like e -jnO with n < 0 is assumed, the waves which now appear for z > 0 and
z < 0 are exactly those which appeared for z < 0 and z > 0, respectively, with n > 0. In
the case of n < 0, the propagation constants may be considered as obtained by a reflect-
tion about the ka axis of Figs. 1] and 13 but with a change in the sign of n. This point
may be made clearer by noting again that the determinantal equation is unchanged if the
sign of nh is unchanged. Thus
In htini ,m = ~ l n | h_ ini ,m (89a)
nh n - -Inlh' (89b)
h'l ,m -Il ,mhIn m =-h_ Inl ,m (89b)
and
Ihlnl ml = Ih' Inl ml (89c)
Also
Inlh"'j n = - nh"In m (90a)
h"intm= -h" (90b)InI ,m -In ,m
and
Ih'n = h (90c)Inh'[n ,m = nlh"nJ ,m '
Note that
[h' lnl m = h' ,m Ih' Inlm = h" In ml (91)
except for q = 0°, so that
I!h' Ih I =h I (92)
Ih+lInl ,m =0 + nl m=o ] h+nl ,m
with the + chosen in any order in Eq. 92. If the source has 0 dependence like sin nO
or cos n, an identical mixture of all the waves occurs for z > 0 and z < 0. The final
point here is concerned with noting a somewhat anomalous situation which occurs for
d near and equal to 90 ° . As previously mentioned, for 4b approaching 90 ° the modes
for which nh" < 0, in particular the h" waves, approach the symmetrical component
n,m n ,4 
waves of the sheath tube, whereas the modes for which nh' > 0 occur only for
n,m
increasingly large values of ka or become of increasingly small amplitude. Thus, if the
limit of 4 = 900 is approached in this manner, only waves with 0 and z dependence like
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e jkz e+j with z > O or e+jkz ej In with z < 0 seem possible. However, it is evi-
dent from symmetry and the discussion of section I-E-2 that for = 90 ° the and z
dependence of the waves may be of the form e -jk z e + j Iln l o with z > 0 and e+jkz e + j ln o
with z < 0. Consequently, it is evident that waves whose coordinate dependence is like
e jkz e j I n0 with z > 0 and e+jkz e+j I nl with z < 0 are not stable on the sheath system
considered here. For k4 any small amount less than 90 ° and ka finite, such waves vanish
for Inl,. 2, although for Inl = 1 a wave with exceedingly small amplitude can exist.
F. Power Flow.
Since the field expressions of the free modes are available, the real power flow
associated with these modes can be readily determined. In the following only the real
power is considered. The real part of the complex Poynting vector gives the average
intensity of the energy flow, and integrating this quantity over the appropriate cross
section yields the desired power (1). Thus, with
*S (E X H) (93)
where S is the complex Poynting vector and the tilde means complex conjugate, the
total average flow in the z direction is
P= Re x H)d
= Re f az. (E X H)rdrdO . (94)
Since the field expressions for r < a and r > a are different, the integration on r must
be performed in two steps so that
2ar a,oo
pie = Re (Ei,e Hie - i e H r )rdrdO (95)
0 ,a
and the total average power Pz is obviously the sum of Pi and pe It is necessary, of
course, that the values of ,a and ha which satisfy the determinantal equation 42 for
particular values of ka, n, and be used in the power expression. It can be assumed
that only one wave occurs on the system, but this imposes no undue restriction on the
final results as noted later.
Using the appropriate field expressions of Eqs. 49 through 54 in Eq. 95, one finds
after considerable manipulation (68) that
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i a 3 ' (a)K ([a) 2 h ( )]
Pz i a T [ fo (a)
(k2a2 + h2a2)
- n cot ( a2+ ha (96)(5, a2 + nha cot 4)J
where f (a) is given by
n
[I' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ K n (n ,a)
o (a) I'n (a) K (a) I (ca) Kn (a) n2 [In (a) (a)
n (a) (Ca)+ Kn (ra) I' (Ca) K i (a) 5a I (ja) K' (,a)Ln n n n n
It can be readily shown that Eq. 96 agrees with the expression given in reference 9 for
the power flow on the sheath helix for the n = 0 mode alone. Further, Eq. 96 is valid for
O = 0° although in this case the second term in the braces becomes - (k2a2 + h2a2 )/ha.
In this case if the parallel current density, which is K 0 only for = 0', is given by
IK,,I sin noe jhz or IK,,I cos nOe jhz instead of IK,,I ejne e -jh z , on the right side of
Eq. 96 must be replaced by 1r/2. Reference 68 shows graphs of f (a) for 3 n 0,
for 10 a 0. 1 and simple expressions for f (a) valid for large and small a.
n
It can be shown that Eq. 96 also gives the proper expression for the power flow for
the sheath tube modes in the limit of = 90 ° . In evaluating the limiting expression the
fact that it is the sheath helix modes for which nh" < 0, specifically the h" waves,
n,m n,4
which go over into the TEM waves on the sheath tube must be used. The power can also
be evaluated by using Eqs. 94 and 95 and the field expressions given in section I-E-2.
In either case there results for = 90' the simple expression
P z2 2i f IKIa2 In l (98)
if the parallel current density, which is KZ only for = 90', is given by IK,I ejne ejkz
If the current density is given by IK,, I cos n1 e -j k z or IKI sininle ejk, 1r/2 on the
right side of Eq. 98 must be replaced by Tr/4.
In calculating the total average power flow given by Eq. 96 it is assumed that only
one wave is present for a particular mode or n. If more than one wave is present,
Eq. 96 is used for each wave separately, and the total average power flow is then given
by the sum of the powers contributed by each wave alone. To prove this it is first nec-
essary to show that the total average axial power flow is independent of z irrespective
of the number of waves present. This in turn is readily proved by applying Poynting's
theorem to the lossless source-free volume enclosed by two planes placed perpendicular
to the z axis an arbitrary distance apart and a cylindrical surface at r = R, where R
approaches infinity (1). The average radial power flow across the cylindrical surface
approaches zero since the fields become exponentially or otherwise sufficiently small
as R approaches infinity. Consequently, the total average power flow across the two
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planes must be equal, and, further, since they are an arbitrary distance apart, it
follows that under all circumstances the total average axial power flow for free mode
propagation is not a function of z. If Pz is calculated from Eqs. 94 or 95 for the situ-
ation where several waves for a given n are present, some consideration shows that
the resulting expression is a sum of terms resulting from each wave separately, plus
cross terms resulting from the E X H product of the different waves, these latter being
functions of z. Since the total fields are proper solutions of the Maxwell equations, and
Poynting's theorem certainly applies, it is clear from the above that these cross terms
must vanish. In this manner the validity of the procedure whereby the entire total aver-
age power is obtained by adding the power in each wave alone is established. In order
to complete the calculation for the power flow it is necessary to know the [K.II associ-
ated with each wave, and this can only be determined by solving the source-present
problem as in the next section. It is evident that the power flow resulting from waves
in different modes, that is, different n, can be calculated separately since in this case
the field representations are orthogonal in 0.
In the previous section it was stated without proof that the group velocity is the
velocity of energy propagation, so that the direction or algebraic sign of total average
power flow is the same as that of the group velocity. Although this property has been
proved for transmission systems with various assumed boundary conditions, it appears
not to have been proved for such sheath systems as are discussed here (1,5, 39). The
proof is given below where the procedure used in section 4. 2 of reference 39 for a simi-
lar proof for different boundary conditions is followed rather closely. In the following
it is necessary to split off the z dependence of the field vectors. Since this is the same
for all components, one writes E = E e - jh and H = H e - jhz, where E and H are now
complex field vectors independent of z. Note that the product of a vector by a complex
conjugate vector is the same whether one uses E, H, or E, H. The basis for the proof
is the energy theorem for lossless systems which states that (39)
X aH+ X = - j (EE E + H H). (99)
This may be readily shown by expanding the left side of Eq. 99 and substituting from the
Maxwell equations 14 and 15 for the various terms. Since each wave on the sheath
system is separately a solution of the Maxwell equations for the required boundary con-
ditions, Eq. 99 can be applied to the field solutions for each wave alone. Performance
of the indicated differentiations, after splitting off the z dependence as noted above,
results in
_ - R aH aE 
E' aw 3E ~ X H -E j a (E X H + E H)z. (100)
Since
V.[(E X H + E x z] = 2V. [Re(E x H)z] (101a)
I
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or
V. [(E X H + E X H)z] = 2 Re[zV. (E X H) + (E X H)] (1011
and since the complex Poynting theorem, which is also directly obtainable from the
Maxwell equations, states that for lossless systems (1, 39)
V = V.(2E X = 2 (EE E - H- H) (102)
it is evident, taking the real part of both sides of Eq. 102 and noting that this requires
the first term on the right side of Eq. 101b to vanish, that Eq. 99 becomes
a, H aE h 
8w a  - j2- I Z' Integrating Eq. 103 over the region a r 0, there results by using = - j ( E + . (103)
Integrating Eq. 103 over the region a a r > 0, there results by using Eq. 95
i. /at' i
a * E +-XH 
r aw a- 8 r=a
ah i -j (EEi E + H'H 1 dA
dl- j 4 -P EE .E ·Ai
Ai
Similarly, for > . r a, since the fields become exponentially or otherwise sufficiently
small for r = oo
aHeao aEe e ,. e E e
-'i~~ :. X + - X H ,
, r \- '~~r =a
ah e _e.-e+ edl -j 4 ( E e + He.He)dA. (105)
Ae
Adding Eqs. 104 and 105, dropping the superscripts where their absence should cause
no confusion, noting that only the tangential components of the fields need be retained
i ein the line integral and that Et Et = E for r = a, one obtainst t t~~~
(Ht- H) + X (
r=a
8h ,-,
dl - j 4 hPz = - E E + H-)dA.
A (106)
If the tangential fields for r = a are resolved in directions parallel and perpendicular
to the windings of the sheath system, it is clear from the assumed boundary conditions
of Eqs. 7 through 9 that Et and (Ht - He) at r = a are both nonzero only in the perpendi-
cular direction. Consequently, both vector cross products of the integrand of the line
integral vanish, and with ah/aw = (1/vo) (dh/dk) = 1/vg from Eq. 62, Eq. 106 becomes
P
z
v =
g 1 , ,
If( E. E + H ·H)dA
A
(107)
Since the denominator of the right side of Eq. 107 is surely positive, the total average
axial power flow resulting from each wave and the group velocity of the wave have the
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same direction or algebraic sign, and the usual definition of vg as the ratio of the total
average real power flow to the average energy stored per unit length of the system
applies.
The Source-Present Problem
G. The Gap Source
To understand more completely the significance of the many waves which occur on
a sheath system, to understand the reason for calling some of these inward and others
outward traveling waves as in section E, and to illustrate other points, it is necessary
to solve the inhomogeneous or source-present problem. The procedure whereby this is
accomplished requires that the fields which result when the sheath system is excited by
an infinite line or tube source be determined first. By superimposing these cylindrical
wave solutions, one can determine the total field resulting from a finite essentially
spherical wave source (1, 2, 39, 48, 50).
1. Derivation of General Results.
Assume that the z component of the electric field has a discontinuity on the surface
of the sheath helix which is zero everywhere except for /2 > z > -1/2 where it has a
value Ene jnO and where En is independent of z and 0. By the methods of Fourier
integral analysis, this distribution can be represented by
e - E)a Eein hzdh Ee-n e zI< Z( _Tr=a - r e dh = n (108)
c 0, IzI> (108)
The contour C is merely the entire real axis of the h plane from -o to +oo. Here, h
is considered as a general complex variable and should not be confused with the axial
propagation constants of the sheath helix modes, although these latter values are, of
course, definite points on the real axis of the complex h plane for lossless systems.
A similar remark holds for the variable used below. It is assumed that the above
discontinuity in the electric field is maintained by an impressed electric field which is
the negative of Eq. 108. This can be considered the result of generators placed in the
gap, Iz1<1/2 and r = a, as shown in Fig. 14. The analysis in this section refers to
what might be called an internally shielded gap source; that is, the sheath system and
the generators are arranged for I z 1< /2 so that El is zero for z 1< 1/2 at r = a without
disturbing the sheath magnetic field boundary conditions. A less artificial choice for a
gap source might have been an unshielded one in which the electric field discontinuity
in the gap is in the direction of the windings. However, the type of source used here
appears to lead to somewhat simpler formulas and prevents the appearance of the ordi-
nary waveguide modes at q = 0 ° and 90 °.
For En increasingly large and I increasingly small, one can write with some
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zFig. 14
Gap source driven sheath helix.
caution
(E -E)r= = V i u (z) = vn e ieh dh (109)
C
where u (z) is the unit impulse at z = 0 and Vn = En is the voltage across the gap. The
use of Eq. 109 in place of Eq. 108 is permissible since, although the integral in Eq. 109
is no longer convergent, the integrals to be derived throughout this discussion using
Eq. 109 as the limiting form of Eq. 108 are in general convergent for I z > 0. Equation
109 represents the electric field distribution in the gap as a superposition of infinitesi-
mal z-directed electric fields of the form (Vne-jn0/Zr) e jh z dh existing over the entire
length of the sheath helix at r = a. Since the system is linear, it is evident that if the
fields which result when the z component of the electric field has a discontinuity of the
form (Vn/Zir) e - j n O e - jhz at r = a for all z can be determined, by superposing these
fields one can obtain the final fields resulting from the finite gap source.
The regions for r > a and r < a are source-free so that the field components can
still be obtained from Hertzian potentials like those given in Eqs. 31 through 34 using
Eqs. 20 through 25. Also, the boundary conditions at r = a are again given by Eqs. 11
through 13 using the i superscript in Eq. 12, but Eq. 10 must be modified to read
E _Ei= 2n e-jn eihz (110)
for r = a, 21Tr > 0 0, +oo > z > -. Carrying through the calculations indicated above
merely leads to a set of equations precisely like Eqs. 35 through 38 except that on the
right side of Eq. 35 Vn/2rr replaces 0. Thus, an inhomogeneous system of equations
results, which can be solved for the coefficients A ' e and Be. If these are distin-
n n
guished from the ones used previously by the subscript g, there results
A Vn 5a cot I In [nha (2a2 + nha cot ) K2 cot K na (111)ng 2 D
A2
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Ae- n .SFk 2 2 2 ,' + 2 n =_  a D 2a cot2 KIn a + nha cot )(ia nha cotqiIn n I (112)ng 2w~~2 D n a n n
A
Bi _ (¢a + nha cot ) n Ai
ng jw[a a cot I Angn n (113)
Bng =-2 ja 2 2 2 2 2 2 i 2B g 2ha j-a2 + nha cot L I a a cot K)ng 2,Te 2 jwLaDn I n n L In
- k2a24a4 cot 4 K I I
nnn
where
}
D n n(Sa) = [(r 2 a 2 + nhaK + k2 a cot 2 q InKn].
The argument of all the modified Bessel functions in Eqs. 111 through 115 above is {,a
and has been omitted for convenience. The Hertzian potentials for the fields become
= e-Jn 0
C 2
= e
C2
g = e- jn f
C 2
= enO
Ai rejhzdhng In({r) ej dh
Bng In(¢,r) ejhz dh
Aeng Kn(r) ejhz dh
Beng Kn(r) e jhz dh-
C 2
The fields can be obtained from Eqs. 116 through
Thus, for example,
(116)
(117)
(118)
(119)
119 by using Eqs. 20 through 25.
Hizg= - e-jnO 2 Bi I (r) e-jhz dh.
C2
(120)
The variable is related to h and k in the usual way since these solutions must satisfy
the wave equation, that is,
2 2 2r, =h -k (121)
The contour C 2 is the real h axis from -oo to +oo indented around the branch points
4
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Fig. 15
Contour C2; indentations around poles of integrand not shown.
at +k, as shown in Fig. 15, if the medium is lossless, with other proper indentations
around any poles of the integrand on the real axis. These latter indentations are not
shown in Fig. 15 but are discussed in detail below. If the fields obtained by using
Eqs. 116 through 119 are to be the proper ones obtained from the gap distribution of
Eq. 108 or Eq. 109 acting like a source, it is necessary that /2 >. arg >, 0 on C 2.
Reference 2, page 415, shows an easily used procedure for following arg Y as h varies,
with arg A = 0 and positive real at h = -oo. This is illustrated in Fig. 16 with
II = Ih-k / Ih+kll/2 (122a)
rg a = arg (h-k) + 2 arg (h+k). (122b)
For lossless systems, with +k on the real axis, arg A = 0 for -k > h > -o, arg = +T/2
for k > h > -k, and arg = 0 for h > k.
The expressions for the current density on the surface of the sheath system are
given by Eqs. 43 through 48 where now the fields produced by the gap source must be
used. In this case one finds
K jae - Vn 1 [ nha a(KnIn + InKn) cot qb csc
g1 nnn nn
C2
+ 3a3 KnIn csc ] e- jhz dh (123)
where again the modified Bessel functions all have the argument a. The functional
notation will often be omitted throughout the remainder of this section; in all cases the
argument of the modified Bessel functions is a unless otherwise noted. K is, of
g
course, identically zero. If one should try to evaluate Kit at z = 0, some consideration
g
shows that the integral is no longer convergent, the integrand, in fact, going like 1/I hi
for large h. This is to be expected since the current density caused by a finite field
discontinuity between an infinitesimally small gap would, indeed, be infinite. This
difficulty can be avoided by assuming a finite gap and replacing Vn in Eq. 123 by
sin h
V 2
n hi
2
as is evident from Eqs. 108 and 109. This same procedure can be used, if necessary,
in the other integral representations. The input admittance for the nth mode can now
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be defined as the sum of the admittances of all the infinitesimal windings making up the
sheath helix, or
- Z·2adO 2 Nn (Sa) sin -j --
Y n ado = - jWEaZ n e dh (124)
V -jnB Dn (58)dh (14)
0 n C2 2
the minus sign occurring since the applied voltage is opposite to the induced voltage.
Nn (,a) is given by the function in the brackets in Eq. 123, or
Nn (a) = nha pa (KnIn + InKn) cot csc 4 + ,3a3 KnIn csc 4. (125)
The complete and exact evaluation of the integral representations given above for
the various field components is a difficult or even impossible task. Fortunately, it is
the free modes only which are of most interest, and these parts of the solution can be
fairly readily determined. For I z> 0, Eq. 123 converges as it stands, and it becomes
merely
K = Ea e-Jn f Nn (a) e-jhz dh. (126)
wherev = r Dn (,a)
g C n
The only singularities of the integrand in Eq. 126 are branch points at +k and o0, and
poles wherever Dn (5a) = . But Dn (fa) = 0 is precisely the determinantal equation
42 for the free modes which is known to have roots only at various points on the real
h axis for a lossless medium, depending on the values of n, ka, and 4J. In carrying out
the integration over the contour C 2 it is necessary to indent the contour properly around
these poles. If the medium is assumed to be slightly lossy, the roots of Dn (,a) = 0
move off the real axis, the branch points -k and +k move into the second and fourth
quadrants, respectively, of the h plane (see Fig. 16), and the contour C2 then becomes
merely the entire real h axis from - to +oo without indentations. The lossless
system is now considered the limiting case of the slightly lossy system, and the contour
C 2 is indented in an obvious fashion as the roots and the branch points approach the real
axis. Thus, in order to decide how to indent C2 around the roots of Dn (,a), it is nec-
essary to investigate Dn (,a) = 0 in the case where the medium is slightly lossy or to
obtain the required information in some equivalent manner. Assume that this has been
done and that in the limit of a lossless medium the contour C 2 appears as in Fig. 17,
where -hhal, -Ihb, Ihcl, and Ihd are the various roots of Dn (Ea) = 0. In general,
the roots appear only for values of Ihl> k, as already noted in section I-E (although they
can occur for hl = k in some limiting cases) and need not be symmetrically disposed
about the origin. For z > 0, because of the e - jhz factor in Eq. 126, the integrand
vanishes on a circle of infinite radius in the third and fourth quadrants, and the contour
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Method for determining arg I; b1 = arg (h+k), K2 = arg (h-k).
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Contour of integration. (a) Modified contour for z > 0.
(b) Modified contour for z < 0.
can be deformed as in Fig. 18a. It becomes an integration around the poles of the
integrand at h = - I hb and h = + hc I, and an integration along a branch cut, which can
be somewhat arbitrarily chosen. Here, it is taken along both sides of the negative
imaginary axis from 0 to -joo, along both sides of the real axis from 0 to (k-6), and
around a circle of radius 6 centered at +k where 6 approaches zero. The contour
cannot be closed at because of the branch point there, and the integrations out to the
poles and back cancel each other. In a similar way, for z < 0 the contour can be
deformed into the upper half plane, and the result appears as in Fig. 18b. It should
now be clear that the K which results from the gap source is a sum of the free mode
"g
terms obtained from the contributions of the poles of the integrand, plus a term con-
tributed by the branch cut integration. This remark obviously applies to all the field
components as well.
If the case for z > 0 is considered so that the contour shown in Fig. 18a applies,
K can be divided into four parts, or
II
g
K = K + K' + K" + K"' (127)
1ng "(fm)g "g "g "g
K is the result of the contributions from the poles of the integrand, K' results
"(fm)g "g
from the integration along both sides of the negative imaginary axis, K" results from
g
the integration along both sides of the real axis, and K"' results from the integration
around 6. It can be shown that K' has the form g
"g
K' = eae jn J F(a) eaz da (128)
"g fO
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where F(a) is, in general, a complex function of a real variable a and the parameters
k, , and n, and where no singularities occur in F(a) for o > a 0. F(a) is expressible
in terms of the Jn and Nn Bessel functions (4), but since Eq. 128 has not been evaluated
and there is no need for the explicit form of F(a), it is not given here. The important
point is that in view of the bounded character of F(a), K' becomes small like l/z as
rg
z becomes increasingly large. In a similar fashion it can be shown that
k-6
K" = Eae- jnO n lim j F(0 )eJp d (129)2r 6-e0 
0
where F(P) is in all cases a real function of a real variable and the parameters k, p,
and n, and where no singularities occur in F(p) for k - 6 > P , 0. As in the case of
F(a), F(p) is expressible in terms of the Jn and Nn functions, but for the discussion
here it need not be given explicitly. Again, the important point is that K" becomes
g
small like l/z as z becomes increasingly large. Using Eqs. 122a and 122b to find C
on the circle of radius 6 around +k in Fig. 18a, it can be shown that generally K"'
Ilg
approaches zero as 6 approaches zero. Exceptions to this rule may occur if I hc I coin-
cides with +k, and in this case a finite value may result for K'". However, these cases
g
are best considered as limiting ones for which I hc approaches and finally equals +k;
with this precaution K'" can be considered to be zero under all conditions. Since the
g +jl hbj z -jl hcz
K1I terms have a z dependence like e and e , it is clear that as z
l(fm)g
becomes increasingly large, it is only these terms which are significant, the K'I and
g
K" terms vanishing like /z. Thus, very far away from the source only the surface
II
current density associated with the free modes need be considered. The physical sig-
nificance of the KT and K" terms is that they correspond to the local induction andKI
g g
radiation effects of the source and system for z not large. It is evident that for z < 0
an argument similar to the above applies, and for z << 0 only free mode fields with z
+jlhaI z -j hd|z
dependence like e and e persist. Using the usual methods of the theory
of residues in complex integration (1,2, 50), since the poles of the integrand are simple,
one obtains
K (z > 0) = wEaV ejnO Z Nn( a)e (130a)
K'(fm )g n dhd [D,( i·,
~(f~m~)g ~h=-Ihbi ,+ h etc. d [Dn(¢a)]
and
K (z < 0)=-wEaVnejnO N( (130b)
(gh=- ha|, + hd etc . n( hh D-jJ
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The quantity in the braces can be evaluated, and after some manipulation one finds
c jNn( ,a)e- hz 
.. Dn(a)= 0D (a)=
2aZ nha ( I +K cot qJ csc + 2 2 n csc e - j h z
in Kn Kn(t; ~~~ ~ ~ ~ a2 L~~ \n ~n n ~(131)
a 22
a 2,a (, a + nha cot qJ) (2ha + n cot LP)
+ ha (n 2 + 2 a2 ) k2 a 2 cot2 + ( a + nha cot J) + Knj
From Eqs. 130 and 131 the amplitudes of the surface current density associated with
the different waves of the nth free mode can be obtained, and using these in Eqs. 49
through 54, one can determine the various free mode field components. Also, using
these current density amplitudes in Eq. 96, one can find the average axial power flow
in the free modes. The results given so far are quite general and applicable for any
value of n, although it has been assumed that the 0 dependence of the source is like
e - jn only. This is sufficiently general since, if the 0 and the z dependence of the
source are like
Uo(Z) Z Vne-jnO
n
the total solution can be obtained because of linearity and orthogonality in 0 by merely
adding the solutions obtained above for each nth harmonic term alone.
In order to complete the solution for the free modes it is necessary to decide how
the contour C 2 must be indented around the poles of the integrand in Eq. 126. This is
determined in the following manner. It is necessary to introduce some new notation
momentarily. If the medium in which the sheath system is immersed is taken to be
2 2 2 2 2
slightly lossy, then from Eq. 5 in place of k = e, one can write k2 = = 2
-jo= ko - jk 0ovo0 Lr. k is taken to be the value which k2 approaches as the conductivity
of the medium approaches zero. v is, as in section I-E, the velocity of a uniform
plane wave in a lossless medium of constants . and E. The nondimensional complex
variable ha can be written in terms of its real and imaginary parts as
ha = a + jaa. (132a)
It is evident both from the functions involved and the physical requirements of the
solution that, at least in any restricted region, ha can be considered an analytic
function of n, cot , and ka. Of course, an explicit form for ha cannot be written,
but it can be represented as
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ha = fn(cot 0d, ka). (132b)
For ka = ka the solutions of Eq. 132b have already been considered. In this case the
ha roots are pure real, and there can be several even for a given cot L4 and n. Calling
any one of these ha = poa results in
poa = fn(cot qj, ka). (133)
Since only positive frequencies need be considered, one can write, dropping terms of
order r
ka = +0a- 2 kka=+ +ka - jkoVo~Cra koa (1 - Z ' (134)
With ha an analytic function, an expansion can readily be written as
ha = a + jaa = fn(cot qJ, ka) + (ka - a) + ... (135)
ka=k a
o
with n and q4 constant. From Eqs. 133 and 134, Eq. 135 becomes
f j v aa16)
a + jaa poa + a (ka)I 2 (136)
ka=k a
o
where terms of order Co are omitted. But from Eq. 62
a n 
_dtha ._ O (137)
kka=k a (ka) v
o
with vg the group velocity. For a slightly lossy medium from Eqs. 136 and 137
pa poa (138a)
2
aa v Z-v (138b)
g
As expected, the real part of ha is unaltered to this order. The imaginary part is
2dependent on cr and approaches zero as a- approaches zero. Since v o2Oa is surely
positive, Eq. 138b requires the product of aa and vg to be negative. a is, of course,
the displacement of the root perpendicular to the real h axis in the h plane. vg is
already known since the manner in which the h roots vary along the real axis as ko
varies is known. Consequently, the direction of displacement of the roots for a slightly
lossy system or, conversely, the manner of indentation of C 2 for a lossless system is
readily obtained. Incidentally, the attenuation in the radial direction can be derived by
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substituting Eq. 138 in Eq. 121.
In the remainder of this section the solutions of the determinantal equation for the
sheath helix are briefly discussed in view of the above remarks. In particular, the
disposition of the roots of Dn (Ea) = 0 in the h plane for various values of, and n as ka
E varies is shown. For convenience, these are shown on the assumption that the medium
is slightly lossy, although it is to be understood that for the lossless case the roots and
branch points appear on the real axis and C2 is correspondingly indented. It should be
clear now, in view of the way the contour is deformed for z > 0 and z < 0 (see Fig. 18),
why some waves are referred to as inward and others as outward traveling waves in
section I-E. Thus, for z > 0 a root in the fourth quadrant results in a z dependence like
-jlholz
e , an outward traveling wave, whereas a root in the third quadrant results in a
+jhb I z
z dependence like e , an inward traveling wave. Similarly, for z < 0 a root in
+jhaz
the second quadrant results in a z dependence like e , an outward traveling wave,
-jlhdlz
whereas a root in the first quadrant results in a z dependence like e , an inward
traveling wave. Note again, as mentioned in section I-E, that for a lossy system all
free -mode waves are exponentially damped at large distances from the source.
2. The Sheath Helix, n = 0
Since the n = 0 mode is somewhat special, it is treated separately. In this case
Eq. 131 becomes
{
K1
22 - 1 csc e-jhZ
-a 1 0 . (139)
4 a + ka 2 cot2 + C2a 1 
Do(a)= T K0 0 0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~II-
L_ JL J
It is evident from Eq. 139 that for 4J = 0 ° , the sheath ring, no free mode wave is excited
by the type of source considered here. Indeed, Eq. 126 shows that Kll is identically
g
zero for all z for this case. Further, some consideration of Eqs. 116 through 119
shows that the field components resulting from the internally shielded gap source are
unaffected by the presence of the sheath ring. Physically, it is evident that for n = 0
and q = 0o there is no electric field in the direction in which current can flow. Con-
sequently, the field components around this gap source are precisely what they would
be if the sheath ring were not present. However, it should be noted that for q = 0° the
TEom modes, which can exist in the interior of a perfectly conducting hollow circular
cylinder, can exist in the sheath ring. Such modes correspond to values of h such that
h is real and less than k in magnitude, or h is pure imaginary. For %P any small
amount larger than °, such values of h cannot occur. Consequently, it can be con-
cluded that these modes are not stable on the sheath system.
For 90 ° > > 0° Fig. 19 shows the position of the h roots, +Ihho. Here, as in
subsequent plots, the arrows show the relative motion of the roots as k is increased with
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y constant. Also, the subscript and superscript notations on the h roots conform to
those of section I-E. This view of the roots should be compared with that given by
Figs. 8 and 9. For = 90 ° , the sheath tube, there is no free mode wave for r > a, as
noted in section I-E-2. i = 90 ° with n = 0 corresponds in many respects to a perfectly
conducting circular cylinder excited by a symmetrical gap source. It is worthy of note
that for = 90 ° with n = 0 Eq. 124 becomes
K1 (a) sin I -j h-
= K0 (jwa) bi e dh. (140)
C 2 22
Except for a difference in notation this is precisely the equation given on page 418 of
reference 2 for the input admittance of a perfectly conducting infinite circular cylindrical
wire excited in the above manner. Equation 140 gives only the external admittance for
this case, and in relationship to this the remarks of section I-G-5 are pertinent.
3. The Sheath Ring, 4i = 0 for In 1
For J = 0 ° Eq. 131 becomes
n(in + Kne,Nn(a)e jhz n +  e 
LnJ J aa n n (141)
dh [ n )] D (a)=O 2n 2 a + (n 2 + 2a ) k2a2 + ha ] [In n' 21
L1J00 n n
The position of the roots is shown for this case in Fig. 20. This should be compared
with Figs. 4, 5, and 6. It is interesting to note that if the frequency of the source is
reduced so that the "divergence" limit ka = (n - 1) 1 / 2 is approached from larger values
of ka, then with 1hn, 1 approaching k, and approaching zero, Eqs. 141 and 130 show
that the amplitude of the current density of the free mode wave decreases like .
4. The Sheath Helix, 90 ° > q > 0 ° for n 0
In this case, since the roots are not symmetrically located about the origin, it is
necessary to decide in advance whether n > 0 or n < 0 is to be considered. In the fol-
lowing n > 0 is chosen although this results in no loss of generality, as should be clear
from the discussion in section I-E-3.
For n = 1 the position of the roots is shown in Figs. 21 and 22. These should
be compared with Figs. 1la and 13a. Figs. 10a and 12a
hPLANE are also pertinent. nqma x is defined in section I-E-3 as
-I1h.1 -the largest O/ for which the Ih 21I and h' 3 1 roots occur,
k Xo and, as noted there, although the precise value of Ilqmax
is not available, it is known that 0.286° > lmax > 0. 191 °.
Fig. 19 It can be shown that for qJ approaching 90 ° and Pa approaching
zero, the magnitude of Eq. 131 becomes small like (2 a XThe sheath helix;remarks
n = 0, 90 > LP > 0 . (In a) z for the hi,1I root. This confirms the remarks
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The sheath ring; 1 = 0 ° , Inl > 1. The sheath helix; n = 1, n>max > > 00
(a) No roots for ka < (n2 - 1)1 2. (a) 1 >> ka > 0. (b) ka slightly larger than
(b) and (c) No roots for ka > n + An. 1. (c) ka slightly larger than in Fig. 21b.
(d) ka larger than in Fig. 21c; similar for
ka increasing.
made in section I-E-3.
Figs. 23 and 24 show the position of the roots for n = 2. These should be compared
with Figs. lb and 13b. Figs. 10b and 12b are also pertinent. The exact value of
Zg4 max is not known, but it is less than l 4max' For n >,, 3 the roots appear very much
as they are shown in Figs. 23 and 24 for n = 2, although the Ih" root may not occur
at all, as was indicated in section I-E-3.
Some consideration of the form of the integrand in Eq. 126 and the disposition of
the poles of this integrand, the zeros of Dn (Ea), indicates that the current density
amplitudes of the free mode waves approach infinity as the loss approaches zero near the
points where the group velocity becomes small. In all cases this corresponds to the
values of ka and cot 41 where the roots appear in juxtaposition across the real h axis as
in Figs. 20c, 22b, and 23c. For lossless systems this is the point where the roots
coalesce, and after which they disappear. In the case of the sheath ring, 41 = 0 , this
occurs for ka = I n + An, or very near where the individual rings are resonant.
However, even for 41 relatively large the group velocity can become zero for values
of ka much smaller than I nl. It appears that in these cases each complete turn
of the sheath helix is resonant, that is, a standing wave occurs on each turn. From
this viewpoint it is possible to understand how a zero group velocity in the z direc-
tion can occur even though the phase velocity is not zero. For if standing waves
occur on the turns, there is no power flow along the turns and, consequently, none
in the axial direction; therefore the group velocity is zero. But if the time at which
the standing waves reach their peak amplitude varies in a progressive manner from
turn to turn, there is a resultant axial phase velocity which can be either positive
or negative.
4,
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5. The Sheath Tube, = 90 °
For ti approaching 90 ° , approaching zero, and h 4 approaching k, it can be
$- shown that Eq. 131 becomes
lim J
LP 90° l
=l n+Jkz 1.2 = Inl e+ikz, nInk 1. (142)
2ka
h=-[lh" . = -k
--n,41 --
For the limiting case of q = 90 ° there can be waves with z and dependence like e jkz x
e -+jlnl with z > 0 and e+jkz e + j InI with z < 0, all with identical amplitudes for In I>, 1.
However, the waves whose coordinate dependence is like e jkz e jinI 0 with z > 0 and
e+ jk z e+j Inl with z < 0 are not stable (see sec. I-E).
The sheath tube also supports the TM modes which normally can exist in the interior
of a perfectly conducting hollow circular cylinder (1, 2). In this case only longitudinal
currents flow so that the boundary conditions (Eqs. 64 through 66) are satisfied, with
the additional requirements that H z = 0 everywhere and E 0 = 0 for r = a. It can be
shown that an unshielded or an externally shielded gap source excites the TM modes.
n,m
Such modes correspond to values of h such that h is real and less than k in magnitude,
or h is pure imaginary. It can be.shown that for 4) any small amount less than 90°,
such values of h cannot occur. As a consequence, it can be concluded that these modes
are not stable on the sheath tube system.
II. The Tape Helix
In this section a more physically realistic model of the helix than the sheath model
is considered. This better model consists of a uniform helix wound of a tape. The
symmetrical properties of a uniform helix require the field solutions to take a certain
form showing that free mode solutions cannot exist in certain regions.
To obtain useful results the cases of a narrow tape helix and a narrow gap helix are
solved by making appropriate approximations of the boundary conditions. The propa-
gation constants of the free modes for both of these cases are shown to be practically
identical except for small values of ka. Both inward and outward traveling waves exist
for particular values of ka in a fashion reminiscent of the sheath helix solutions. The
anomalous behavior of the propagation constant in the neighborhood of ka = 1 is derived
directly from the theory, and excellent agreement with experimental data is obtained.
Expressions for the power flow and other useful quantities are derived, and numerical
results are presented for a particular case.
The multiwire helix problem is solved subject to approximations similar to those
used previously, and the problem of the tape ring system is treated similarly.
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Formulation and Formal Solution of the Problem
A. Definitions
As in the previous section the cylindrical coordinate system is used, and essentially
all of the data given in section I-A are applicable to the analysis given. Here, however,
the structure is a tape helix, that is, a helix wound of a wire which is assumed to be a
perfect conductor with very small (actually, it is taken to be zero) radial extension but
finite axial extension. Such a helix is shown in Fig. 25a, and a developed view is shown
in Fig. 25b. p, a, and are defined as before, and 6 and 6' are the tape width and
gap width, respectively, in the axial direction. The helix, whose axis is taken to coin-
cide with the z axis as in Fig. 2, is assumed to be positively wound and to be infinite
in extent. The medium is also taken to be infinite in extent and is assumed as before
to be linear, isotropic, and homogeneous. Although the procedure to be used would be
applicable even if the mediums were not the same (70), for simplicity these are again
taken to be the same for r > a as for r < a and lossless, and to be characterized by L,
E, and k as defined in section I-A. The assumption of zero radial thickness for the
tape is certainly nonphysical, but if the actual thickness is very small compared with
the other dimensions and with the wavelength, this approximation should influence the
results to a very small degree.
B. The Field Expressions
It will be noted that the helix structure is a periodic one, and, consequently, an
approach can be used which has often been employed in related problems (5, 9, 37). This
is essentially an application of Floquet's theorem, which for the case here states that
the fields are multiplied only by some complex constant if one moves down the helix a
distance p (5, 37). This is clear since, if the helix is displaced along the z axis by a
distance p, it coincides with itself, and the new fields can differ from the previous ones
by only a constant factor. There is also an additional characteristic of symmetry which
is made use of shortly. From the above it should be evident that a simple form of z
dependence which meets the requirements of the periodic character of the structure is
-jm - z -jhmz
e-jhz e = e (143)
where hm is given by
h =h + m - (144)
m p
and where m can have any integer value including zero. Since the Hertzian poten-
tials rI and rI* must satisfy the scalar wave equation 26, it is readily found that
the 0 dependence can be expressed in the form e in 0j where n can be any integer
including zero. The function f(r) which contains the r dependence of the elementary
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Tape Helix.
solutions must then be a solution of the differential equation
r dr (r dfr) [(h - k2 ) r 2 + n2 f = 0. (145)
The solutions to Eq. 145 are the modified Bessel functions of order n and argument
lm (r/a), where m is given by
m = [(h - k)a2] = [m cot2 + 2mha cot %0 + h2 a 2 - kaj . (146)
Since the fields must be finite, the In function is chosen for the solution for a . r>, O
and the Kn function for oo > r a. Further, since the complete set of functions must be
used to satisfy the boundary conditions at r = a, and since the field equations are linear
so that the elementary solutions can be added, the representation for iz becomes
rr
] i,e e-jhz Z Ai,e n rejn (147)-
z m,n K ma
m,n n
where the superscripts i and e refer to the internal, r a, and external, r >, a,
regions as in section I.
As mentioned above, there is an additional characteristic of symmetry which sim-
plifies the representations. It can be readily seen that if the helix is translated along
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its axis some distance less than p, it may then be rotated so that it coincides with itself.
It thus appears clear that Floquet's theorem can be applied to the angular coordinate as
well as to the axial coordinate. Let z = z' + or z' = z -, and let = 8' + = '
+(2r/p)~ or 0' = 0 - (2ar/p)2; = (21T/p)3 is the angle through which the helix must be
rotated after a translation of 3 to make it coincide with itself. This is equivalent to
putting the x' axis through the helix at z =3 and measuring 0' from x'. After substitution
of these values of and z, Eq. 147 becomes
= eh 3 -jhz An K m a)e e e (148)
m,n n
Since a rotation and a translation make the helix coincide with itself, the form of the
solutions as a function 0' and z' must be the same as the form expressed as a function
of 0 and z. It can be seen from Eq. 148 that if this is to be true for allj as well as
3= p, it is necessary to take m = n, and for m n put Aie = 0. This constraint, whichm, n
results when uniform helices are considered, requires that
ri,e -= ejhz Ame m (m em( ) (149)
z m K m
m m
be taken as the representation for the electric Hertzian potential, and that an identical
form
mm z rI *i,e =e-hzE Bi,e m e r(e
z m K m
m m
be taken for the magnetic Hertzian potential.
Using Eqs. 149 and 150 and 20 through 25, one can readily find the field components
in terms of the Ai 'e and Bie coefficients which are related by the continuity require-
m m
ments of the field boundary conditions at r = a. These are, of course, that at r = a the
tangential electric field is continuous everywhere, and that the discontinuity in the tan-
gential magnetic field is proportional to the total surface current density; that is
E i =E e
z,O z,0
i e
K z =H - H
, at r = a (151)
(see Eqs. 45 and 46). Since the representations for the surface current density
components must have the same form as the field components
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-jhz -jm (AT z')K = e i7 K e \P (152)
0 X Om
m
and
K = e jhzLKzm j (KP e) (153)
m
where K and K are the Fourier coefficients of the current density expansions. ItOm zm
should be emphasized that Eqs. 152 and 153 are representations for the components of
the total surface current density, that is, the sum of the current density on both sides
of the infinitesimally thick perfectly conducting tape. Proceeding as above to find the
field components in terms of A1 e and B e, and using Eqs. 151, 152, and 153 to find
i,e i,e m mthe values of Ai e and B i e in terms of Km and K where use is made of the orthogo-
m m m zm'
nality of the Fourier space harmonics for 2 > O > 0 and p > z > 0, one obtains after
considerable algebra
e e-jhz C _ ( r)
r = aE h ma(mim (rm)K m zm
m
+ m [h2 a 2Im (Tlm)K (m a)
rm m (ma
r k a~lm (.)K r\1j (T z)
+ka 2 (' (m)K m ( z K0 (154)
e =j -jhz f- a mh al (,lm)Km (m a) KzmEa = J m m a
m
+ 1 [a m 2 h2 aIm (rlm)Km (im )2 r m m
rm
m
h aI2 ( )K ( r n -2 jm (p z-)(+ k2 a2 I ((lm)Kj (1m )] K e (P (155)E e Z IfJm lm()K ( Kzm
mhmalm (m)Km (im ) K 0 e P (156)
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Her = j e-jhz {m r Im (m)Ki (rm ) Kzm
m
mh a
+2 [a Im (m)Km (T1m)
rIm m m) m(im)] Omj 
m
+e n m lIm (tlm)Kh (fmn ar 
i n e a e i c e xce thatKthelm a) Km f t a itragmTTpm Im K m ma a
+a I ()Km(Tjm Kr m e z
m . ern fil cmoensregvn ao sic ah epsio (158)
ite r-jhz cponents r c emaz
eve rywheHre . C. The Formal e (159)The prime on the Im and Kexpress functions means differentiation with respect to the argu-ment. Onlyts of thext field bounda components are given above since the expressions for thei nternal components are identical excepthe that the Im and Km functions are interchangedeverywhere.
C. The F ormal Solution
Having the proper represental equations inof the fone mus t apply the bound-
ary conditions to complete the solution and to find those values of h which correspond
t o the free modes. Since exsi ons are available which already satisfy the continuity
requirements of the field boundary conditions at r = a, the only condition which remains
is that the tangential electric field on the tape be zero. This condition can be applied
by a re-expansion procedure or by a minimization of mean-square-error procedure.
Both of these procedures lead to determinantal equations in the form of infinite deter-
minants (68). A complete formal solution may therefore be obtained, although it does
not appear possible or feasible to obtain useful results from this solution. Consequently,
another method, which is discussed at length later in this section,has been preferred
here.
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D. The Forbidden Regions
Although the formal solution mentioned in the previous section appears to have little
immediate practical value, the field expressions of section II-B are of considerable
use in later developments, and some results which may be deduced from these expres-
sions are of great interest.
In writing the representations for the external fields as a sum of terms whose radial
dependence is of the form Km [m(r/a)] , it has been tacitly assumed that , m is real
and positive. Without for the moment discussing the detailed implications of this, the
necessary requirements for this condition to be met are considered next. It is assumed
that h is real, and for a lossless medium k is also real. It should be recalled that the
tape is assumed to be a perfect conductor. From Eq. 146
Im [(hm -k )a > (160)
require s
h2m >ka (161)
or
Ihmal > ka. (162)
If h is assumed to be positive, Eq. 162 is surely satisfied for m >. 0 if hl> k. For
m < 0, however, Eq. 162 is satisfied only within restricted regions. For m < 0, from
Eqs. 162 and 144, the condition becomes
Iha - ImI cot 1j > ka. (163)
Examination of Eq. 163 shows that this inequality can be expressed as
Iml cot 4 + ka < ha.< Iml cot 4 - ka (164)
or
oIm + ka <ha< m l - cot m>, 1, h> k. (165)
'' ~cot cot cot "
If h is negative and in magnitude larger than k, Eq. 162 is surely satisfied for m 0
but only for certain restricted regions for m > 0. Carrying through the argument as
above gives results that can be expressed in a similar manner to Eq. 165 or, finally,
for both positive and negative h
ka +  a < c < iml ka ml> 1, h> k. (166)m cot4' cot' Mcot '
The significance of Eq. 166 is most easily realized from Fig. 26 where ka/(cot ) has
been plotted versus ha/(cot 4'). The shaded areas are the regions where the variables
do not satisfy the inequality, with the boundaries being given by Eq. 166 satisfied with
equal signs. The regions are labeled with the m to which they correspond. It should
be noted that the entire region for ka/(cot ) > 1/2 is shaded. Since cot 4 = (2Tra)/p,
this restriction immediately becomes
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2Tra ka < cot ra
X 2 p
or
P < (167)
The significance of the above restrictions can be seen in the following manner.
Assume for the moment that a solution is possible at some ka < (cot y)/2 with ha real
and in the I nth shaded region of Fig. 26. In this case, in the external field represen-
tations all the terms of the series have radial dependence like Km[lm(r/a)] except one
which is an Ha) [I n (r/a)] function. But for large r this would correspond to an
outgoing radial wave which can only come from an infinitely long (in the z direction) line
type source located at some finite r. Such sources have not been postulated in the
assumptions, and, in fact, the concern here is with the source-free problem. Thus, if
a solution exists at all, it must exist with the restrictions given above and with only
Km[lm(r/a)] radial dependence for all the terms of the series. Therefore, free mode
solutions must exist only in the unshaded regions of Fig. 26, and the shaded portions
are called the forbidden regions. Another viewpoint is to recognize that the total aver-
age power flow must be the same and finite across any infinite plane perpendicular to
the z axis for any free modes with h real. But an Hn2) [In(r/a)] term would result
in an average radial power flow and, consequently, a violation of the Poynting theorem
if no line sources are present. In the above it was assumed that only one term might
have H( 2 ) radial dependence, although clearly the same reasoning applies if it is
n
assumed that more than one term of this nature could exist. The exclusion of free mode
solutions from the forbidden regions does not insure that solutions will exist in the
allowed regions since the boundary conditions must also be matched at r = a to fulfill
all the requirements for a'unique solution.
In the above it has been assumed that h is real. The possibility remains that solu-
tions may exist for h complex or pure imaginary. Although it would be expected that
such solutions do not occur here as they do not for other infinite lossless open cylindri-
cal structures, it has not been possible to prove in a rigorous fashion that such is the
ha
cot *
Fig. 26
Chart of forbidden regions,
ka/cot L vs ha/cot tp.
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sibility of the existence of complex or pure
imaginary h roots can be proved for the
sheath helix case by recourse to the deter-
minantal equation (68). Attempts to use
similarly the exact determinantal equation
for the tape helix, were not successful. Nor
did the procedures of reference 39, which
included use of symmetry and violation of
Poynting's theorem as the key steps, and
which supplied a satisfactory proof in a sim-
ka ~ ~ ilar problem, lead to a definite proof here;
cotS although with further work these steps may
Fig. 27 supply the answer. The matter of a rigorous
Chart of forbidden regions, proof for the pure realness of the h roots in
ka/Iha vs ka/cot Lp. the exact tape helix case must be considered
still open. However, it is possible to prove
from the approximate determinantal equations for the narrow tape or small wire helix
and for the wide tape helix that only real h roots are possible in those cases. The proof
is given in section III-D-1. It seems reasonable to suppose that this character of the h
roots is maintained in the exact case also. From the results of the previous analysis
and discussion it is evident that one need only consider h real with I hI> k and that one
can exclude the forbidden regions in seeking free mode solutions. Further, it seems
clear in view of the physical symmetry of the single wound tape helix and the manner
in which h and m occur in the radial argument function rim, as well as elsewhere in
the field representations, that identical solutions exist for positive and negative h.
It is often useful to consider the ratio ka/ha which corresponds to the ratio of the
phase velocity of the zeroth order space harmonic to the velocity of a uniform plane
wave in the medium. A plot of ka/Ihla versus ka/(cot tJ) is shown in Fig. 27 and repre-
sents another type of chart for the forbidden regions. From Eq. 166 these regions cor-
respond to values such that
I ka > (168)
I m cot Jha cotP 1
ka for the sheath elix model, sinc  it is necessary that 
As for the sheath helix model, since it is necessary that hI> k, only slow waves,
referred to the z axis, can exist on the tape helix.
The limitation given in Eq. 167 shows that under no circumstances will free modes
exist if p > /2. If each turn of the helix is considered as constituting an element of a
radiating linear array, then the requirement that the spacing between elements, p, be
less than X/2 corresponds to the usual requirement for a single major lobe to exist only
along the axis of the array. (See, for example, reference 56, page 275.) The forbidden
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region requirement can also be interpreted in this manner and suggests the somewhat
crude picture of the helix as an infinite circular diffraction device. In this case a free
mode results at those frequencies for which the waves diffracted at the gap have the
proper phase and amplitude so as to interfere and to prevent radiation in a radial direc-
tion.
It should be emphasized that the results of this section concerning the forbidden
regions are not dependent on any approximations and would apply to the exact solution
for the lossless helix problem if it were available. Further, it is evident from the
remarks of section II-B that similar forbidden region restrictions exist for many types
of helical structures and, actually, for all other open cylindrical periodic systems.
Some similarities between the results given here and those given elsewhere for
periodic structures will, no doubt, be noted (5, 37). However, in the present case there
is an upper frequency limit beyond which no free mode solutions can exist, as well as
certain regions where the same restriction applies. This is in contrast to many other
problems concerned with periodic structures where, although wave propagation does not
occur within restricted frequency bands, exponentially damped solutions which satisfy
the boundary conditions do exist in such bands. This difference is a direct consequence
of the open character of the helix and the resulting need to satisfy the proper boundary
condition for large r.
The Narrow Tape Approximation
E. Boundary Conditions; Derivation of Approximate Determinantal Equation
Since an exact solution to the tape helix problem seems impossible, as noted in
section II-C, and since even the approximation procedure in which only a few terms of
the exact infinite determinantal equation are used appears excessively burdensome,
another approach is used to obtain useful numerical results. In this the tape is taken
to be quite narrow so that the current distribution may be assumed with fair validity to
be essentially quasi-static. By approximating the electric field boundary condition, one
can then obtain a determinantal equation. In a later section the case where the tape is
quite wide is considered.
If the tape is taken to be very narrow, that is, with 6 small compared with a, p,
and X, it seems quite reasonable to assume that essentially all of the current flows only
along the tape. In other words, in this case K,, is the major component of current den-
sity, whereas K is small. If the point of view is taken that the fields are produced by the
currents which flow, with the tape narrow and current flowing primarily in the direction
of the tape, the specific distribution of current across the tape will affect to only a small
degree the fields even in the near neighborhood of the wire and to a much less degree the
fields on adjacent and faraway turns. Thus, if some reasonable assumptions are made
concerning this current distribution, it is to be expected that only small errors will be
made in the field expressions. The assumption of small K, (actually, it is taken to be
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zero) is not very radical since one would expect that for narrow tapes the perpen-
dicular or transverse currents on the outside and inside of the tape very nearly
cancel each other in magnitude and phase so that the total transverse current den-
sity, K, is exceedingly small. Further, if a solution is obtained for the helix
problem on the assumption of zero K which leads to a nonzero value of E on the
tape, then for a narrow tape only a small transverse current density would be
required to cancel this finite E; and this would perturb the zero K solution only
slightly. The above arguments may be expressed in a somewhat more rigorous
fashion (68).
If an inexact current distribution on the tape is assumed, the tangential electric
field can no longer be made zero everywhere on the tape, and this boundary con-
dition can be only approximately satisfied. This may be done in several ways. One
could, for example, require the average value, or better the mean-square value,
of the tangential electric field on the tape to be a minimum, with the propagation
constant h which gives this minimum taken as the solution. However, another pro-
cedure is used here which leads to a somewhat simpler determinantal equation for
calculative purposes than the above possibilities and which appears to be a quite
adequate approximation. In this it is required that E be zero along the center of
the tape; in other words, one of the boundary conditions is matched exactly along
a line. As noted before, for a narrow tape the dominant current density is K,
and, loosely speaking, it is E which forces this current to flow along the tape.
Thus, if the most important boundary condition is completely satisfied on a line,
one may hope to obtain a reasonably good approximation to the exact case where
this condition must be satisfied over a surface. Ignoring the boundary condition
for E on the tape is not very serious for a narrow tape since, as already pointed
out, if the approximate solution leads to a finite E there, only a very small K ,
which alters the solution only slightly, will neutralize it. The satisfaction of the
E11 = 0 condition merely along a line may seem like only a fair approximation, but
if this condition is met, it can be expected that E is also zero, or very nearly so,
on a surface in the neighborhood of this line which is almost a narrow tape. Since
the exact cross sectional shape of the conductor should affect the characteristics
of the solution only slightly, particularly if the largest transverse dimension of this
shape is small compared with a, p, and X, it may be concluded that this approx-
imation also exerts at most only a small influence on the final result. It should
be mentioned that this approximation method, which proceeds by assuming a quasi-
static distribution of the magnetic (or electric) field under conditions where such
an assumption is quite valid and then by matching the electric (or magnetic) field
condition along a line, has often been used in boundary value problems (36).
To apply the above approximation procedure, the expression for E is needed
for r = a in terms of K11 and K . Since
m m
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KeOz = e-jhz KOzm
m
Kl,. = e -jhz 
m
K
I1,m
e m 2 rr
e P
where Kll and K1 are the Fourier coefficients of the current
m m
since
density expansions, and
KL= K z sin + K 0 cos (47)
(48)K = KZ cos - K sin 
there results immediately from orthogonality
K I I =K zm sin y + KOm cos %
m
K = Kzm cos % -K Om sin p
and
Kzm = K II sinI + K cos 
m m
KOm = K cos 5 -K
Gm ttm m
(171)
(172)
(173)
(174)sin ¢.
Ell = E z sin + E 0 cos 
El = E z cos L - E sin .
(175)
(176)
Using Eqs. 173 and 174 in Eqs. 155 and 156 to obtain Ee and E in terms of K and
z
m
, and then using Eq. 175 to obtain Ele, one obtains finally
m
E,? j eaq - mhm a (I-  ar) cot+ a m 2 Im m)Km Ee -j m m rJ r m h a 2·t4J 'm tlm)"· m ('1m a)
+ kZaZcot 2q Im (m)Km (m a) "m
+ [mcot + mhma (1 - a cot2 ) a 2 2 Ic 'm (lm)Km (im a)
- k aZ cot I mJ (m)Km ( a)) mm) } (177)
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(152,153)
(169, 170)
Also
_
-jm 2 T
For narrow tapes a reasonable assumption is that the magnitude of the current den-
sity Kll is constant across the tape. For thisII
-= jhz EK e p
m
Ae-jhz e (h ) P 0 + 6>z >Z 0
(178)
0, elsewhere
with A an undetermined constant. The factor e (- ) is included for some
generality to account for a possible linear phase shift of the current density across the
tape, with PI, real, positive, and independent of 0 and z. The point z = 0, 0 = 0 is
chosen somewhat arbitrarily as point (1) in Fig. 25b. Note that the form of the assumed
current distribution has been chosen so that the phase variation of the current density
in z for constant is dependent on PI, alone. The current is taken to flow in the positive
O and z directions along the tape. The constant A may be related to the amplitude of
the total current III which flows in the direction of the tape by
(179)III = I f K11dl
tape
where 1 is measured perpendicular to the tape edges. Using the right side of Eq. 178 in
Eq. 179 and assuming the constant phase front of the current density is perpendicular to
the tape edges (for this ll = h sin + (see sec. II-L)), one obtains after some transfor-
mations and change of variable
A = III A-6 6 cos 14j (180)
The assumption of some other phase variation for the current
used above makes very little difference if 6 is small. Using
plying both sides of Eq. 178 by e ( ), and integrating
obtains
density in place of the one
Eq. 180 in Eq. 178, multi-
on z from 0 to p, one
III j(h - +mn6 sin (h - ,, + m P) 
I II jm -cos + [(h p +m -
11(11 ML p Cos ~~~~ - PI Il + m L2T
[(h ~_E)~
Z rr6
p Z Dm. (181)
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The subscript 1 is used to distinguish the current density Fourier coefficients of this
approximation from those of another type which are derived shortly, and 1Dm is defined
in an obvious manner. Since K is taken to be zero
K = 0. (182)
m
A more reasonable assumption than a constant for the variation of the current den-
sity is one for which the distribution approximates that on an isolated narrow thin tape.
With this approximation Kll is taken as becoming infinitely large in an inverse square
root manner as the tape edges are approached, with K again taken to be zero (see sec.
II-L). For this assumption
jhz E -jm ( 2prr- z O)
K~ = e- e 
m
Ae jhZej(h- s,) (z- p ) 
(Z - r 0) (6 - + 1 0)
for P - 0 + > z> 0
T;r 2rr
, elsewhere. (183)
The comments following Eq. 178 apply here also, except that in this case A has a
slightly different value. Using the right side of Eq. 183 in Eq. 179 and the same assump-
tions employed to derive Eq. 180, one obtains for this
A cos (184)
Using Eq. 184 in Eq. 183 and proceeding in the usual fashion, one obtains
2Km= p cos e (2 _ + + 2m) 
III e - +m P (185)pcos2 2 m (185)
where Jo is the ordinary Bessel function and 2 Dm is defined in an obvious manner. In
obtaining Eq. 185 it is necessary, after making a change of variable, to use
cosbx dx Jo(b). (186)
01 -x
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(See reference 3, page 48.) In Eq. 185 the subscript 2 is used to distinguish the results
of this approximation from those of the previous constant density assumption. Note that
1K1i and ZKII are similar in form and not too unlike in actual value since (sin z)/z and
m m
J 0 (Z) are much the same, at least for small z. This confirms the remarks made pre-
viously, and more will be said of this later. Since K. is taken to be zero, for this
approximation also
Km
m
= 0. (187)
Insertion of Eq. 181 or Eq. 185 and Eq. 182 or Eq. 187 in Eq.
either approximate current distribution
177 yields for Ee forII
Ee -jhz sin tan J I (h-I 1,) 2 12 +a) cot Ell~ ~ e pWEa Ie m - mhma ( r
m
+ a mc 2+a 2 2 2 Cot2r I ) Km (r m ) + k2a2 cot 2L ' I (m)Km1 (DrnDr m 2jm a M
TIM hl,(,~ 
jm -p -jm p 
e P'e( )
(188)
If Ee is required to be zero along the center of the tape, the substitutions r = a and
z = (p/21T) 0 + 6/2 in Eq. 188 yield
E r = a, z = P + =11 2·rr 2) 
_j hp 0 + 1 sin tan I II x0 . j e
mhma cot )2
- im /Im 1(' m )Km
k2 a 2 cot2q I ()K ( ) D
m m 1,2 m (189)
Since the right side of Eq. 189 consists of a complex factor whose
pendent of h, times a real series, it is clear that if Eq. 189 is
series must be zero. Since
(- mhma cot 2) z\\lm - = - 2hmam cot +
'9m 
magnitude is inde-
to be satisfied, the
m2h a cot2
m
2
2 2 2 2 2 m 2 cot2
2 (190)
there results finally for the approximate determinantal equation for the narrow tape helix
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for either assumed current distribution
O mfZ{(h2a2 k2 a 2 + k 2 a 2 mZcot') I (m)Km (m)
m TIm
1,Z~m. (191)+ k a cot + I (tim)Km (Tlm)} 1,2Dm (191)
F. General Solution of the Approximate Determinantal Equation
To obtain useful numerical results some procedure is required for determining those
values of h, real and in magnitude greater than k, which satisfy the determinantal
equation 191 for specific values of ka, cot 4q, and 6. The procedure used here is a com-
bination of analytical, numerical, and graphical methods which are briefly described
below.
For the purpose of simplifying the determinantal equation somewhat, it is assumed
that l = h. This is equivalent to assuming that the constant phase front of the current
distribution on the tape occurs for constant z. Although this would be expected to be a
sufficiently satisfactory assumption for large 4,, it might be thought to be quite poor
for small . However, it can be shown that the more realistic assumption of a current
distribution constant phase front which is perpendicular to the tape edges makes very
little difference even for small 4. if the tape is narrow. With Al = h, 1Dm becomes
1D (l =h) = sin mx (192)ii mmx
where the parameter x is defined as
x = (193)P
and should not be confused with the coordinate axis. Only the constant magnitude current
density assumption is considered for the moment. It is shown in section II-L that the
use of 2 Dm alters the final result only in a minor way.
Since the determinantal equation is in the form of an infinite series, a means of
summing this series must be found. Further, examination shows that for large m the
terms vary like (sin mx)/m x, which means that the series converges very slowly and
thus is not very suitable for numerical work in its present form. To improve this a
well-known procedure is used in which a series, whose terms for large m are essen-
tially equal to those of the series whose sum is desired, is added to and then subtracted
term by term from the latter. If the sum of the terms in the series which is added and
subtracted is known, the desired series is transformed to the sum of a known function
plus a remainder series which is more rapidly convergent than the original one. The
increase in the rate of convergence depends on how rapidly the terms in the subtracted
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series approach those of the original.
Using the following representations (discussed at length in reference 68), one has to
k'l a very good approximation for I ml 1
Im (1m)Km (lm) (z + 
(m2 + lm)1/
Im (rm)Kin (rm)- 2 Z
(194)
(195)
Using Eqs. 192, 194, and 195 in Eq. 191 in the manner described above, separating out
the m = 0 term since Eqs. 194 and 195 are not sufficiently good approximations for this,
and converting the sum over negative m to a sum over positive m results in
0 Z a2Io (a)K a)+ co Ia)K (a) + kcot 0~~~~~~ (0)K 2~)+2 {(h2a
2
-k2a
m=l
2 2 m cot \ 1
+m +m)
- k2a2cot y
(2+2 1/2
2
+M
+ 1 ( a2 - k2 a
m=l
,2 2 m2cot2 \1 2 co \ __ I
m /(m2
-m
k2a2 cotqj
00oo
sin mx + Z R( )+
mxMm=
m=l
In Eq. 196
,lo = -ka =/h a k a 2
(see Eq. 30)
r\ 2 2 2 2 2 2] 1/2
rI = [m2cot2i + 2mha cot + h 2 a - k2a2]
+m
-m =[m cotgq - mha cot O + h a - k a] /
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sin mx
mx
1
+ 'm2 )1/
-ml
R(+n ). (196)
(197)
(198)
(199)
-·- -- - --
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with m > 1, and
= hg2 2 2 2 2 2cot
R(im {(h~a - a t I ( )K
+1 m ) = h a k + k a( m )K m ( ,Im ) -2 m +
- 7~ ~~1 _ - 2(2 + T2 112j
+ ~2cot~~~ @ Im m)Km 1
+ k2a2cotZb I (m)Km (m) 
rnI,, 
sin mx (200)
mx
Because of the symmetrical position of h and m in Eq. 196, it can be observed that if
Eq. 196 has any solutions for h positive, it will also have identical solutions for h nega-
tive and of the same magnitude. This confirms a remark made in section II-D, at least
to this approximation. Since only h > k need be considered in view of the above, from
Eq. 198
11/
m> [m cot + 2mka cot i] . (201)
Because of the limitation (cot l ,)/2 > ka and since m > 1 in Eq. 201, some consideration
shows that for any practical value of qJ, m is sufficiently large so that Eqs. 194 and 195
are exceedingly good approximations for all ka, ha, and m. This in turn means that
all the R(1 ) terms are very small compared with their corresponding terms in the first
sum in Eq. 196, and, therefore, the sum
00oo
ER(m)
m=l
can be omitted with negligible error. However, since 'i can become very small (it is
-m
zero at the edges of the mth forbidden region) the sum
00
R(n )
-m
m=l
must not be omitted. Fortunately, it turns out that, in general, only one term of this
series is significant, and even this occurs only near the boundary of a forbidden region.
Dropping
00
R(m )
m=l
and simplifying the expressions in the braces in the first two sums of Eq. 196 by
2combining terms in k2
combining terms in k a , one obtains
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0 52 a 2 I (a)Ko (a) + k a 2 cot 2 I (a)K' (a)
0 0 0 0~~
- k2a2csc 2)
2 m=l 1 1 sin mxL(2 +2 1/2 (m2 + l1/2 mx
R(l ).
-m
1
(m2+ 2)l/2
and 1
( + Tl1/2
go like l/(m csc @q) for large m so that after adding and subtracting 1/(m csc LP) from
each term in the brackets in the first sum in Eq. 202, there results
0 2 a2 I (a)Ko (a) + k a cot pI (a)K% (a) + cot I' ha
o ¢)o C)
oo
- ka2csc2 ) 1 
csc qi x
m=l
+ (h 2 aZ k a2 csc
+ I~~~~~~~~~~~.
+(m2 + -)1 sin mx
m2 +12 )1/2 m csc ~ mx
o
m=l [(m + 1/2
R(Tm ).
-m
The dominant term in
00oo
1 sin mx
x _ 2
m=l
is In (e/x). For narrow tapes it is sufficient to use just the dominant term, and Eq. 203
becomes
n r2, 2T ,r\ \ -- L 1u22,2 1 T Ifr,\ trL -(h2 a2
0 O O O' I
- k a csc ZL)
csc 
(h a - k a csc )
+ 
00oo
+ R( m).
m=l
m=l [ 2 sin mxm cscC L mx
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m
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2 + 12 12 2 2 1/2
+1 + 'rl
1 1
Since the terms in the first series in Eq. 204 vary as (sin mx)/m4x for large m,
Eq. 204 might be used as it stands for numerical computation. However, in view of the
wide range of ha and ka which must be investigated and because of the rather inconvenient
form of the terms, a suitable approximation for this series is highly desirable. This
may be derived by approximating the (sin mx)/mx term by a simple algebraic factor,
which agrees exceedingly well with (sin mx)/mx even for relatively large m with x
small, and by changing the summation to an integration. For small x this process leads
to a quite good approximation which is derived in reference 68. The final expression is
rather complicated and is therefore not repeated here.
It will be recalled that Eq. 204 is the modified expression for E11 at the center of the
tape. If this field is considered the result of the current which flows, a physical inter-
pretation can be given for the various terms in Eq. 204. The first two terms are from
the m = 0 term of the series and give the average field from the current in all the turns.
Note that the first two terms alone are the determinantal equation for the zeroth mode
of the sheath helix. The third term in Eq. 204 is logarithmic in the tape width and
comes from the large order terms in Eq. 191. It is essentially the field resulting from
the current in the near neighborhood of the point at the center of the tape. Although not
so obvious, the fourth term in Eq. 204 may be interpreted as the portion of the field at
the center of the tape contributed by the adjacent turns, whereas the final term is inter-
preted as the rest of the field resulting from the turns very far away. This interpreta-
tion for the final term is confirmed by noting that for m = 1, at least, the field deter-
mined from R(,1) near 1 = 0 has the same character, namely logarithmic, as when the
field on a turn resulting from the current in turns very far away is simply calculated by
using the usual dipole far field radiation expressions. Except for this result, the simple
calculation has little interest and is not shown here.
Since the first two terms in Eq. 204 give precisely the determinantal equation for
the zeroth mode of the sheath helix, it is evident from the discussion in section I-E-3
that the sum of these is essentially zero over a wide range of frequencies for hla =
ka csc qb or ka/(jhla) = sin y. For this value of hla the other terms in Eq. 204 are
also zero with the exception of the final remainder term, which is very small except
near i-m = 0. Consequently, to this approximation, the single wound narrow tape helix
has solutions which are very near those for the zeroth mode of the sheath helix except
for the effect of the forbidden regions. This will be seen more clearly in the next
section where a particular case is discussed. An interesting aspect of Eq. 204 is that
it shows quite clearly why the infinitesimal thin wire diameter solution of reference 17
and the usual zeroth mode sheath helix solution of references 7, 9, 10, and 11, which is
discussed in the previous section, agree so well in the range of frequencies where the
asymptotic solution I h a = ka csc ki is valid.
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G. Numerical Results for d/ = 10 ° and x = 0. 1; Comparison with Published Experimental
Results
Calculations for the case of p = 10 ° and x = 0. 1 have been carried through in detail,
and the propagation constants which result are shown in Figs. 28 and 29. = 100 was
chosen as a representative value for which the solutions would exhibit their general prop-
erties. x = 0. 1 was chosen since it was felt that this value is sufficiently small so that
the approximations should be quite valid. Since the tape width appears to make only a
small difference in the results, this choice of x is not a significant restriction. As in
the sheath helix case, several waves can exist at a particular frequency. In Figs. 28
and 29 the t subscript on the h values refers to the tape solutions, the numerical sub-
script- 0, 1, 2 refers to the dominant character of the fields for r >> a associated with a
particular solution, and the prime superscript is used to distinguish between solutions
with the same numerical subscript. Since a solution is now made up of an entire set of
space harmonics, it becomes difficult to speak of modes in the same sense as was used
in the sheath helix case in the previous section. However, if one considers the field
structure for r >> a, it is usually found that one of the space harmonics of a wave is
much larger than all the others, and the number of this space harmonic might be con-
sidered as a mode number. This has been done, in so far as possible, by labeling the
various ht solutions, as will be evident soon.
In Fig. 28 the solid and dotted lines refer to waves which would be observed if one
were located at z >> 0 or z << 0, respectively, with a source at z = 0. As in the sheath
helix case the reasons for this are understood best by considering the source-present
or driven helix, and this is done in the following section. Note that Fig. 28b is essen-
tially symmetrical about the ka/cot q, axis, so that for every wave in the positive z
direction there is a similar wave in the negative z direction. However, it is physically
clear, as is also evident from the field expressions, that these waves rotate in opposite
O directions. Fig. 28b and the solutions shown there are to be interpreted in the fol-
lowing manner. If an observation point is located at z >> 0 so that the radiation field
from a source at z = 0 is negligible, then waves with propagation constants -Ih['l1 , Ihtol,
and htll could be detected at low frequencies. As the frequency increases, a point is
reached where the -Ih'lI and jhtol waves have propagation constants of the same mag-
nitude, but their group velocities are zero. The usual group velocity concept and its
relationship to the axial power flow are completely valid here, as will be proved in
section II-I. vg/Vo is, of course, given by
cot
d ha
cot
No power is propagated by the -Ih'l 11 and Ihtol waves at this point, ka = 0. 77, and this
evidently corresponds to a standing wave. However, the Ihll wave is also present, and
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(b)
Fig. 28
The narrow tape helix;
ka/cot 4' vs hta/cot 4' for = 10°, x = 0. 1.
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Fig. 29
ka/lhtla vs ka for 4' = 10 ° , x = 0. 1 for the narrow tape helix;
4' = 10 ° , x' = 0. 1 for the narrow gap helix (see sec. II-J);
and for 4 = 10 ° for the sheath helix from reference 10.
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as the frequency is increased further, it is the only wave which exists until ka = 1.61,
after which the - Ih' 2z wave appears. The h lI and - h'z I waves exist together until
ka = 1.64 at which point standing waves occur again. From 2. 26 > ka > 1.64 no free
mode propagation occurs; for . 49 > ka > 2. 26 only the ht 2 I wave exists; while for
ka > 2. 49 there are no free mode waves. If one is located at z << 0, the action is simi-
lar to the above except that the dotted lines in Fig. 28b are traced.
By using Eqs. 156, 173, 174, 181, and 192 with 1KL = 0, the following expression
m
for E e to this approximation can be readily obtained
z
Ee J I e-jhz j +[ m2 z
Ee e h [ mh a + tan Im (m)Km ) mx e e (205)
m
or
Ee2, A e m
z m
m
which defines Am. The ratio of the phase velocity, m v , of the various space harmonics
of a wave to the velocity, vo , of a uniform plane wave in the medium is given by
ka
V
m ka ka cot (206)
v ha m cot + ha m + ha (206)
cot P
Note that mV/o can be positive or negative. Figure 30 shows the values of mV/Vo for
1 >,m >, -2 for the various waves. Figure 31 shows the Ee space harmonic amplitudez
ratios in decibels at r = 2a; that is, it is a plot of 20 loglOAm/AnI. The -I ht'z wave
is not shown in this latter plot since it is of minor interest, and since for it the m = +2
harmonic is by far the dominant one. All the space harmonics which are of sufficient
amplitude to appear in Fig. 31 are plotted there. It is evident that even for r = 2a only
a few space harmonics are significant.
Section II-I shows, from a consideration of the power flow associated with each
wave, that the amplitudes of the hl and htl waves can be expected to be much less
than the amplitude of the I hto wave over most of the range ka < 0. 75. Although the
actual amplitudes depend on the configuration of the source and can be determined only
by solving the driven helix problem, within relatively broad limits the lhto wave is the
dominant one at low frequencies. Assume that one were to measure E e at r = Za with a
small detecting dipole. If Figs. 30 and 31 are considered together, it is evident that
for ka < 0. 5, at least, a space harmonic wave with no angular variation and with a phase
velocity ratio like ov
o hto]
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would be observed. For 0. 77 > ka > 0. 5 a space harmonic wave whose phase velocity
ratio is like iv
vo Ihto t
and whose angular variation is like e j o would be observed, although this would probably ,
be a region of some confusion. For 1.5 > ka > 0. 77 a space harmonic wave whose phase
velocity ratio is like lvl
and whose angular variation is like e-j would be observed, although near the upper limit
of this region there would be some mixing of space harmonics of almost equal amplitude.
Over most of the range 1. 64 > ka > 1. 5 the dominant space harmonic has an angular var-
iation like e Z 0 , although it can be expected that this region would again be one of some
confusion because of the mixture of space harmonics of nearly equal amplitude. For
2. 26 > ka > 1.64 no free mode wave propagation would be observed, while for most of
the range 2. 49 > ka > 2. 26 a space harmonic wave whose phase velocity ratio is like
-2v
o ht2 |
and whose angular variation is like e j20 would be observed. However, the m = -2 and
m = -3 space harmonics are not very different in amplitude over all of this region, and
it would probably be one of some confusion.
Figure 30 shows the phase velocity ratios of some sheath helix modes which were
obtained from solutions of Eq. 42 for k = 100. Over restricted frequency ranges most
of the dominant space harmonic waves associated with the tape helix have phase veloc-
ities which correspond quite closely to the phase velocities of particular sheath helix
modes. Thus, if E e around a helix were observed in the above fashion, one might con-
z
clude that sheath helix modes exist but only over restricted frequency ranges. This was
precisely the sort of action noted in reference 24. Although an exact comparison is not
possible because of a lack of data, it is thought that the above offers an explanation of
why such action occurs. Although only the E e field is discussed above, the other field
z
components have space harmonic amplitudes at r = 2a which act in a similar, although
not identical, fashion. For r >> a the ratios Am/An I are much larger than at r = 2a,
and the transitions between the dominant space harmonics are more abrupt. These
transitions occur in E e at r = 2a and in all the field components for r >> a near ka = 0. 5,
1.5, and 2. 45, as shown in Fig. 31. For r < a the higher order space harmonics also
damp out rapidly although for r << a only the zeroth space harmonic may be significant.
Indeed, for r = 0 only that harmonic is nonzero for all the waves.
The numbering of the space harmonics in Figs. 30 and 31 is for z > 0 using the solid
line solutions of Fig. 28b. If z < 0 is considered, the dotted line solutions of Fig. 28b
are used, and the numbering of the space harmonics is reversed since the field rotates
in the opposite 0 direction. For ka < 0. 5 the dominant space harmonics in the 1htll and
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Fig. 30
The narrow tape helix;
(a) -V/vO vs ka For all cases,
(b) -lV/vo vs ka ~ = 10°, x = 0. 1, z > 0.
(c) oV/vO vs ka
(d) lV/vo vs ka
-Ih'l 1 waves are those for which m = - and m = +1, respectively, and these have phase
velocity ratios which are very close to unity. It would appear that these waves are
essentially perturbed uniform plane waves which are circularly or elliptically polarized,
and rotating and traveling in opposite directions; however, sufficiently accurate values
of were not available for confirming that the field components approach the proper
form. If this supposition is correct, it explains why at low frequencies the I hll and
Ih'il waves would be excited to very small amplitudes only by any finite source.
From Figs. 29 and 30c it can be seen that for ka < 0. 4 or (ka/cot /) < 0. 07 the domi-
nant m = 0 harmonic has a phase velocity ratio which is somewhat less than that given
by the sheath helix zeroth mode solution. References 22 and 23 have reported measure-
ments which agree quite closely with the zeroth mode sheath helix solution for 0. 05 >
(ka/cot p) > 0. 003 if the mean radius of the physical helix is used as the radius of the
sheath helix. The theory presented here for the narrow tape helix thus appears to
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The narrow tape helix z > 0;
(a) space harmonic amplitudes of E e
for the htol wave at r = 2a vs ka,
= 10, x = 0. 1. (b) space harmonic
amplitudes of Ee for the Ihil and
I h 2 waves at r = 2a vs ka, d = 10°,
x = 0. 1. (c) space harmonic amplitudes
of Ee for the -Ih' 1 wave at r = 2a vs
ka, L, = 10 ° , x = 0. 1.
predict phase velocity ratios which are
too low for ka/cot qb small. However,
increasing the tape width, 6, changes the
phase velocity ratio in a direction so as to
make for better agreement. It seems quite
likely that if a wider tape were assumed,
with some deterioration in the validity of
the approximations, closer agreement
between the tape solution and the experi-
mentally measured phase velocity ratios
would occur. This matter is considered
further in section II-J. Although reference
22 reported no wave other than the usual
slow one for a wide range of frequencies
(but for (ka/cot ) < 0. 04), exciting condi-
tions, and terminating conditions, refer-
ence 23 reported a fast wave, one with a
phase velocity ratio near unity, coexisting
with the slow wave. It would appear that
this fast wave was either the m = -1 or
m = +1 space harmonic of the htl or
- Ihl| wave (see Figs. 30b and 30d). Refer-
ence 23 pointed out that the fast wave disap-
peared (or became of sufficiently small
amplitude so as not to be observed) when
the exciting arrangement was altered.
Instead of considering the propagation
constant and phase velocity of the waves
referred to the z axis, it is possible to
refer these to a line measured along or
parallel to the helix itself. Since this line
Or
is given by (2ir/p)z-0 = constant, it is evident that the propagation constant along this
line is given by
p= h sin ,.
A phase velocity ratio v/v
°
can now be defined in the usual manner so that
VP k ka
vo = ha sin '
(207)
(208)
Figure 32 shows v /v
° for the different waves as a function of ka. Also shown are some
experimental points given in references 25 and 32. These were obtained by moving a
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The narrow tape helix z > 0; v /vO vs ka,
a = 1 0 , x = 0. 1.
search probe along the surface of a round wire helix. The experimental technique is
described in detail in reference 32. Reference 33 shows experimental curves for other
helices for 13.6 ° > > 6. 5° . All of these exhibit essentially the same characteristics
shown by the experimental points in Fig. 32 for 4 = 130. In particular, as the frequency
is increased, the ratio vP/vo at first remains near unity over a relatively wide range;
then, a break occurs in which there is evidently the mixing of several waves; and, after-
wards, the ratio v/vo is observed to be less than unity and to increase towards unity.
Although the agreement between the values predicted from the theory and those
measured experimentally is rather good, some possible limitations should be noted. The
most obvious is that the experimental data is for L = 13 °, whereas the theoretical curves
in Fig. 32 are for L = 100. Calculations have not been carried through in detail, but
some careful estimates indicated that for L = 13 ° the theoretical v/v
°
curve from the
Jh 1 | wave agrees even more closely with the experimental points. The difference is
small, being of the order of 4 percent for 1. 2 > ka > 0. 8. The theoretical vp/v 0 curve
from the Ihto wave is altered even less for 0. 7 > ka > 0.4. Although the theory applies
to a narrow tape helix, whereas the experimental helix was a round wire one, this dif-
ference also seems to change the results an insignificant amount for ka > 0. 5. A more
serious objection to comparing the experimental and theoretical results is that the
former were obtained from a helix of finite length, whereas the latter apply to a helix of
infinite length. However, since the experimental data refer to the average phase veloc-
ity obtained from measurements over the third to sixth turn of a seven-turn helix, and
since reference 25 noted that in this region the end effects were rather small, it would
appear that comparisons are still valid. Although radiation from a finite length helix
alters the phase distribution from that which exists on an infinite length helix, one would
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expect that over the center portion of a helix of several turns radiation effects would be
minor.
Reference 25 shows no I hl wave for ka < 0. 8, but reference 32 requires, in addi-
tion to an htol wave, an outward traveling wave of quite small amplitude and with the
phase velocity ratios shown in Fig. 32 to obtain agreement with experimentally measured i
phase velocities for 0. 8 > ka > 0. 54. No - h'1 wave has been reported, and it is
thought that this wave may normally be of sufficiently small amplitude for ka < 0. 7 so as
to avoid detection. Further, for ka < 0. 5 the theoretical solutions for the IhIll and
I ht.J waves are quite dependent on the assumption of a helix of infinite length, and it is
to be expected that these solutions would be altered for a finite length helix. One other
possible shortcoming of the theory should be noted. References 25 and 32 note some
evidence for a wave of the JIhz'2 type, but traveling outward rather than inward and
existing for 1.6 > ka > 1. 3. The theory does not predict such a wave. No measurements
have been reported for ka > 1. 7 so no experimental confirmation of the existence of the
I h2l free mode wave is possible.
Although the theoretical results do not appear to agree completely with all the
observed results, the rather close correspondence between theory and experiment is
rather satisfying and suggests that the approximations used are reasonably valid. It
should be mentioned that when these results (essentially Fig. 29) were derived, it was
thought that they were quite new and original. However, at the time this report was
being written, the writer's attention was called to reference 51 in which very similar
results were obtained through the integral equation approach. This approach, which
leads to results equivalent to those obtained by the characteristic function method used
in this section is discussed in the next section.
H. Other Roots; Generalization for Other Values of 
It is interesting to inquire whether other free modes besides those discussed in the
previous section exist, or, in other words, are there any other values of h which satisfy
Eq. 202 or Eq. 204? The following discussion shows the unlikelihood of any other roots
for the approximate determinantal equation, although it certainly cannot be thought of as
a rigorous proof. Consider the right side of Eq. 202 or Eq. 204 plotted as a surface, say
f(ha, ka), versus the coordinates ka and ha with x and constant, and h > k. The ka
versus hta curve then becomes the locus of the intersection of this surface, f(ha, ka),
with the plane f(ha, ka) = 0. The first two terms in Eq. 202 merely form the sheath helix
zeroth mode solution which is known to have only one locus or line of intersection with
the f(ha, ka) = 0 plane (see sec. I-E-3 and Fig. 9), and for all but small values of ka this
occurs for ha +ka csc p. The first series in Eq. 202 is an essentially positive quan-
tity for x small, and it is clear that the entire term is zero only for ha = +ka csc .
In general, the major effect of this term is to make the locus approach the ha =
+ka csc iP line more closely for small values of ka. The last series in Eq. 202 is small
everywhere except for ha = I mlcot P + ka, and, even here, it is significant only for
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ImI = 1. In this latter case R(Tl1) becomes logarithmically large so that the surface
f(ha, ka) always crosses zero near both boundaries of the Im I = 1 forbidden region, at
least for small ka. The higher order terms, R(TI ), may cause additional zero
-m
crossings of f(ha, ka) near ha = Imlcot f± ka, but this would appear to happen, if at all,
only for quite small values of Iml. The above remarks are the reasons for believing
that no other real roots, besides those shown, exist for the approximate determinantal
equation for the narrow tape helix. The question of complex or pure imaginary roots
has already been considered in section II-D.
The preceding discussion concerning the existence of the roots suggests a simple
method whereby the free mode solutions can be obtained without carrying out the lengthy
calculative process described in reference 68. This method consists merely of drawing
the lines ka/cot = sin q (Ihla/cot ) in Fig. 26 in the allowed regions and then joining
these lines smoothly with lines drawn along the boundaries of the Iml = 1 forbidden
regions. Figure 28 illustrates the meaning of this procedure. The simple method will
result in values of Ihi for the Ihtol wave which are too large for ka small. These may
be improved for ka not too small by averaging them with the values obtained in this
region from the zeroth mode sheath solution alone. Figure 29 indicates why this pro-
cedure seems valid. Although the method described above misses the ht'2 I wave and
undoubtedly predicts incorrect band limits for the free mode solutions between the higher
order allowed regions for small qp, its simplicity is appealing and its accuracy is prob-
ably sufficient for many purposes for all practical values of Lb. The effect of the tape
width is not specifically considered in this simple construction although the averaging
procedure mentioned above accounts for the influence of this parameter in an approxi-
mate manner. It is worthwhile noting that some experiments performed by Mr. L. Stark
of these laboratories indicate that the simple procedure described above gives reason-
ably accurate predictions of the performance of the Ihtol wave. The writer wishes to
thank Mr. Stark for this information.
I. Power Flow; Relative Axial Electric Field; Power Loss
It is useful first to prove that the group velocity and total average real axial power
flow for free mode waves in the tape helix case have the same algebraic sign as they do
in the sheath helix case. The proof follows the steps given by Eqs. 99 through 107 since
these formulas are quite general and apply to the tape helix case also. The boundary
conditions for the tape helix at r = a require that E = 0 on the tape and that (Ht - Ht) 0
between the tape; and these conditions are invariant with frequency. Consequently, the
line integral in Eq. 106 is zero, and Eq. 107 and the usual definition of group velocity
follow directly. The group velocities of the space harmonics of a given wave are iden-
tical since they are all associated with the same wave. This is evident from
g = mVg = d(ha + m cot ) _a) (209)
-- v0 d(ka) 'O O
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Figure 33 shows the group velocities of the various waves for the particular case of
L = 100 and x = 0. 1 discussed in section II-G. These were obtained from an enlarged
plot of the type shown in Fig. 28 using Eq. 209. Because of the approximations
involved, the values of v g/v at the points a, b, and c in Fig. 33 must be considered
doubtful; in particular, point a may be at vg/v ° = 1.
The average real axial power flow associated with the free modes of the tape helix
can be calculated in the usual fashion using the field expressions 154 through 159 and
95. The power flow in the different waves can be calculated separately. The reasons
for this are given in section I-F for the sheath helix case and are still valid here. Using
Eqs. 173 and 174 with K = 0 in the field expressions and then these latter in Eq. 95,
m
one obtains (ref. 68) after considerable manipulation the following approximate expres-
sion for the power flow for the narrow tape case
ra sin C KP 25 K I h a + m)+
z Ea mm mm Kmlm im
m m
1 mm + 1 2
m im mha cot 2a2 +mhacot. 211)
In Eq. 210 the argument of the modified Bessel functions is lm, and the functional nota-
tion is omitted for convenience. Some examination shows that exclusive of the m1,, 12
m
factor the higher order terms in Eq. 210 decrease only like l/fmj. Of course, with
the I K11 2 factor the series converges but too slowly to be useful for computation. Inmm
order to improve the convergence, Eq. 210 can be transformed in the same manner as
the approximate determinantal equation. The details are shown in reference 68 along
with other data useful for calculating the value of Eq. 210.
For the particular case of the = modifie and Bessx = 0. 1, with the constant current density
constant z phase front approximation, the results obtained from Eq. 210 are shown in
Fig 34. (/E) 1 /2 is the intrinsic impedance of the medium and is 1207r ohms for free
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Fig. 33
The narrow tape helix z > 0; vg/Vo vs ka,
q = 10°, x = 0. 1 (see text concerning a,b, c).
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Fig. 34
The narrow tape helix z > 0; total average
axial power flow vs ka, LI = 10°, x = 0.1.
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space. If the helix is excited by a finite
Rih.o) () Rhl (a) RII (ka) Ri (ka) Z LOCAL) source, for example, a voltage generator
in series with the tape, the equivalent
circuit may be drawn as in Fig. 35.
Fig. 35
Equivalent Circuit. to ti l t i it. Rlh, 1 1(a) Rlht 1 j(ka), etc. represent
the impedances of the free mode waves
which are essentially resistive and are functions of ka; and Zlocal(ka) represents the
impedance resulting from the local radiation and induction fields near the source. The
real average power orthogonality of the free mode waves is sufficient to show that the
equivalent circuit can be drawn as in Fig. 35, although it can also be deduced in a more
rigorous fashion from the results of the next section concerning the source-present helix
problem. Although not described in section I, similar results apply to the sheath helix
case, as can be realized from Eq. 124 and the discussion in section I-G. The imped-
ances or admittances of the free mode waves result from the contributions of the poles
of the integrand, whereas Zlocal(ka) or Ylocal(ka) results from the contribution of the
branch cut integration. Reference 2, page 423, gives an excellent description of sim-
ilar results obtained for the somewhat simpler case of the common open two wire trans-
mission line. Although the actual values of RhtI (ka), Rh,t I(ka), etc. may be
defined in several ways, and although the currents which flow through them will
depend to a considerable extent on the actual configuration of the source, it seems
clear that the ratio Pz/II 2 is at least a measure of the relative ease with which
the different waves are excited by any finite source. It is therefore evident from
Fig. 34 that the htl 1 and ht' waves are excited to much smaller amplitudes
than the Ihtol wave for the particular case of = 10 and x = 0. 1 for ka < 0. 7. It
would appear that these same conclusions are applicable to other values of %b and
x. This explains the remarks made in section II-G concerning the amplitudes of
the different waves. Figures 34 and 35 show that the points of zero group velocity
correspond to zero values for Rlh (ka), Rh 1 l(ka), etc. and explains, perhaps,
the meaning of these resonance points. However, it can be expected that for a
physical helix, that is, for one in which the wire has a finite conductivity, the
characteristics of the power flow curves or the values of R h t (ka), etc. will be
modified at these points.
In traveling-wave tubes using helices, the magnitude of the axial electric field at
the center of the helix is often of considerable interest (9). From the expressions for
E i and P for the sheath helix obtained from Eqs. 51 and 96 and the solutions for the
z z 2/
zeroth sheath helix mode given in reference 10, Ei ( r = 0)I/ for the sheath helix is
readily calculated. This ratio can be determined more easily, perhaps, using curves
available in reference 9. To within the approximations used here, for the narrow tape
helix it is evident from Eq. 205 that
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IEi(r = 0) I 2a tan K a. (a). 12)z pwEa 
to By substitution of the values of IhtoIa in Eq. 212 and by use of the values of
P
z
jL112
given in Fig. 34, the ratio Eiz(r = 0)1 2 /P for the Ihto I wave for the narrow tape helix
for which j = 10 ° and x = 0. 1 can be obtained. Figure 36 shows the ratios of the magni-
tudes of the axial electric fields for r = 0 in the sheath and narrow tape helices,
assuming the total average power flow, the mediums, and the pitch angle are the same
for both cases. Note that the axial electric field at r = 0 given by the narrow tape helix
approximation is somewhat smaller than that predicted by the sheath helix model over
the range of ka where the axial phase velocity is relatively constant. Calculations have
been carried out only for the Ihtol wave. Reference 22 noted, as interpreted by this
writer, that the measured axial electric field at r = 0 in a helix at ka = 0. 2 was from
1.6 to 3. 4 db less than predicted by the sheath model. The agreement with the value
given in Fig. 36 by the narrow tape approximation is quite good. However, it is felt
that this agreement is somewhat, although not entirely, coincidental since the helix on
which the experiments were performed was a round wire helix whose pitch angle was 5°
and whose diameter was 13 percent of the mean helix diameter and 50 percent of its
pitch.
In concluding this section, an estimate of the power loss resulting from the finite
conductivity of the conductor is given. It is assumed that the tape is sufficiently thick
so that currents flowing on the inside and outside of the tape do not interact. In other
words, the frequency and conductivity of both are taken to be sufficiently high so that
the skin depth is much smaller than the tape thickness and the tape width (1). It is
assumed further that the current divides equally between the inside and outside of the
tape. This is essentially equivalent to neglecting the interaction of adjacent turns or to
assuming that the current distribution is similar to what it would be on a straight,infi-
nitely long tape. This assumption is certainly in error, but it should not be too serious
if the tape width is small. It is also assumed that the transverse current is negligible
and that only one wave has any significant amplitude at a particular frequency. Using
the above assumptions and the constant current density approximation, one readily finds
the power loss per unit axial length of the helix to be given by
P - I I I CA (213)
PL 26 sin 2 2cr (
where t and a t are the conductivity and permeability, respectively, of the tape
material. The inverse square root density approximation leads to the following
approximate expression for the loss
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P 1 n6 cos 'I' 2 J/t
pL IT2 A 6 sin 2o t 'iT 
(214)
In this, is the tape thickness, and it is assumed that the power loss only up to within
a distance A of the edges need be considered. This is admittedly quite crude, but such
an assumption is necessary to avoid obtaining an infinite power loss and can be partly
justified by considering an elliptical rather than a flat tape conductor. For cos qL ; 1 and
for 1000 > (6/A)> 10, Eqs. 213 and 214 differ only by a factor near 2, so that Eq. 213
is probably adequate for the present purposes. For a circular wire helix with the above
assumptions one obtains
2P i
L 4rrb sin g CaLt
c t
(215)
where b is the radius of the wire.
If the loss is small, an axial attentuation constant
(1, 2) as
can be defined in the usual way
1 PL
Attenuation Constant = -2P
z
Calling C the value of
P
(216)
z
obtained from Fig. 34 or a similar plot for other pitch angles, using Eq. 213 in Eq. 216,
and taking = i t , one obtains after some manipulation
Attenuation Constant 1 -- a (217)
Cx (4a sin )2 Z2 a 
in nepers per unit length. x is the parameter defined by Eq. 193. As an example, for
2
0
-2
D -4
-6
-8
-Io
Fig. 36
20 log1 0 {[IEz(r = 0) I ht tape]/[IEi(r = 0)I ih, sheath]} vs ka;
q = 10 ° for both, x = 0. 1 for tape helix, P identical for both.
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free space where (/E) 1/ 2 = 120 ohms, for x = 0. 1, ka = 0. 2, C = 0. 376, L = 10 ° , o t =
5. 6 x 107 mhos/meter for copper, and a = 0. 035 meters, Eq. 217 gives an attenuation
s- constant of 0. 0182 nepers/meter. No check with experimental data has been made. In
the above the common assumption has been made that the loss is small so that the prop-
agation characteristics are affected only slightly (1,2). Reference 52 has pointed out
that at extremely low frequencies the loss will considerably alter the characteristics
from those found for the lossless case.
The Narrow Gap Approximation
J. Boundary Conditions; Derivation and Solution of Approximate Determinantal
Equation
An approximate treatment of the tape helix when the tape is narrow has been given.
It is possible to use similar methods to determine the propagation and other character-
istics of the helix when the tape is quite wide, or when the gap width, 6', shown in Fig.
25, is assumed to be small compared with a, p, and X. In this case it is obviously no
longer possible to assume that K is zero. However, since 6' << X, the distribution
of the electric field in the gap is essentially quasi-static, and some reasonable assump-
tions concerning this should lead to field expressions which are nearly correct.
Since Ell, must be zero at the tape edges, it seems clear from physical considerations
that it must be quite small everywhere in the gap. Therefore, a fair approximation
should result if Ell,, is taken to be zero in the gap. However, since E must also be zero
on the tape if it is a perfect conductor, the assumption that El = 0 in the gap means that
E = 0 everywhere for r = a. Because the tape is assumed to be of infinitesimal
thickness, E in the gap must become infinitely large in an inverse square root manner
as the tape edges are approached, and a distribution which acts in this manner alone
should be a good approximation. However, it might be assumed instead that EL in the
gap is constant in magnitude, and this leads to results which are quite similar to those
obtained from the more realistic inverse square root distribution. If an approximate
tangential electric field distribution in the gap is assumed, the requirement that the
tangential magnetic field be continuous at all points through the gap can no longer be
satisfied. The property which characterizes the narrow gap helix is that no current
cross the gap from turn to turn; for this K_ (gap) = 0, or H,, must be continuous through
the gap. Although this boundary condition might be approximately satisfied in several
ways, the simplest expression results if this condition is imposed only along a line in
the center of the gap. The similarity between the assumptions concerning El,, K, and
E in the gap for the narrow gap case, and those concerning K , E,, and K,,, respec-
tively, on the tape for the narrow tape case should be noted.
It is clear that EL at r = a can be expressed in the form
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(218)El(r =a)= eJhz E -jm e _)
mm
-
where the sj are the Fourier coefficients of the perpendicular electric field expansion.
m
If E in the gap is assumed to be constant in magnitude, then
E (r = a) = e j h z E E e
m
Ae Jhz (h-) [ - 0 - (p-6') ]
for 2P + p> z > -. +p - 6'
ZiTr p 67
0, elsewhere.
A, has exactly the same meaning here as in Eq. 178 with which Eq. 219 should be
compared, and the point z = 0, 0 = 0 is again chosen as point (1) in Fig. 25b. If Ed in
the gap is assumed to vary in an inverse square root manner, then
E(r = a) = e- j hz e
mm
e -jm (2 z) 
Ae-jhzeIJ(h-) [- - (P-')]
{[Z - -rr
X
6'
- (p-6')] [6' - z + 2T + (p-6')]}l/
for 0 + p > z > 0 + p - '2 r 2 Tr
0, elsewhere. (220)
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Eq. 220 should be compared with Eq. 183. A in Eq. 219 has a different value than A
in Eq. 220. These can be related to the amplitude of the voltage across the gap in each
case by
(221)Iv = I E(r = a) di.
gap
Equation 221 is similar to Eq. 179. Proceeding exactly as in section II-E, assuming
the constant phase front of the electric field is perpendicular to the gap edges, although
this makes very little difference if 6' is small, one finds that
E1 p cos q eIm pCosqi
-jm 2 (h- + m 2
1 m (222)
for the constant magnitude gap field, and
C -vi -jm + DI
2
m p cos \ em
(223)
for the inverse square root gap field. Equations 222 and 223 should be compared with
Eqs. 181 and 185. 1D and 2 D' are identical to 1Dm and 2 Dm except that 6 in the
latter is replaced by 6' . The subscripts 1 and 2 have the same significance as in
section II-E.
Since E is taken to be zero everywhere for r = a, after some reduction Eq. 177
gives, because of the orthogonality of the space harmonics,
(224a)K -I/ K
1 1 m m
Zrn . I' (m)K m (tlmfET1 + mhma tan J) (m - mhma cot ) - k a 2l im (lm)K m (im)
Im -m mhma cot 2m)Km (
TI i - mhma cot ) 2 + k a 12 cot 2 I (i)Kj ,)
L M m I m im )Km (m
cot p. (224b)
Using Eqs. 155, 156, 173, 174, and 176, one can readily show that
-jhz -jm (Er z-0)
EL(r = a) = j sin cos Ho (aIK, + b mL )e P
m m
m
(225)
where
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where
V =
m
- --
am = [(Im - mhma cot ) (m +
- k a I (lm)K m (rim)m m m mj
= [( + mh 2 Im (im)Km (m)tan ) 2 + 2 2 tn 2 m 
Substitution of Eq. 224a in Eq. 225 gives
- jhz
EL(r = a) j e sin yb cos Z
m
(b - am V )K e
m
But EL(r = a) is also expressed by Eq. 218 so that from the values of E given by
m
Eq. 222 or Eq. 223 the following approximation for K
m
results
K =-j1,2 -m
wEa lvI
p sin cos2 
6'j(h-P,) 
e
Tr6'
-jm e
e D'1, m
bm amVm
From Eqs. 224b, 226, and 227 one finds after considerable manipulation that
1
b -a Vnm m m
cos tj sin h22 22
k2 ,2 I, (m)Kmn (m)Im (hm)Km (lm) 
m)
+ k2 a2 mgo24 I (m)Km (m)
Im
+ k2 a cot I;: (m)K;n (m)-
Since
K= e-hjhz Zk
m
e
-jm (- z-e)
if one uses Eq. 229 in Eq. 170 and requires that K= 0 at the center of the gap, or
where z = (p/21r) + p - 6'/2, the following approximate determinantal equation for
the narrow gap case is obtained
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-r ;4lM- ll YI 2
Tlm
(226)
(227)
-jm 21
-J p (228)
(229)
(230)
(170)
---- -- 
--- --- 
-----
(im)Km (11,)
I. .f B I .. .. J 
2 61 0~ e pi, 2 2_rr _1,2
K (z 2Kz 0 + 2 ) 2 ° i e a 
p sin cos - m mm
(231)
The right side of Eq. 231 consists of a complex factor whose magnitude is independent
of h times a real series; and if Eq. 231 is to be satisfied, the series must be zero.
Substituting Eq. 30 in Eq. 231, multiplying by 1/4 for convenience, and dropping all
other multiplying factors which do not affect the solution, one obtains
0 2 1 h2a2 k2a2
m -4m I (tlm)Km (m)Im (m)Km (m) ) k
+ka m ot Im (m)Km (Tm) + k a cot I (m)Km (m) 12D (232)
'
1 m 
Except for -4r2 I' (m)K (am)Im (qm)Km (m)' Eq. 232 is identical to the
m t fo -4m mm
approximate determinantal equation for the narrow tape helix given in Eq. 191 if the gap
width, 6' , in the former is equal to the tape width, 6, in the latter. But further, the
factor -4lm I' (qm)Km (m )Im (m)Km (Tm) is exceedingly close to unity for im O
and Iml> 1, and it can be put equal to unity in Eq. 232 for ImI 1 with negligible error
(68). Only the m = 0 term is appreciably altered by this factor, and even this occurs
only for no and, therefore, ka small. The discussion in section II-F concerning the
numerical solution of Eq. 191 is directly applicable to Eq. 232 also.
If the constant field constant z phase front distribution is assumed so that
D = sin mx' (233)
1m m x'
where x' is given by
' = i' (234)
(see Eqs. 192 and 193), the numerical results available from the narrow tape helix
calculations can be used with only minor modifications. The effects of using D and2 m
some other assumption concerning the gap field phase front are considered in section
II-L and are shown to be small. The ka/Ihtla ratios which result for the narrow gap
helix for p = 10 ° and x'= 0.1 are shown in Fig. 29. Note that only for the htIo wave
for ka < 0. 3 are the results for the narrow gap and narrow tape case distinguishable.
It is evident from the previous discussion, Eq. 232, and from Eq. 202 or Eq. 204 that
as 6' becomes smaller, the ka/[htola solution for the narrow gap case for ka small
approaches the asymptotic value sin more closely. This also occurs for the narrow
tape case as 6 is made smaller. It appears, therefore, that as the tape width is
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increased from a very small value to a very large one, the ka/(htola ratio for small
ka increases, approaches a maximum, and then decreases. The decrease occurs at a
slower rate than the increase for a proportionate change in tape width because of the
-412 I (1o)KO (0o)I (o)Ko (o) factor which divides the m = 0 term in the wide tape
determinantal equation. It also seems quite possible that the maximum ka/ htol a ratio
for small ka differs only slightly from the zeroth mode sheath helix solution and may
occur in the region where 6 - 6' - p/2. This action of the htol wave solution may
explain why the experimentally measured values of ka/I htol a for small ka agree so
well with the zeroth mode sheath solution since the helices on which experiments were
performed were wound of round wire whose diameter was about 50 percent of the pitch
(22, 23). The radial extension of the wire in the helices used for the measurements
may also have been an influencing factor. This factor is obviously not accounted for
in the tape helix theory.
Since the ka/I htl a solutions for both the narrow tape and narrow gap helices are
essentially identical except for the I htol wave for small ka, the various phase and group
velocities are also very nearly alike. Consequently, the curves of Figs. 28, 30, 32,
and 33 are quite indicative of the results obtained for = 10 ° and x' = 0. 1, and specific
curves for the narrow gap case are not shown. Many of the remarks in sections II-G
and II-H concerning the narrow tape helix apply to the narrow gap helix as well. It
can be expected that the relative amplitudes of the space harmonics for the two cases
will be somewhat altered although the general characteristics are certainly maintained.
This is evident from the fact that the dominant harmonic is determined primarily by
the values of m', and these will be nearly the same in both cases. Incidentally, it is
clear from Eqs. 175, 176, 218, 222, and 223 that
j(h-pl,)' -jhz 1 K ( im) a -jm (z-8
E ItVe e ejhz D m(m) e-jm ( z- ) (235)
ze ||e 12 Jh eJ p 1,2 m Km (m)
m
E is given by an identical expression except that I replaces Km. Calculations for
z ,em m
numerical values of E1 ' e for the narrow gap case have not been performed.
K. Power Flow; Tape Current; Power Loss
It is possible to derive an approximate expression for the real average axial power
flow for the narrow gap helix in a manner quite analogous to that used in section II-I
for the narrow tape helix. Here, however, since both components of surface current
density occur, the procedure is somewhat more involved. The details are shown in
reference 68. The approximate expression for the power flow in the narrow gap helix
case is
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P rraz2 4a sin 2 U tan2uZ m m m + +
nm [ m m m ( Nm)( m m m }ka m-Ti m a
omittemd mfo K'c 2a I m Km gv bk a cot 1 m_
, 1I m mI (- K' + ]
22 22 n 2.
1m m+m(hma +k 2a s a fm wv. (0 236)
The argument of the modified Bessel functions is n and the functional notation is
omitted for convenience as usual. In Eq. 236 q is given by
m
2T I' K'
q -k 2 cot2 m m (237)
m qm ImKm
and qm is given as before by Eq. 211.
It should be noted that Eq. 236 has a form which is very similar to Eq. 210, the
approximate power flow equation for the narrow tape case. No numerical calculations
have been carried through using Eq. 236, but the same procedure used to obtain results
from Eq. 210 can obviously be used for such calculations. If one of the approximate
forms for E& , Eq. 222 or Eq. 223, is substituted in Eq. 236, it can be expressed in
m
the form
P iIVI2 D
In this, D is a nondimensional number depending on the value of the series. Since the
equivalent circuit for the narrow tape helix shown in Fig. 35 applies to the narrow gap
case also, D as a function of ka will have its poles and zeros interchanged with those of
the function
P
z
shown in Fig. 34.
In the narrow tape case the current III, defined by Eq. 179, is the amplitude con-
trolling factor. In the narrow gap case the voltage IV I , defined by Eq. 221, performs
this role. It may prove useful to relate these in at least an approximate fashion so that
the two cases can be compared. The following calculation uses Eq. 179 to obtain II
assuming I VI is known, although a quite analogous calculation using Eq. 221 could be
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used to go in the other direction. Relating Kk and through Eqs. 218 and 228, using
m m
this expression for K1 with Eqs. 224 and 230 in Eq. 169, and, finally, inserting this
m
expression for K in Eq. 179, one obtains
(p-6')cos 2 L (hz + 2
wc- 2s C a 2
IIl w'a sin f Pm El me sec i) dz . (238)
k2a 2 m 
0 m
The fact that the integration proceeds along a line perpendicular to the tape edges has
been used in Eq. 238. Also, Pm is given by
1 1 22 2_ p239K
m 2mha(cot + tan ) + a - k a + (239)m I'K' mPm  m m m
Using Eq. 222 or Eq. 223 in Eq. 238, performing the integration, using trigonometric
identities involving the sum and differences of angles, and dropping unimportant phase
factors give after some manipulation
wi sea lVI 1 P ?D' (cos my' + cos mx')sin z' + (sin my' - sin mx')cos z'1,21II= 2Trka2 cot m + T
m
Pm 1, D ' (sin my' + sin mx')sin z' + (cos mx' - cos my')cos z' .(240)
m
In Eq. 240 x' is given by Eq. 234, and y', and z', and T by
y' = 2rr(1 -) cos 2i + x (241)
z' = Tr COS2 (242)
T = tanjJ (1 + ha cot qJ). (243)
The convergence of Eq. 240 can be improved by the usual procedure of adding and sub-
tracting asymptotic forms. This has been done only for the constant field,constant z
phase front distribution. The details are shown in reference 68 and are not repeated
here. No numerical results are available.
The use of assumptions very similar to those discussed at the end of section
II-I makes possible the calculation of the loss resulting from the finite conductivity
of the tape in the narrow gap case. The power loss per unit axial length of the
helix is given by
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of tape
Using the approximations for K, and K given in section II-J, solving for K m and
m m
Kzm, inserting these in the appropriate field expressions from Eqs. 154 through 159,
and then these in Eq. 244, one might obtain an explicit expression for PL. This is
clearly a very tedious task, and it was not thought worthwhile carrying through the cal-
culation for this report. If the inverse square root gap voltage distribution is assumed,
the series expressing PL may not converge. If such is the case, it may be necessary
to use the artifice suggested in section II-I following Eq. 214 or to consider the results
obtainable from the constant gap voltage distribution as adequate.
Although numerical results are not available for the quantities considered here,
with the exception of PL it should be relatively easy to obtain such results from the
formulas which are available (68). These have been mentioned here for purposes of
comparison with the narrow tape case and for reference in case of future interest.
Further Consideration of Approximations
L. Effects of the Amplitude and Phase Approximations
To derive an approximate determinantal equation for the narrow tape case, it was
necessary to make an assumption concerning the current density distribution on the tape.
Similarly, for the narrow gap case the distribution of the electric field in the gap was
assumed. Both constant amplitude and inverse square root approximations were con-
sidered although numerical results for only the former have been presented so far.
Also, some simplifications concerning the phase of the current density on the tape or
the electric field in the gap were made. Here these matters are discussed further.
Before doing this some remarks about the inverse square root distribution are of
interest. It would be expected that such a distribution would be a very good approxi-
mation for particular components very near the edges of the tape since in any small
region the wave equation is closely approximated by Laplace's equation (36, 38). This
expectation is confirmed from general considerations of the behavior of an electromag-
netic field in the neighborhood of a sharp edge (53). Such considerations show that, in
general
E= O(Rl/) 1 (245a)
H,, = 0(1) for R - 0 (245b)
K = 0(1) (245c)
where R is the distance from the edge, and 0 is the usual order symbol. All other
field components become singular like R 1/2 as R approaches zero, or
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E = (R- l/2)
H = (R-"")
K = 0O(R-1/2 )
for R - 0. (246b)
(246c)
For an electromagnetic wave normally incident on a surface with an edge of infinitesimal
thickness, it can be shown that an even greater restriction than Eq. 245c applies,
namely
K = O(R /2) (247)
and it seems likely that Eq. 247 applies to waves of arbitrary incidence as well (53).
From using the inverse square root and constant z phase front approximation so that
2Dm(,, = h) = J(mx) (248)
(compare with Eq. 192), an equation exactly like Eq. 203 results except that Jo(mx)
replaces (sin mx)/mx everywhere. It should be recalled that J (0) = 1 and J(-mx) =
Jo(mx). The third term in this equation is
00 00
J(mx) *tdf 1 sin mx
E m instead of 1 sin mx
m x 2
m=l m=l
aside from the multiplier independent of x. The dominant term in this Schlomilch
series is ln(2/x), and for x = 0. 1 this term alone represents the series to better than
0.01 percent (68). For the constant density assumption the equivalent term which rep-
resents
oo
1 sin mx
x 2m
m=l 
is ln(e/x). Since x = 1Tr6/p, it is evident that the only change in the local field term in
the approximate determinantal equation resulting from the different assumed distribu-
tions is a change in the effective width of the tape. For example, x = 0. 10 for the
constant amplitude distribution is equivalent to x = 0. 0735 for the inverse square root
distribution.
Since the fourth term in Eq. 203 represents the contribution to EH from adjacent
turns, it would be expected from physical considerations that the assumed current dis-
tribution would have only a minor influence on this term. Although a reduction in effec-
tive tape width in a similar ratio to that noted above appears desirable, because of the
rapid convergence of the term in the brackets in the fourth term in Eq. 203, the effect
of this change is generally negligible (68). Since Jo(mx) almost equals (sin mx)/mx
for small m and x, the R(Tm) terms are not altered to any appreciable degree by either
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choice of current density distribution. Thus, the only difference in the solutions for the
approximate determinantal equation caused by the different amplitude but constant z
phase front approximations is a slight change in the tape width to which such solutions
apply in the ratio 2/e.
If Eq. 248 is used in place of Eq. 192 to calculate the power flow from Eq. 210, it
can be shown (68) that the only significant difference caused by the different amplitude
but constant z phase front approximations is a change in the effective tape width in
the ratio 2/2. 241. This ratio is slightly different from that required for similarity in
the determinantal equation, although for small x the numerical effect is quite small.
In order to simplify the sums encountered in the approximate determinantal and
power flow equations, it has been assumed, so far, that ll = h, or that the constant
phase front of the current density on the narrow tape is in a plane of constant z.
Although this should be quite satisfactory for a narrow tape, a better approximation,
and one which could possibly be applied to relatively wide tapes, is one in which the
constant phase front is perpendicular to the tape edges. From Eq. 178 or Eq. 183 and
Fig. 25b it can be shown that this requires that
hp - P on _hp 2 (249)2T 01 - NZ + 11IT 1 2 2r 2 ,,I2 + i 21 
where
- 1 = 6 cosq (250)
a(01 - 802) = 6 sin cos .- (251)
Using Eqs. 250 and 251 in Eq. 249 results in
p, = h sin . (252)
If Eq. 252 is used instead of al = h, by the same procedure whereby Eq. 204 is derived
from Eq. 191, a quite similar approximate determinantal equation for the narrow tape
helix with the constant amplitude assumption can be derived (68). This equation and
the one which results if the inverse square root distribution is used with Eq. 252 have
been investigated (68). It has been found that the roots of these determinantal equations
are insignificantly different from those of Eq. 204. The effect of using Eq. 252 rather
than A = h on the power flow has not been considered in detail. However, it is clear
that for small x, at least, the effect is negligibly small.
Although the influence of the amplitude and phase distribution on only the narrow
tape solution is considered in the previous discussion, it should be obvious, in view
of the results of section II-J, that the conclusions apply to the narrow gap case as well.
The fact that different amplitude and phase distributions alter the free mode solutions
for the tape helix only slightly is a reminder that the powerful variational techniques
for solving electromagnetic wave boundary value problems might prove useful here (50).
Although such methods have been used in a variety of problems, none appear to be of
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the type where both TE and TM waves are required on an open transmission system.
The possibility of applying variational procedures to obtain solutions for such systems
seems worthy of future investigation.
Related Problems
M. Multiwire Helices
The methods used in the previous sections can be applied to the problem of a helix
wound with several wires or tapes. Although it is possible to derive an exact formal
expression for the determinantal equation in this case as mentioned in section II-C for
the single tape helix, this expression is of little practical use. Consequently, the
assumptions discussed in section II-E are used. The constant amplitude constant z
phase front current density approximation for narrow tapes is used in the analysis given
in this section, although it should be clear that any of the other approximations,
including the narrow gap one, lead to practically identical results.
The developed view of a four-wire helix as an example of a multiwire helix is shown
in Fig. 37. One of the wires has been darkened as an aid in following the windings, but
this has no other significance. Figure 37 is to be compared with Fig. 25b. In a multi-
wire helix each wire forms a helix of pitch p, pitch angle , and there are N wires
uniformly spaced in the pitch distance. 6 and 6' are taken, as before, to be the tape
width and gap width, respectively, in the axial or z direction. It is to be expected from
the results of the sheath helix theory and from the general theory of multiwire trans-
mission systems that several different types of free modes occur on a multiwire helix.
These are distinguished by the relative phase of the currents flowing in the different
wires at any given cross section of constant z, and one may anticipate that the propa-
gation constants for the different modes are dissimilar functions of frequency. As
before, the tapes are assumed to be perfect conductors, and the medium for r > a is
taken to be the same as that for r < a and lossless.
1. The Zeroth Mode
If the currents in all the tapes are in phase at a cross section of constant z and all
have the same amplitude, the system can be rotated through an angle of any multiple
of 2r/N with no change in the fields. Further, if the system is shifted axially a distance
p/N, the new fields can differ from the previous ones by only a constant factor. Pro-
ceeding exactly as in section II-B, one can readily show that the electric Hertzian poten-
tial must be of the form
i,e jhz ie ImN r-jmN (z-0) (253)
z K mN a
m mN
with an identical form for the magnetic Hertzian potential. The summation index m
runs, as before, by integer values... -2, -1, 0, 1, 2,.... Some consideration shows
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Fig. 38
Chart of forbidden regions
for multiwire helix for zeroth mode.
that the exact field expressions in this case are those given by Eqs. 154 through 159
if there m is replaced by mN. The significance of the above may, perhaps, be further
realized from the expansion for the approximate current distribution. Since each of the
windings is a uniform helix, Eq. 169 applies, and with the assumptions taken here
ejhzE e -jm ( T z-)
m
IIl e-jhz
6 cos p
for
2Tr
P
z + 2x> > -- z
p
z + n + 2x > > 2- z + n p N p N
z + (N-) + x > > z + (N-i) P N p
0, elsewhere
where x = Tr6/p, as before. Proceeding in the usual way, one obtains
III e-jmx sin mx N, m = . . -N, -N, O,N, N,...
I -p cos sin mx
m
_ III e-jmNx sin mNx ... -2,-1,0,1,2,....
1 K. p cos Lp mx-..m
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The subscript 1 has the same meaning as in Eqs. 181 and 192 with which Eq. 255 should
be compared. The difference in the sign of the exponential is the result of a different
choice for the coordinate origin. III is the amplitude of the total current flowing in the
direction of the tape on each one. From Eq. 255 it is again evident, as already deduced
from considerations of symmetry, that the summations in the field and current density
representations proceed in steps of N, or in successive integer steps of m if m is
replaced by mN.
Since only the mNth harmonics appear in the field representations with m = ... -2,
-1, 0, 1, 2 ... , the forbidden region restriction is correspondingly modified. From
an analysis similar to that given in section II-D one obtains the plot shown in Fig. 38
for the case being considered here. This should be compared with Fig. 26, and the
obvious relationships noted. The limitation given by Eq. 167 can be generalized, and
one has
Nka < 2 cot q
or
xp < N (256)
If in Fig. 27 the abscissa is labeled ka/(N cot y) rather than ka/cot , it can be used
as it stands for N > 1. Instead of doing this, one might change the scale so that the
point 1/2 in Fig. 27 becomes N/2 with the abscissa label remaining ka/cot y/.
eIf Eq. 255 is substituted in Eq. 177 with K = 0, and it is required that E = 0
m
for r = a at the center of all the tapes, that is, at 0 = (2Tr/p) z + x .... , (2rr/p) z + x +
n (2Tr/N)...., (21r/p) z + x + (N-1)(27r/N), the following single approximate determi-
nantal equation results from the satisfaction of this boundary condition at each point
E0~ {h 2 a - k a 2 + k 2 a2 m N Z c t ] mN (I (N)KmN mN)
m=..-1,0,1. 1 mN
+ k a cot LP '~nN ( mN )K 'nN (9)ms mNx
Equation 257 should be compared with Eq. 191. An unimportant multiplying factor has
been dropped in deriving Eq. 257. If N is now allowed to become increasingly large
with Nx approaching a finite limit (T > Nx > 0), it can be shown (68) that all the terms
in Eq. 257 for m 0 become of order 1/N. In the limit of N = oo, the only finite term
remaining in Eq. 257 is the term for which m = 0. This is exactly the determinantal
equation, Eq. 83, for the zeroth mode of the sheath helix, and the relationship between
this sheath mode and the multiwire helix mode being considered here is thereby estab-
lished. Note that in the limit of N = oo, the only forbidden region restriction which
remains for any finite value of ka is merely that Ihla > ka.
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If N is large one may write
KIIII = N p cos (258)
where I K im is the magnitude of the surface current density in the direction of the wires.
Substitution of Eq. 258 in Eq. 255, Eq. 255 in Eqs. 173 and 174 with / = 0, and the
m
resulting expressions for Kzm and KOm in Eq. 154 through Eq. 159 yields, for r a as N
becomes infinitely large since the m 0 terms in the field representations become expo-
nentially small, exactly the sheath helix field expressions given by Eqs. 49 through 54
with n = 0. For r = a the higher harmonic amplitudes become increasingly large
although of increasingly rapid variation as N increases. It is clear that the proper
solutions for the sheath system are obtained by determining the limiting expressions
for r a as N becomes increasingly large.
For finite N use of the procedure described in section II-F transforms Eq. 257 to
the following form
0 : 2 a 2 I (a)Ko (a) + k2 a2 cot 2 I (a)K (a)
0o
22 22 2
+(h a - k acsc)rV _ Z _ _ _ 1 _ ____ 1 sin mNxZ 22c 2 1/2 + 2£2 L+ 2)1/2J mNx
m= m N + mN mN mN
oo
), R(,ImN)* (259)
m=l
Since N >, 2 for a multiwire helix, the second series in Eq. 259 contains no terms with
modified Bessel functions of first order. From this it can be shown (68) that for the
multiwire helix in this mode no h root exists corresponding to the [h'l [ solution for
N = 1. Also, the portion of the Ih 1ll solution along the Imi = 1 (really ImIN = 1)
boundary disappears; in fact, the forbidden region of this order no longer occurs. Since
r > Nx > 0, the first series in Eq. 259 is essentially 1/N times as large as the corre-
sponding term in Eq. 202. In view of all this, the simple procedure suggested in section
II-H with the omission of the step for putting in the solutions along the ImIN =1 boundary
will give quite accurate results. Further, even for N as small as 2 it is perhaps better
to use the sheath solution in the low frequency region rather than the average value as
suggested in section II-H. Some experiments performed by Mr. L. Stark of these
laboratories using a helix operating in the zeroth mode with N = 2 indicate that this
simple procedure gives quite accurate predictions concerning the characteristics of
this mode. The writer wishes to thank Mr. Stark for this information.
The power flow for the multiwire helix in this mode can be readily calculated
using Eq. 255 and the procedures described here and in reference 68.
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2. The Higher Modes
It is simplest and it appears sufficient to consider only a particular case in detail
here. The mode to be discussed is the one for which the currents in the tapes at a cross
section of constant z differ in phase progressively by 2r/N radians but have the same
amplitude. The meaning of this is made clear in Fig. 39 for N = 2, 3, 4 where the rela-
tive phase of the currents at a particular instant of time is indicated by the vectors in
the conventional manner for simple harmonic varying quantities. Since each winding
is a uniform helix, with the assumptions taken here one has
ei 1 1 e
mm
-( z-e) III
6 cos 
e- hz, 21T z + 2x > > 2-- z
p P
2wT
·csL -jhzejn N ZwI II h N e-re
6 cos · p
III
6 cos '
-j (N-) 
0, elsewhere.
2w 2wr 2w
z + 2x + n 2 > 0 > - z + n 
2v z + 2x + (N-) > (N-) NP N P 
(260)
From Eq. 260
= II e-jmx sin mx
1 lam p cos mx
e
e-j(m+l)2w1_1
-j(m+l) 2N
N .
-
_ III e-jmx sin mx N,
p cos mx
m= -1 +nN
n = ... -2,-1,0, 1,2, ....
Note that the m = -1 harmonic always exists, although the absence or presence of the
higher harmonics is determined by N. Since many of the space harmonics are absent,
the forbidden region restriction is modified. It is readily determined that in this case
the ha/cot Lp, ka/cot q plane appears as in Fig. 40. Although the order of the harmonics
present has been determined from an approximate distribution, the same results hold
for the exact case if the currents in the tapes vary in phase in the assumed manner.
Substitution of Eq. 261 in Eq. 177 with K = 0 and imposition of the boundary con-
m
dition that Ee = 0 for r = a at the center of all the tapes lead to the following single
II
approximate determinantal equation
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1KI,1I
(261a)
(261b)
_ __ I
h22 2 2 2 z 2 cot2 ){a k a +k a Im m)Km (r m )
+ k acot I (m)K sin mx (262)
m m mx
where m = -1 + nN and n = ...- 2, -1,0,1,2, .... If now N is allowed to become
increasingly large with Nx approaching a finite limit, it can be shown (68) that all the
terms in Eq. 262 for n 0 or m -1 become of order 1/N, so that in the limit of N = 0o
only the term for m = -1 remains. If the substitution
ha Raha_ .-A +1 (263a)
cot A = cot4 + 1
or
h =T+ 2 (263b)p
is made in Eq. 262, some consideration of Eq. 190 shows that with 1 2a2 _1 a
playing the role of a 2 , and a playing the role of ha, the remaining term in Eq. 262
becomes precisely the determinantal equation for the sheath helix, Eq. 42, with n = 1
there. The relationship of the transformation implied by Eq. 263 to a shift in the
abscissa axis of Fig. 40 should be noted. Using Eqs. 258 and 261 and proceeding exactly
as in section II-M-1, one can readily show that for N = o the general field expressions
become the sheath helix field expressions for n = 1 with the correspondence between
the various quantities noted above. The relationship between the sheath helix mode for
n = 1 and the particular assumed multiwire helix mode considered here is consequently
established. Note again that in the limit of
N = the only forbidden region restriction
(a) (b) which remains for any finite value of ka is
I //// /[/III/g// i I/ / that I-Aa > ka.
,; , [It ,iI I, /l/l / IThe manner in which the solutions for all
the higher modes on multiwire helices can be
determined is now evident. It is assumed
that the phases o equal amplituae currents
in the wires or tapes differ by n [s(2wr/N)] at
any cross section of constant z, and
proceeding in a manner which should be very
rla-r hv vnwr nnp nhtains an annrnximqtp
-- oJ -.V -d -- * rr-s-
Fig. 39 determinantal equation. In this, s is essen-
tially the sequence number, which can beRelative phase of currents:fixed for any
(a) N = 2, (b) N = 3, (c) N = 4. positive or negative and is fixed for any
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particular mode; n refers to a particular
tape and runs from 0 to N - 1; whereas
N is the number of conductors. In the '~
limit of N = , through the use of a trans-
cot*' formation quite similar to that given by
Fig. 40 Eq. 263 for the case considered here,
the sheath helix equations are obtained.Chart of forbidden regions for
multiwire helix for first mode. For finite N the approximate determi-
nantal equation can be solved by the
methods already described, and the other properties of the system can also be readily
determined. Since the summation in any of the determinantal equations for the higher
modes is no longer symmetrical in the summation index, the loci of roots are no longer
symmetrically disposed in the ha, ka plane. This would also be expected from the
results given in section I concerning the higher modes on the sheath helix.
N. The Tape Ring System
In the sheath helix system it is possible to allow d to be zero and so obtain what is
called in section I the sheath ring. Of course, for a physical helix the smallest pitch
angle is limited by the tape width or wire diameter. However, a relatively realistic
system does correspond to the sheath ring, and this can be analyzed by the methods
described. The tape ring system is considered to consist of an infinite series of circu-
lar rings of radius a, coaxial with the z axis and uniformly spaced a distance p apart.
Each ring has a width 6 in the axial direction, and the edges are separated by a distance
6' so that 6 + 6' = p. Each ring is made of tape taken to have infinitesimal thickness
in the radial direction and assumed to be perfectly conducting. The assumptions con-
cerning the medium in which the tape ring system is immersed are identical to those
already made for the tape helix.
By an argument quite similar to that of section II-B it is determined that the electric
Hertzian potential can be written as
I 2r
ni·e-jhz eJn0i r -jmp-zlie = ejhe jn Aie n ( re (264)
m K
n
with a similar form for the magnetic Hertzian potential. Equation 264 should be
compared with Eq. 149. il m is given by Eq. 146. In this, d/ loses its significance as
a pitch angle and becomes only a convenient parameter. In the tape ring system the
0, z constraint which is imposed on the field representations for uniform helices is no
longer present. In Eq. 264, n is not dependent on m, and it is clear from physical
considerations that independent solutions may exist for each n. It is also clear that
in Eq. 264 n may be positive or negative, so that solutions with 0 dependence like
sin nO or cos nO may be obtained by linear combination. The current density can also
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be expressed in a form similar to Eq. 264; namely
Z2r
Kez = e-jhz en Kzm emp (265)
m
Use may be made of the considerable similarity between the tape ring problem and the
tape helix problem which is quite obvious. The field expressions given by Eqs. 154
through 159 are valid in the case here if one changes e+jmO there to e+ jnO here, the
order of the modified Bessel functions m there to n here, and m there, if it occurs
eby itself as an ordinary algebraic multiplier, to n here. Thus, for example, Ee for
the tape ring system becomes
e e- jhz ej { ar nhmaIn m)Kn (m r)Kzm
(Ea n0?fahh Kzm
m
222 r\ 2 2 r \11jm
+ - [ nhma n (m)Kn (lm a) + llmk a In (m)Kn (1mr) Km e2 r m n Pa
iTm
(266)
If the rings are narrow so that K 8 and K z can be considered to act like Kl and Ki,
respectively, in the narrow tape helix case, one can readily obtain
12 K8 = Pejm 1 2 Dm(, 1 =h) (267a)
1,2Kzm 0 (267b)
The notation has exactly the same significance as that used in section II-E and needs no
further explanation. The All = h assumption seems the most reasonable one to use here.
Substituting Eq. 267 in Eq. 266 and requiring that Ee = at r = a along the center of the
rings lead to the following approximate determinantal equation
0 _ [n 2ha2In (rlm)Kn (l+m)+ k a 2 mI n (,lm)Kn (m)] 1, 2 Dm(,, = h). (268)
m m
If now p is allowed to become increasingly small, since x approaches a finite limit
(wr > x > 0), it can be shown (68) that all the terms in Eq. 268 for m # 0 become of order
p. Thus, in the limit of p = 0, the only finite term remaining in Eq. 268 is the one for
which m = 0, and this is the determinantal equation, Eq. 56, for the sheath ring. The
sheath ring field expressions follow from the tape ring field expressions by a similar
substituting and limiting process.
If the rings are wide so that the gaps are narrow, a procedure quite like that
of section II-J leads to the following form for the approximate determinantal equa-
tion
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0E 2 12 [n h a2I ()Kn (lm)
2 m( I'm (rm)K m
+ k2 a 2 1mIn (m)K n (im)] 1 , 2 Dm(3,, = h). (269)mn m n m (269]
No calculations have been performed using Eq. 268 or 269, but it is clear that these
equations can be solved by the methods already described. Since the order of the modi-
fied Bessel functions in Eqs. 268 and 269 remains fixed, it may be possible to simplify
the procedure. Note that a forbidden region restriction quite like the one in force for
the zeroth mode multiwire helix also applies here, and that in the limiting case of p = 0
the only restriction which remains for any finite ka is that I hla > ka.
III. The Integral Equation Solution
The fields surrounding a helical line carrying a current of exponential form is deter-
mined from the integral expression for the Hertzian potential. The results are equiva-
lent to those obtained by the procedure used in section II. Several different ways of
approximating the boundary conditions also lead to essentially identical results.
By using the integral expression for the electric field along a wire in terms of the
current which flows, a formula for the current produced on an infinite helical wire by
a series voltage source is obtained. Although the complete evaluation of this is not
attempted, the free mode portion is examined. It is shown that for OL = 90 the expres-
sion for the current reduces essentially to the known proper form for this case. Finally,
the influence of loss in the wire is indicated.
The Source-Free Problem
A. Derivation of the Fields from an Assumed Current Distribution
Here the fields surrounding a helix carrying an assumed current distribution are
derived from an integral expression for the vector potential, and the results are
compared with those obtained in the previous section. No originality is claimed for the
following derivation for the method is exactly like that used in reference 16. Here,
however, contrary to the procedure used in reference 16, the propagation constant is
considered an unknown which must be determined by the boundary conditions. The work
of references 17 and 51 is also pertinent.
It is assumed that a current of the form
I(s') = III e- jS t (270)
flows along a helical line defined by
x' = a cos 0' (271)
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z' = s' sin = Of 8' (273)
s' is the distance measured along the helical line, and a and %b are as shown in Figs.
2 and 3. The prime refers to points on the helix, and 8' is the cylindrical angular coor-
dinate which can be considered to vary from -oo to +oo as implied in Eq. 273. P in
Eq. 270 is taken to be real. An electric Hertzian potential Il can be written for the case
here as (1)
oo
-- III - s e j k R
rl =-j 4QI'o a1 1 e,, jes' e kR ds' . (274)
-00
All the field components can be derived from this potential alone, that is, with = 0,
through the use of Eqs. 16 and 17. al is given by Eq. 3, or, equivalently, by
a = -- x Cos sinax + cos cos8' + sin . (275)
ax and ay are unit vectors in the x and y directions. In Eq. 274 R is given by
R = [(x-x') 2 + (y-y') + (-z,)] (27 6a)
R = r2 + a _ 2ar cos(e-O) + (z - ) (276b)
where x, y, z or r, 0, z define the point of observation. To insure convergence of the
integral in Eq. 274, the medium may be assumed to be slightly lossy, after which the
loss may be considered to approach zero. Since
ax =ar cos 0 - o sin 0 (277)
ay = ar sin O + a cos O (278)
one obtains for Eq. 275
a, = ar cos tp sin(O-0') + a cos LP cos(O-0') + a z sin p. (279)
Using Eqs. 276b and 279 in Eq. 274 and making a change of variable, first to 0' and then
to , where
= e - 2z (280)
one obtains for Eq. 274
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(272)y' = a sin '
I= -j a see c e-jz sesec [ar cos sin(p- )
-00
+ a cos ) cos(--a) + az sin I R df .
and
R = [r2
2w
= 0- -zpI
+ a - 2ar cos(p-i) + a tan24/
(281)
(282)
(283)
It can be shown (1,2, 3) that
.e kR = J r 2 + a
and
and
2
- 2ar cos(p-a) ] e-aa Iftan VX2 - k
2
X _ \k 2 XdX
\/X - k 
Jo [V/r+ a - 2ar cos(p-)] =
oo
m=-oo
Jm (Xr)Jm (xa)eJm(P-)
Using Eqs. 284 and 285 in Eq. 281, one obtains after interchanging the operations of
summation and integration
= -j 4 a sec 4 eiPZ csc ,zJ f XdXJm (Xr)Jm (Xa) e -jpaa sec 4,x
m 0 X - k -oo0
Jar cos sin(p-i) + a0 cos , cos(p-i) + iz sin 4,] ejm(P-)e a tan 1 I X2 k d.
(286)
At this stage it is useful to recall that I can be related to h, the propagation constant
along the z axis, through
= h sin t. (207)
Carrying out the integration on a in Eq. 286 and then using Eq. 207, one finds that
00
I= -j 4II a2 cot t h e z4 W cota XdXJ m (Xr)J m (xa) -jar ( 22 2
a X eJ m+ 1
j(m-1)p \
22 22 
a X + lm_-1
+ + ~ j m-l)P+ 0 2 2
aX + M+ 
eJ(m-l)p )
2 2 2 + az
aX + Tim-l
tan ,( 2 2 - 2 ) . (287)
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In Eq. 281
(284)
(285)
In Eq. 287 im is exactly the quantity defined in Eq. 146 and used throughout the previous
section. It can be shown (3) that
XJ m (Xr)Jm (xa)
XJ 2
0 2 tin
X +2
a
dX = Im (n) (n r)' r >a (288)
so that the final result for r becomes after some rearrangement and the use of Eq. 282
e =_j 4iro cot ehzZ {-jar [Im-l(qm)Km- ('m) -Im+l(Tm)Km+ (m a)]
m
+ a0 [Im_ 1 m)Km- im r) + Im+l(llm)Km+l (lm I)]
I (19M a M(l M Ml ( M 
(289)
Since Eq. 288 applies only for r >. a, a superscript e is affixed to I. An identical for-
mula applies for r < a, except that the Im and K m functions are interchanged every-
where.
For purposes of comparison it is sufficient to find Ee. By substitution of Eq. 289
in Eq. 16, which is simplified by the use of Eq. 18, E e and E can be found. Ee is then
z e
obtained by inserting these in Eq. 175. There results finally after considerable mani-
pulation
Ee j III sinb tan e-jhzZElf - J pwEa e
r m
+ 2a2 cot2
+ ka Z cotth
{ [ -mh a ( + ) cot 
cot2 Im (lm)Km (Tim r)
im 
Ilm m (Tm r) -m - )M M ie
It should now be recognized that Eq. 290 agrees exactly with Eq. 188 if in the latter one
puts 6 = 0. But this implies from Eqs. 169 and 181 or Eq. 185 that
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+ a 2tan i I (,I )K ( r) e 
K,, (D) -e jm- ( zP ) (291)KI \6 -,o/ -p cos e
m
with K = 0, of course. Equation 291 can be recognized as the nonconvergent Fourier
series expansion for an impulse of integrable area II /cos yp along the line (2r/p)z = 0.
Thus, the equivalence and relationship between the fields derived by the characteristic
function approach of the previous section and those obtained from the integral expression
274 are established. It is obvious that the other field component expressions which can
be obtained from Eq. 289 agree with those given in the previous section if Eq. 291 is
used there.
B. Approximate Matching of the Boundary Conditions; Comparison with the Narrow
Tape Case
Since the series representations for the field components obtained in the previous
section are those resulting from an assumed current flowing along a line, it is obvious
from physical considerations that they must become divergent as the line is approached.
From the asymptotic forms for the products of the modified Bessel functions it can be
shown that the representations converge for r > a and r < a and are conditionally con-
vergent for r = a if (2w/p)z - 0. Reference 17 discusses the matter of convergence
of these series in considerable detail. If the current does not flow on a helical line, but
rather on the surface of a small diameter perfectly conducting wire, the fields should
be only slightly different from those found for the line current. Thus, if the condition
that the tangential electric field be zero on the entire surface of the wire is imposed, a
quite good approximation to the physical situation should result. However, this too is
quite difficult to do, and further approximations must be made. Several methods of
approximately matching the tangential electric field boundary condition on the wire in the
wire direction are now considered. In the absence of any source this field component
must be zero, and the application of this requirement results in a determinantal equation
for the free mode propagation constants.
In the following it is assumed that the wire diameter is 2b and that the axis of the
wire coincides with the helical line defined by Eqs. 271, 272, and 273. It is also
assumed that b is much smaller than a, p, and X. One method of satisfying the electric
field boundary condition in an approximate manner is to require the value of E, for r = a
averaged over the wire to be zero. Although E,, is divergent for r = a and 0 = (2rr/p)z,
the divergence is only logarithmic and, consequently, integrable. If it is assumed that
the phase of the current on the wire is essentially constant in a plane of constant z, one
obtains on putting
[E, (r = a)]
average
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equal to zero after dropping unimportant constants
'~- I~ ~mh a cot 2 2 2
° { mh aco Im (Tl)K (Xm) + k2 a 2 cot24 It (m2)Km (lm) lm (292)
m
where
2T (z+b sec ) ) )
~r 1 ) sin m-- sec
-jm ( Z- z- P
1 m 4Trb secf ed 2 eb (293)
p 2T (z-b sec ) m sec 
2b sec is merely the maximum wire dimension in the z direction. Comparing Eq. 292
with Eq. 191 and Eq. 293 with Eq. 192 shows that if 2b sec ij is considered equivalent
to 6, Eq. 292 is exactly like the determinantal equation obtained for the narrow tape
case for the approximations implied in Eqs. 191 and 192. Instead of averaging over the
wire, one might require the average value of Ee, at 0 = (2r/p) (z+b sec .) and r = a to be
zero. In this case an equation like Eq. 292 results except that in place of lSm a factor
2~m occurs, where
cos m 2b k) (294)2 mcm P-
If Eq. 294 is used in place of the (sin mx)/mx distribution factor, it can be shown (68)
that this approximation merely alters the effective diameter of the wire.
Finally, one might impose the condition Ee [r = a + b, 0 = (2ir/p)z] 0. In this case
one has from Eq. 290
r2 1 2 2 2r i
m Im m1l-a)O°Zf[m2- mh a ( s + 1 l m~h Z coZ]i  (~lm)Km [LJm(l+A'
+ k2 a 2 cot 2 In ( m)Kln [ l)} (295)
where now A = b/a. Although the presence of in the algebraic multiplier as well as
in the argument of Km and K' in Eq. 295 complicates matters somewhat, it is stillm m
possible to make a quite satisfactory approximation if A is small. Some examination
shows that if A<< 1 , it has negligible effect on the value of the algebraic multiplier,
and, consequently, it can be put equal to zero there. It can be shown (68) that since only
h > k need be considered, Eq. 295 can be transformed in the usual fashion to the fol-
lowing form:
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0 6a2I ( a)Ko [ka ( 1 +A ) a 2cot P I ( a)K' [a (1 +t
+(h 2 a2 - k2 a2 csc2 ) e-m csc
csc m
m=l
+ (ha _ k2a2cscZ) Im (m)Km [m (i+A)]
m=l
00
-mA I (a ) rTI eE ) (296)
m csc + -P+ Im (m)Km [ m (I+A)] e C P +Lj (I ) (296)
m=l
In Eq. 296
00
E Z (m )
m=l
is a remainder series whose characteristics are very similar to those of
00
Z R(inm)
m=l
in Eq. 196.
Since
e -mz
e = -n (1 - e- ) = n z 2 (297)
m z 2 -z +..
m=l
(see reference 4, equation 601), it is clear that Eq. 296 becomes essentially equivalent
to Eq. 204. It is therefore evident that the solutions of the two equations are practically
equal except for a very minor difference equivalent to a small change in the cross sec-
tional dimensions of the conductor.
At the end of section II-G reference was made to a recently published work which
presented results similar to those obtained in section II for the propagation constants
of the free mode waves on a narrow tape helix (51). The method of solution described
in reference 51 is very nearly like that indicated here and in section III-A, and the
approximate determinantal equation given there is almost identical to Eq. 295 here. The
procedure for solving the equation presented there is a numerical and graphical one
related to the one used here, although in reference 51 it appears that the series are
summed directly rather than after some transformations as done here. These latter
transformations make the calculations much simpler, of course, and permit the gen-
eralizations discussed in section II-H. Only one case is presented in reference 51, and
this is very near the case considered here. Also, it is shown there that agreement with
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the experimental results given in reference 27 can be obtained. However, reference 51
does not point out that the + ht'l wave is an inward rather than an outward traveling
wave, and no mention is made of the fact that free mode solutions exist between the
higher order forbidden regions. The matters of power flow, space harmonic phase
velocity, group velocity, power loss, etc. are not considered there, and, as already
noted, no attempt is made to simplify the calculative procedure. Of course, the very
similar results of references 16 and 17 have already been noted, although the manner
in which the boundary conditions are approximated in those references did not lead to
the more complete results given in this report.
The Source-Present Problem
C. Integral Equation for El
In the analysis given here, it is necessary to start with the integral expression for
the electric field on the surface of a conductor of small cross sectional area in terms
of the total current in the conductor and the various parameters. Although this has
been derived in several places, it is useful to review the derivation here (1,6, 54, 58).
From the expression for the electric Hertzian potential in the form (1,56)
t - jkR
l(x)= 41 fJ J(x') R dV' (298)
V'
it is shown from Eq. 16, with = 0, that
E(x) = -rr I { [J(x') V + k J(x dV'. (299)
V'
Here, x and x' stand for the three coordinates at the points of observation and integra-
tion, respectively, J(x') is the vector current density per unit area flowing in the volume
V', R is given by Eq. 276a, and V' is
a - a aV' =axi y ayx + a az (300)
In deriving Eq. 299 use is made of the fact that
V' f(R) = -Vf(R) (301)
where f(R) is a function of R, and v is
a a aV=a +a +a -x ax ayy + az z (302)
If the current is assumed to flow in a wire of small transverse dimensions so
that the current only in the direction of the wire is significant, it is evident that
Eq. 299 is very closely approximated by
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i } e-jkR
E(x) - j {[I(s)s, .VJ] V' + k I(s)s,I R ds'
S'
(303)
where as, is a vector along the axis of the wire, s' is the distance measured along the
axis of the wire, and I(s') is the total current flowing through a cross section of the wire
at s'. It is assumed that the transverse dimensions of the wire are small compared
with the radius of curvature, which is considered to be continuous, and with the wave-
length.
Since as,.V' = (a/as'), where a/as' means the derivative in the direction of s', that
is, along as,, and since V' outside the brackets in Eq. 303 operates on e jkR/R only,
Eq. 303 becomes
E(x)-J- f-v
4TWE j I(s') as (e kR) ds' +k 2 a- I(s') eR ds}.
S' S'
Integrating the first term in Eq. 304 by parts, one obtains
f I(s') as ( ds' = (s) eJkR] s
S' S1 s'
e jkR I(s') ds'
R as'
where s' and sI are the extremities of the wire. If Eq. 305 is inserted in Eq. 304, one
obtains an approximate expression for the electric field resulting from the current
flowing in a wire of finite length. If the wire is assumed to be infinite in length so that
s2 and s are at plus and minus infinity, respectively, and if I(s') is bounded, then the
first term in Eq. 305 vanishes. For a circuit of infinite length Eq. 304 becomes
~~a'E(x) , V -R) ds' + kZ
coo
oo
-jkR d}f as I(s') R ds .
-o00
If the point of observation is on the surface of the conductor at a point s, with s
the distance measured along a line on the surface of the wire essentially parallel to its
axis and with a s a unit vector along this line, then the electric field at s and in the
direction of the wire is from Eq. 306
E (s) = as E_(x) { I(s' (e- R) ds' + k2
-co
00i -jkRf s as, I(s') R ds . (307a)
_ 0o
Integrating the first term in Eq. 307a by parts, one may also write it as
46
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(304)
(305)
(306)
I I
.
32 RE(S) { (I(S')a R ds' + k S * I(s') eR ds' (307b)
-00 -00
The above development is, of course, quite intimately related to the approach exten-
sively used in recent years in the analysis of linear antennas (54). It should be empha-
sized that the theory considers the current to flow along a line coincident with the axis
of the wire, but the fields are calculated and the boundary conditions satisfied on a line
lying on the surface of the conductor.
The analysis can now be applied to the helix. The point of observation is defined by
x = (a+b) cos. (308)
y = (a+b) sin 0 (309)
z = s sin %o = (310)
whereas the line along which the current is assumed to flow is defined by Eqs. 271, 272,
and 273. b is taken as the radius of the wire which is assumed to be circular in cross
section, and b is considered to be much smaller than a, p, or . As a consequence,
4o may be considered equal to it. In Eq. 307, as, is all given by Eq. 275, and with the
assumptions just given, a similar expression results for s . It is found that to this
approximation
a s, as sin@ + cos cos(8-0') (311)
With R measured from the axis of the wire to the point of observation given by Eqs. 308,
309, and 310
R = [a (1+ )2 + a - 2a2 (1 + b 2tan2 (' )2 (312)
a a) cos(8-0' +ata2 (0-0)
where (,z o is taken as a satisfactory approximation here also. In view of the symmet-
rical position of 0 and 0' in Eq. 312 it is evident that a/as = - a/as'. Using this in
Eq. 307a, integrating the first term by parts, and substituting Eq. 311 result in
00
-j (a Is)) .2 + cosi cos sRk sin cos (0-0' I(s')}e ds' (313)
-0 as'
where the e superscript is affixed for obvious reasons. If I(s') is assumed to be of the
form given by Eq. 270, Eq. 313 takes the form given in reference 6 and else-
where (13, 52). Finally, if the procedure described in section III-A is used to evaluate
Eq. 313, the result obtained is almost exactly like Eq. 290, with r = (a+b) = a(l+a) and
(2Tr/p)z = there. This is to be expected in view of the relationship between the devel-
opment leading to Eq. 290 and that given in this section. There is a slight difference
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in the algebraic multiplier of the first term (the term in the brackets) but this is a coef-
ficient of order A = b/a which is negligible. If Ele(s) is now required to be zero on the
assumption that the conductor has infinite conductivity, it is apparent from the dis-
cussion in section III-B that the free mode solutions are those considered in section II.
Since Eli is required to be zero only along a line on the surface, it seems clear that it
will not be zero on a circular wire of radius b whose axis is the helix line, but rather
on some conductor whose shape and cross sectional dimensions are slightly different.
D. The Gap Source
1. Application of the Source; the Free Modes
If the transverse dimensions of the helix wire are sufficiently small so that it can be
considered to be a one-dimensional conductor, then the current function can be written
in the form of a Fourier integral as
oo
I(s) = j I(#) e ®jps d. (314)
-00
The component of electric field along the wire, E(s), is taken to be
oo
E sin s
E(s) = E jps d3. (315)
-00
It is assumed, as before, that E,,(s) is the same around the periphery of the wire at any
point s. In this case El(s) is zero everywhere except in a gap, or for Isj< 1/2, where
it has a constant magnitude. It is assumed further that the distribution described by
Eq. 315 is maintained by an impressed electric field which is the negative of Eq. 315,
and that this is the result of a voltage source placed in series with the helix wire at
s = 0, or at x = a,y = 0, z = 0. In Eqs. 314 and 315 is considered as a general
complex variable, and the integration in Eq. 314 proceeds along the real axis with any
necessary indentations which must be determined. The remarks of section I-G are
pertinent here. If the conductor is assumed to be perfect, the current in the presence
of the source may be determined by substituting Eqs. 314 and 315 in Eq. 313, or
+ k2 [sinZqi + cos2 cos(O-0')] I(P)e-Js dpe ds'. (316)
Interchanging ~ds'. (316)
-00
Interchanging the order of the integrations results in
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E sin~js p 0 0
rIT p eMif + j ) IF ( + k [singd
-00 _00
+ cos2P cos(O-0)]) e-js X eR ds dP 0. (317)
Equation 317 will be satisfied if the term in the braces is zero. Now the integral with
respect to s' has already been evaluated since it is essentially the expression for Ele (s)
obtained from Eq. 313. Thus, solving Eq. 317 for I(3), inserting this in Eq. 314,
changing the variable to h which is related to by Eq. 207, and using Eq. 310, one
finally obtains
sin [(h sin ip) 2]
- jhz
00 (h sin ) l
I(s) -jVEa 2 (h dh. (318)
0 22- k2 a + m m (lm)Km m(+A)]
m
+ k a cot 2 I (m)Kn [lm(1+)] }
In Eq. 318, m is again the quantity defined by Eq. 146, and A = b/a. h is now
considered as a generalized complex variable, and the path of integration along the real
axis must be properly indented around the singularities on that axis. V = El and is the
voltage of the source. Equation 318 gives I(s) as a function of z, where z is related
to s through Eq. 310. A multiplier, 1/(1+A), of the term (m 2 /I 2 )k 2 a 2cot2 p in the
denominator of Eq. 318 has been placed equal to unity in accordance with the argument
following Eq. 295. Equation 318 is reminiscent of the expressions encountered in section
I-G except that here the denominator of the integrand is an infinite series. It is clear
that the free modes correspond to the poles of the integrand of Eq. 318 or the zeros of
the infinite series in the denominator. This is, of course, the usual determinantal
equation which has already been discussed. It would appear from section III-B that one
could substitute the approximate determinantal equation of the narrow tape helix for the
'denominator of the integrand in Eq. 318 with only little error.
In order to decide how the indentations around the singularities on the real axis must
be made, the disposition of these singularities when the medium is slightly lossy is
considered. Since the development leading to Eq. 138, which describes how the free
mode zeros move off the real axis in terms of the group velocity, is still valid here,
the location is readily ascertained. It is evident from Eqs. 318 and 146 that there are
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an infinite number of branch points in the integrand of Eq. 318, as opposed to just two
which occur in the simpler expressions derived in section I-G for the sheath system.
Using the notation of that section and assuming that the medium is slightly lossy, one
finds that the branch points are located where im = 0, or where
0 v°F(ha = +ka - m cot = +koa 1 - k -m cot (319)
with m taking on all integer values including zero. Figure 41 shows how these branch
points are located in the ha plane. In addition to the branch point locations, the points
at which the roots of the determinantal equation occur for t = 10 ° as calculated for the
narrow tape helix are shown. The manner in which these vary as ka varies is indicated
in Figs. 41a through 41e which are only approximately to scale. These plots should be
compared with Fig. 28. For a lossless medium the poles and branch points move into
the real axis, and the contour of integration along the real axis is indented in an obvious
fashion. Note that for ka = cot 4i/2 the branch points lie in juxtaposition across the real
axis.
The following discussion parallels a similar one in section I-G. Because of the
presence of the e- jhz factor in the integrand of Eq. 318, it vanishes on a circle of infi-
nite radius in the third and fourth quadrants of the h or ha plane for z > 0. This
assumes that the denominator of the integrand in Eq. 318 does not cause any convergence
difficulties as I h becomes infinite. Such difficulty is encountered for a = 90 ° as noted
in section III-D-2 of this section, although examination of the denominator of the inte-
grand in Eq. 318 (the approximate determinantal equation) by the use of the more con-
vergent forms obtained by transformation indicates that for q{ < 90 ° no trouble should
be encountered. However, an explicit proof of this has not been constructed. Never-
theless, one can argue from physical considerations that the exact current representa-
tion would be convergent and that it would not be much different from Eq. 318 over most
of the range of h. Thus, it seems quite proper to consider Eq. 318 as a good approxi-
mation for I(s) and to assume some convergence factor for large hi if necessary. With
the deformation of the contour noted above, the integral in Eq. 318 becomes a sum of
integrals around the poles of the integrand plus integrals along the branch cuts which
are taken to extend downward from +ka - m cot 4* with +o >,m -o0. For z very large
the contributions from the branch cut integrations become small like l/z, whereas the
contributions from the poles have a z variation like ejhZ with h real. The reasons
for calling the various waves inward and outward traveling waves should now be clear.
Obviously, an argument similar to the above holds for z < 0 if the contour of integra-
tion is swept into the upper half plane.
The current associated with the various free mode waves can be obtained by evalu-
ating the residues of the integrand at its poles. If it is assumed that I is sufficiently
small so that for any of the h roots
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sin (h sin ) 2
[(h sin ) 2]
can be considered equal to unity, and if the infinite series determinantal equation in
the denominator of the integrand in Eq. 318 is called fl(ha), it is readily found that
Ifm(S ) + .2Ir ka
z >> O
(z << O)
h roots
in
lower (upper)
half plane
The fm subscript refers to the fact that these are the free mode waves. While it does
not seem possible to find a simple expression for [df l (ha)]/[d(ha)] (however, see refer-
ence 69), it should be noted that solving for the roots in a graphical manner leads imme-
diately to a numerical value for [dfl(ha)/[d(ha . It can be shown (68) that [dfl(ha)]/[d(ha)]
near the boundaries of the Iml = 1 region, in particular where fl(ha) equals zero, is
extremely large so that the amplitudes of these waves, at least for small values of ka,
(a) I -th tol Ih', ha PLANE
-ka-2cot cot a - cots* -ka.2cot
.,.% \ .;2cot*ka-2cot* *ka-cot# k kacot ka+2ct
co, o. l APPROXIMATELY - Ihtol
(b) ha PLANE
X Ihltd
cot0
(C) ha PLANE
-ka
· x ·
h''ta '+ko - | ~t/(
0.28 o-t- 0.15 APPROXIMATELY
(d) ha PLANE
-1h-Jh~tl lh'i1h,2 1
K. -ha . .
0.29> -y>0.28 APPROXIMATELY
(e) ha PLANE
-k a
r0.44 >c- .o, 39 APPROXIMATELY .ka Ih
0
4 4 > " O ' 3 9 A P P R OX IM AT E LY
-BRANCH POINTS
x POLES
Fig. 41
The small wire helix, 1 = 10 ° .
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df 1 (ha)
d(ha)
(320)
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are very small. This confirms the remarks made in sections II-G and II-I concerning
these waves. If the amplitudes of the currents associated with the different free mode
waves are calculated by the above procedure, the power flow and the various field com-
ponents associated with these waves can be determined from formulas already given.
The input admittance of the infinite helix can be written
I s =2 or z =- sin b
Y(s = or z = sin ) - (321)
the minus sign occurring since the applied voltage is opposite to the induced voltage.
The input admittance contains the contributions from the poles which are essentially
real terms plus the contributions from the branch cuts which contain both real and imag-
inary parts. The equivalent circuit for the helix shown in Fig. 35 is an immediate con-
sequence of Eqs. 318 and 321, and these equations form a rigorous basis for the
remarks made in section II-I in connection with the equivalent circuit. The real imped-
ances Rlhtol(ka), Rhll(ka), etc. are the characteristic impedances of the free mode
waves. Such impedances can be defined in several ways: that is, on a voltage-current
basis, on a power-current basis, or on a power-voltage basis (2). One has then
2P IV 2Rih 1 (ka) V I J. R (ka) = z i (ka) P (322)ht I III htl I I I Rl zht
V'I PPz'I Pz'V
If IV is taken as the amplitude of the source voltage, I as the amplitude of the free
mode current wave, and Pz as the total average real axial power flow, it is possible
to calculate the RIh 1(ka) values given by the first two equations in Eq. 322 for = 10 °
from available data. For ka < 1. 2, R htll (ka) ZR Ih I (ka) for all the waves with
V,I t Pzi
an error of less than 20 percent even in the worst case. For ka > 1. 2 no definite regu-
larity was noted. To complete the solution for the input admittance one must perform
the integration along the branch cuts. This is usually a quite difficult operation, and
no attempt was made to carry it out here. It is to be expected from analogy with similar
problems that the imaginary part resulting from such a calculation will depend to a con-
siderable extent on the assumed shape of the wire, whereas the real part, as well as the
free mode wave amplitudes resulting from the pole residues, will not be so dependent.
Also, one would expect the imaginary and real parts of the resultant of the branch cut
integrations to approach infinity and a finite limit, respectively, as the gap length
approaches zero.
It has been assumed so far that the determinantal equation of the helix has only pure
real h roots. Although it has not been possible to prove this for the exact case, as
discussed in section II-D, it can be proved for the approximate cases. Taking the
denominator of Eq. 318 as an example, one has
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l mLm 2 
+ k2 a 2 cot 2 I (im)Km [lm(l+A] 0 (323)
where for reference
l m = [mcot + 2mha ct + h2 a 2 - kaZ] . (146)
From the fact that the complex Maxwell field equations are the Fourier transforms of the
time dependent field equations, it is shown that the propagation constant for any free
mode wave satisfies the relationship h(w) = -h(-w), where the tilde, as usual, means
complex conjugate (39). It should be emphasized now that only lossless systems are
being considered so that k2 = 2E is pure real. Since the left side of Eq. 323 equals
zero, this implies that its complex conjugate does also. Thus, taking the complex con-
jugate of Eq. 323, replacing h(w) with -h(-w), and then replacing -h(-o) by h'(o) result
in an equation identical to Eq. 323 with h'(w) in place of h(o). Consequently, for every
h(w) root there is an identical h'(w) root. But this requires that for such roots
h(c) = h'(c) = -h(-w) = h(w) (324)
from which it can be immediately concluded that Eq. 323 has roots only for real values
of h, and not for complex or pure imaginary values. It should be clear that a similar
proof applies to all the approximate determinantal equations given for the helix problem
in this and the previous section.
The true significance of the realness of the h roots as well as the solution given by
Eq. 318 should be emphasized. The point is that to the order of the approximations
which have been made, the solution of the infinite helix source-present problem assumes
a form quite similar to those available for more rigorously solvable open boundary
problems. Among these are the infinite straight wire, the dielectric rod, the dielectric
slab, the two wire line, the sheath helix (given here), and others (2, 39, 48). In common
with these the lossless infinite helix supports purely propagating waves, or free modes,
but none in which the propagation constant h is pure imaginary or complex. Radiation
from an infinite driven helix is represented by a branch cut integration (really an infi-
nite number of such integrations) or a continuum of exponential waves and not by
discrete simple exponentially damped terms. Radiation from a finite helix occurs as a
result of the end effects, as in finite linear antennas and dielectric rods, and the function
of the free modes is to transport energy between the source and the ends (2, 39). This
is not to say that the radiation properties of a finite helix cannot be determined approxi-
mately by the assumption of the existence of a simple outward traveling current wave.
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Indeed, it has been found that the far-field radiation patterns of finite helices calculated
on the basis of such an assumption are in good agreement with experimentally measured
patterns, at least over restricted frequency regions (25, 27, 30). Nevertheless, as in
the theory of linear antennas, the need for making assumptions about the current dis-
tribution on a finite helix should be considered only a temporary expedient until a better
solution becomes available.
It is clear from the foregoing development (and from reference 52) that one can write
down the integral equation for the current on a driven helix of finite length. The solution
of this equation would provide a solution of the helical antenna problem which should
prove of great interest and use (25). However, the occurrence of finite limits in the
integral makes the problem considerably more difficult than the infinite helix problem.
After this report was written but before it came out in its present form, reference 69
became available in which essentially the same approach was used as is employed here
for finding the form of the solution in the driven helix case.
2. Limiting Case of a,= 90°; Effect of Loss in Wire
If = 90°, that is cot 4 = 0, and s = z, the approximate expression for the current
obtained from Eq. 318 becomes
sin hi
oo h/
I(z) -jVwEa -2 i)K2 dh (325)
oE m N0)K m [ 1 ]T
m
where
~To = = a  -kOa (197)
Since (3)
Im (5a)K m [a (1 + b)] = Ko(,b) (326)
m
from Eq. 325
hl
1 sin 2
oo b hi
I(z) -jVEb 2 f 2 ejhz dh. (327)
-0bK0 (b)
-00o
Equation 327 gives an approximation for the current distribution on an infinite straight
perfectly conducting circular cylindrical wire of radius b excited by a gap source
centered at z = 0. From Eqs. 124 and 140 it is clear that the exact expression for the
current in this circumstance is given by
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hi
sin 2
0 K( b) hi
I(z) = -jVwEb 2 f 2 -jhz dh (328)
-o tbKo( ,b)
where it should be recalled that b here plays the role of a there. Equations 327 and 328
are identical except that 1/,b appears in the numerator of the integrand of the approxi-
mate expression, whereas K1l(,b) appears in this position in the exact expression. Since
1/tb is the dominant term in the expansion of Kl(,b), Eq. 327 should give a fair approx-
imation to Eq. 328 if kb is small.
The integrand of Eq. 327 diverges for hi large, and some further approximations
and assumptions are required before any comparisons can be made. No such compari-
sons are made here, and the only purpose of the above is to show that the approximate
current expression agrees in a certain fashion with the exact expression in the limit of
= 90 . As a matter of fact, in reference 58, page 165, except for a change of notation
and the use of I = 0 there, Eq. 327 appears as the solution for the driven infinite con-
ductor problem. The matter of divergent integrals in such circumstances is discussed
in reference 58, page 147. Incidentally, Eq. 328 is derived in section 10. 16 of refer-
ence 2, and a solution valid for thin wires is given. (See also reference 67. )
So far in the analysis in this section it has been assumed that the wire is perfectly
conducting. If the concept of surface or internal impedance is introduced, the effect
of finite conductivity may be determined (1,2, 58). It is necessary to assume that the
current distribution in the wire is the same as that in a straight infinitely long circular
wire of radius b. In this case the term ZiI(s) is added to the left side of Eq. 316 where
Zi is given below. Proceeding as before, one obtains in place of Eq. 318
sin [(h sin Li) ] ejhz
200~~~~ ~(h sin ) 2
I(s) s -jVoEa 2 2 dh.
-00 2 T'rE2a 2 2 m 2 2 2
Z 2Fiba + ha - k2 a 2ot2mIm(Tim)Km[Tlm(l+A)] +i sin z - 'km cot + I(l)
k 2a2 cot2 It('n)Km [Iml(1+)I}
(329)
The determinantal equation is modified in this case by the addition of the term
jZi(2nwEa 2 /sin LP). With the usual assumption that the displacement current in the wire
is negligible compared with the conduction current (1,2, 58)
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1 j <Lt 1/2 Io [(jtst)/ b]
( t [j b (330)
where Lt and a t are the permeability and conductivity of the wire material. If the skin
effect is relatively complete, an excellent approximation for Eq. 330 is
1/z
Zi. 21b ( T *Lt (331)
With a wire of finite conductivity the free mode propagation constants are no longer
pure real but have a small imaginary part. It is probably simpler to use the usual
approximation methods discussed in section II-I in order to determine the attenuation
constant, rather than to attempt to solve the determinantal equation including loss. How-
ever, if the losses are small and if the lossless determinantal equation (call this fl(ha)
as before) has been solved numerically or in some fashion so that [df l (ha)] / [d(ha is
available, then by the usual first order perturbation assumption
2Trwa 2
(ha)loss i sin + (hta) (332)
df (ha)
d(ha) j ha=h t a
where hta is a solution of the lossless determinantal equation.
It will be recalled that for a lossless single wire helix immersed in an infinite homo-
geneous lossless medium no free mode or exponentially propagated wave occurs for
p > X/2. For a lossy wire with p = oo, that is, an infinite straight wire, exponential
propagation occurs although with a complex propagation constant (1, 59). However, if
the wire is lossless in this case, p = o, true exponential propagation does not occur, and
the variation of the current with distance is exponential as a first approximation only
(2, 58). It is evident that single wire helices wound of lossless and lossy wires act in a
somewhat different fashion for p > /2, although it would be expected that for p < /2 the
difference is quite small. It appears that the forbidden region restriction must be modi-
fied somewhat for lossy wires, and an investigation of the determinantal equation with
loss (the denominator of the integrand of Eq. 329) is required. No such investigation
was attempted for this report, but this problem is worthy of further analysis.
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